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TO: Mr. J.W. MacQueen, Chief, RDD February 10, 1970 

FROM: P.P, Gullion, Chief, RR&R Branch, RDD 

SUBJECT: Monthly Report - JanJuary 1970 (Exerpts) 

General: 

During most of the reporting period plans were being formulated to evacuate 
18,000 refugees from the Plain of Jars. This will be the subject of next 
months report in detail. The intent of the USAID Mission during the reporting 
period was that we would not move these refugees unless the decision was 
made by the RIG The major concern for these refugees was if there would 
be sufficiane time remining to get the refugees off of the Plains before 
a major counter-attack was launched by the enemy. It was anticipated &hat 
there would remain to more than four weeks time for the evacuation. 

During December it was evident that the enemy was building its forces for 
a major battle by the number of refugees that were on the move which 
resulted in the closfing donw of some of the older drop sites. 

Summary of major refugee movements follows by military region: 

MR I - Evacuation of more than 1,000 people was completed from the LS-209 
area (Pak Beng) to refecation sites in Ban Houei Sai. Air evacuation was 
accomplished without additional aircraft, as “back haul” was used. 

MR II.+ Major movements were evacuated of LS-184 araa of more than 7,000; 

shifting of some 15,000 people in and about the LS-4i6 area. 

MR III - People in the Keng Kok area moved back to their villages. People 
who were burnt out were assited. 

MR IV. No magor refugee movements reported. 

MR. V + Some 280 refugees from Phong Hong relocation site decided to 

attempt to return to their home area in Muong Souie on their own, despite 
RLG's restrictions to do so. Ali the people from behind the Nam Ngum dam 
site were removed from support after their harvest. 

Support continues to some 2,500 people in Vang Vieng and 1,000 in Paksane. 

ORA : ps :8-6-71



TO: Mr. Charles A. Mann, Director February 12, 1970 

| FROM: John W. MacQueen, Chief Rural Development Division 

SUBJECT: Monthly Report - January 1970 (Exerpts) 

Refugee Relief: 

The most significant operation during the month was the air evacuation of 
7,000 refugees from LS-184 to LS-227. Detailed plans were made during 
the latter part of January to sir evacuate approximately 18,000 refugees 
from the Lat Sen area of the Plaine des Jarres. As nted in Mr. Cullion's 
repptt, the net number of refugees receiving assistnace remains ahout 
the same due to increased enemy presure. This is due to the fact that 
reflugees who are harvesting a rice crop and who have been removed from 
the relief rolls have been replaced by new refugees during the month. 

ORA :ps:8-6-71 
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+ Mr. Chorles A. Mann, Director March 4, 1970 
f oy: } 

Phillip P. Gullion, Chief RRR Branch, ROD 

Briefing for Reporters - Refugee Operations 

Total Refugees After 1963-69 Harvest Jenuary 19%69: 45,000 

Total Refugees after 1969 Dry Season Offensive 
as of June 1969 t 98,000 

Total Refugees after Rainy Season Offensives 
end counter offensives 
daly through December 1969 t 150,000 

~~ ZXCLDED Di ABOVE TOPALS -~ 
Refugees from enemy held areas 
June through Present : 31,000 

Total Refugees who became self-supporting 

after 1969-70 Harvest t 35,000 

Estimated Total Present Refugee Population 110,000 

| 
| PRESENT TOTAL BY AREA 

| BAN HOUET SAI 3,000 

Sayaboury Province 1,200 

Iuang Prabang 4,500 

Xdeng Khovang/Sam Neua 80,000 | 

Vientiane /Borikhane 15,000 

Pakse = 22000 

203,700 

|





TO: Mr. John W. MacQueen, Chief, RDD Mareh 10, 1970 

FROM: P.P. Gullion, Chief RR&R Branch, RDD 

SUBJECT: Monthly Report - February 1970 (Exerpts) 

General: Dominating the entire reporting period was the mass evacuation 
of 15,000 ethnic Lao from the Plain of Jars. The decision to move these people 

was made by the RLG in view of the possibility of counterattack by the PL/NVA 
against the Plains. The question remained whether there would be sufficient 

time to complete the evacuation. Due to the excellent co-operation of the 
Air Support Branch, C-130 aircraft were made available along with regular 
planes in the Air American fleet. The evacuation was completed the day 
before the attack began. 

The operation began February 5, 1970 with the transporting of 3,110 refugees 

to Ban Keun, LS~s (north central Vientiane Province). These refugees were 
received by the District officials of that area, immediately processed through 
the reception center and directed to their relocation sites. The following 
day the major February 10, 1970 aircraft made repeated sorties ujtil the 
evacuation was complted. 

The Ministry of Social Welfare had organized all of their staff to sasists 
in the processing of these refugees. In addition to the Social Welfare 
Ministry, officials from the military and civil police, the office of the 
Vientiane major, the Provincal government's office and Ministry of Health 
all lent a hand. The evacuase disembarked at Vientiane airport and were put 
into trucks and driven a short distance to the processing area.. They were 
given 3 days food a 2 meals each day, consisting of cooked rice, dried fish, 
canned meat, peppers and fish sauce. They were registered and assembeld by 

village groups and transported as a unit to their new relocationsites. 

These relocation sites for the most part were organized adjacent to existing 
villages or in few acases not too far from old villages. The indigenous 
Lao villager had voluntarily prepared for the incoming refugees, temporary 
shelter of straw and bamboo and in most cases gave their own water recep- 
tacles for they use. Representatives from the Ministry of Health ana Pdd 
Education prepared medicines and first aid post and temporary school struc- 
tures respectivily. 

The organization displayed by the RLG was exceptional. There was a minimum of 
delay in the unloading of passengers processing them through the reception 
centers and their arrival at their relocaion sites. The role of the USAID 
during this entire evacuation was one of backup with little actual parti- 
cipation. By the end of February refugees had been given plots of land for 
land clearing and planting this season's rice crop. In all cases they had | 
ready access to water and temporary schools and,.medicine posts had been 
constructed. During the course of the month several organizations and 
Embassy groups donated gifts in food, commodisies and money for their welfare. 
Gifts are still coming in. 

BRAEps :8-6-71
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Nete: Arrows indicate general infiltration route, not to be construed as tactical military status.
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_ OFFICE MEMORANDUM : UNTIED STATES GOVERNMENT ‘ 

- 903 Me. J. W. Machen, Chier, Bop Date: April 7, 1970 
_ LW) eA we ; 

“FROM: P, P. up ee RR&R Branch, XDD 

‘ SUBIRCT: Monthly Report for March 1970 

Geusral 

During the reporting period the most significant facter concerns the fall of Sam 
‘thong. The enemy had been encroaching im areas to the sorthwest and north of 
Sam Thong for ea number of months. It was the opinion of Gperabions Officers worke 
ing in the area that it was only a matter of time before a major attack was thrust 
against Sam Thong. During the morning of March 17, 1970 the enemy started dropp- 
ing arlillery shells in the vicinity of the landing strip. ‘The remaining part of 
that dxy was spent in the evacustion of as much materiel and dependent families 
of Public Works employees along with Americans. Ths last group of Americans left 
Sem Thong at approximately 1845 hours. It was reported early the next morning by 
URAI/leos/Meo employees that enemy was visible going through Sam Thong with : 
evidunce of burning buildings. USAID local employees during the preceding night 

had geiged the high ridges surrounding Sam Thong as previously agreed following 
evemation plens. During the succeeding days of evacuation approximately 17,000 
rojugses left Sam Thorg going West towerds 18-37 ares, (Moung Phun), smaller groups 

| were making their way south and soutiwant towards the Vientiane terminus of the 
| Sum Thong road (1S-272 - Ban Son). Most of the people walked out on their own, 
| however Air America aircraft assisted in the evacuation of the aged, sick, 

cxippled and small children. Sem Thong headquarters was temporarily set up at 
j8-272 with less than a days interruption of normal operations. A special task 
foree was organized in order to expedite needed suppliss and materiels to the 
incoming refugees at Ban Son amd Moung Phun. Simultaneously with the fail of Sam 
Thong approximetely 35,000 civilian refugees were leaving Long Tieng (LS 20A) 
going towards the southeast. The following days in any event, found Long Tieng 
holding and Sam Thong only sparsely occupied by the enemy. : 

During this same period Paksane was in the process ef receiving some 5,000 Leo 
and 2,000 Meo who were fleeing f¥om coucerted exemy action along the Tha Thom 

valley to gain a foothold in the Long Tieng area. Refugees for the most part fled 
from L861, Ban The Si, and LS-l6, Moung Moc, were making their way on foot 
towards Borikhane where they waited for small boats tc carry them down the Nam San 

| viver to Paksane, As of March 3lat approximately Pages ao refugees had arrived 
; in Paksene and ebout 1,500 Meo were located north oF Paksane at the Moung May 

junetion. Several visits have beer made to the Paksane erea by representatives of 
the Ministry of Social Welfare and the USAID resettlement staff. General health / 

\ conditions for the refugees in the Paksene area must be considered as poor. Several 
; hundred are patients in the militery hospitel and the Chimese school which is being 

' used temporarily for i111 people. The ilinesses are diagnosed as maleria and gastro- 
enteritis. 

=~ a a re es
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ts S. W. MacQueen, RDD - 2° ; 

‘The PDS refugees located north and northeast of Vientiane have been busily : 
; engaged im preparing hill rice lands for crop planting this current season, It 

is expected thet during the rainy season land clearing operations will begin in 
the more permanent sites where these refugees will construct their permanent 

j housing and permanent rice lands. 

From the original 15,700 PD refugees arriving on the Vientiane Plain by February 11, 
4 1970 this mmber has now increased, as of March 3lst, to 22,000 refugees. By way 

of explanation it is necessary to state that the additional increase of refugees 
sze not from the PDJ but as a result of the increased enemy action in the wide ; 
ereas surrounding Sam Thong, Long Tieng, and Moung Moc. These refugees are being 
assisted in much the same manmer as the PDY refugees by providing necessary thatch 
amd bamboo for temporary shelter. An interesting observation being indicated by 
the Mistry of Social Welfare, ia that there are 362 monks included in the general 
refugee figure. Another point im passing, out of the entire group that have 
arrived from the FDJ only 87 deaths have been reported to date. The village most i 
severely hit by deaths iz vamed Hom Exay. Out of a total population of 758 per= 
soms 15 have died. While the exact diagnosis or cause of death has not been 
verified it is suspected that the children died of some contagious disease, i.e., 
diphtheria, or measels. According to village elders et Nom Xay, the cause of 
death was 2 families who are inflicted with "Phi Phap” (evil spirits that take 
their revenge through little children). It has been arranged by the RiG that i 
these two families will be transferred to a "Phi Phap" village im the general 
vicinity of Phone Hong. To gain entrance in this village the new family met buy 
and sacrifice a buffalo end distribute the meat persowally to the regular villagers. 
Cace the family has met these obligations they ere readily accepted in the village 
te become permanent residents and eligible for future similar distributions. 

aa 

My. Edwin T. McKeithen is still im the USA after the death of his father. Several 
cables have been seat requesting ak ETA. G.J. Flipse stationed im Ban Houel Sai 

departed for home leave on March 30th and is expected to return to post sometime } 
in early Jume.. Mr. Paul A. White was transferred from Sam Thong to Imang Prabeng 4 

in early March along with Mr. Ernest Kuhn who went to Ban Houei Sai to overlap 
Mr. Flipse before he departed. 

RegettLement, 

Mr. Hugh W. Brady visited Pakse to investigate the progress.of the Houei Nam Phak 
< Resettlement Project end he reports that the refugee resettlement work is pro- 

gressing satisfactorily with the exception of a small problem that haz erisen as 
to cutting trees in the Teak reserve; the resettlers had always been explicitly 

warned that trees and brush could be cut at will, provided that they stayed within 
the prescribed boundaries. Those refugees involved have been given a warning and 
been instructed that continued practice would result im their eviction from the 
resettlement area. Visits have also been made to Nam Tha in the Sayaboury Prevince



ig. P / * 

- Sy W. MacQueen, RDD . S500 

to investigate the amount of land that has been cleared under the mechanical ! 
land clearing contract. Earlier misunderstandings and difficulties have been 

mostly resolved and the refugees on site are grubbing and clearing brush prior 
; to heavy equipment operations. The Ban Don area in Ban Houei Sai has been closed 

i at this time pending clarification of security problems. It seems likely that 
previous plans for a Ban Don resettlement scheme have to be changed to an area 

i north of Ban Houei Sai where security ia not a problem at this time. 

From Mattey. Airlifted Est. for March Actual 

40 kg. triple sack drop rice 972.0 1,124.2 M8. 

100 kg landed loads 412.5 305.0 M.T. 

40 kg teiple sack corn meal 164.4 2.5K. - 
' 4b.0 59.0 M.T. 

_ 40 kg triple sack salt hh 59.0 MT. 

Protein Supplement ~ 10,410 cases f 
q F LH Sai ~ . : 

No report available this date. 

psa gle "7 

Ly No. report availeble this date. 

‘Increased refugee movement at mid-March accounted for increase in hO kg 
rice deliveries and lowering of 100 kg and corn meal. 4 

: Rice Meat Salt 
Vientiane (PDJ refugees including Ban Kuen & cle Parl ah 

Imang Prabang ; sh Mr 
Paksane 182 vr hoo cs 3 Mr 

Recent Commdities Arriving: ite 
Corn Meal 8,635 Bags 
Cloth (denim, white, etc.) 30,000 yards 

eM... ; 
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c, W. MacQueen, RDD ; 4 

Problems: hs 

Surface movenent of commAities to Luang Prabang has been a problem all 
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4 TO: Mr. John W. M m, Chief/RDD April 8, 1976 

FROM: GeargS Af Ridenour, CDA/Vientiane Headquarters 

: SUBJECT: Monthly Repert for March 1970 
F for Special Project Assigament 

: Preliminary Project Report 

For the period of March 24 ~ April 3, the writer wae absent from pest 
on a combination of official medical leave, annual leave, and TDY in 
Thailand. Loring A. Waggoner and family departed Vientiane yesterday 
on rotational orders te the States. 

a The preliminary repert: "Program for Improving Development Administration 
Effected by Ministry ef interior Field Persemme!", co-authored with 

Lering A. Waggoner, was completed on March 23 and submitted to the 
Director's office alang with supporting appendixes. This report represents 
a preliminary summation and analysis of Waggener/Ridenour findings 
related to our joint project assignment during the past three months. 
The report includes a detailed account of progress en our project up 
until March 23. Therefore, a reiteration of this information for purposes 
of this monthly report is deemed unnecessary. 

A Survey of Ministry of Interior Administrative Field Officials 

Pages 26-27 of the above referenced preliminary report describe recent 
action by the RLG toward implementation of a countrywide survey of 
Ministry of Interior administrative field officials. Ministry of Interior | 
ministerial arrete Ne. 112, dated March 18, formally established the 

RLG committee to isaplement the survey. Letter Ne. 264 from the 

Minieter of Interior accompanied the survey questionnaire forms which 
were distributed throughout the Kingdom during the past week. Teams 
of survey committee members will begin to travel to every Khoueng by 
the middle of Aprit to follow up on the accurate completion of these forms. 
When this entire survey ie completed and the results tabulated, a report 
can be submitted regarding Ministry of Interior administrative field 
officials which will be fay lees preliminary than the Waggoner /Ridenour 
report of March 23. 

The RLG has made s formal request to the Asia Foundation for supplemental . 
t funding of the survey teams' travel expenses which will be incurred during 

the next two months. 

: 

; ; | 
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Bangkok TDY “Ee 

= On March 26 while in Bangkok, the writer accompanied Mr. Kao Outsama, 

% Director of Educational Planning of the RLG Ministry of Education, and 
Mr. Villiam Phraxayavong, Second Deputy Cornmissioner of the Planning 

/ Commission of the RLG Ministry of Plan and Ceeperation, on official 

} visits to the Royal Thai Government's District Officer (Nai Amphur) 
= Training Academy and to the National Institute of Development Admin- F 

g istration. Our group was well received by the Thai faculties at both 
. institutions and the findings from these official visits were very encouraging 

with regard to potential Lae-Thai cooperation im utilizing the That 
 imstitutions for the benefit of Laos. The writer will eubmit a separate 
detailed report and appraisal of these Bangkok visits for the information 
of interested offices and for the project reference files. 

Project Plans for April : 

| As per specific instructions received yesterday from Mr. Chandler, 
Deputy Directer, the writer is to submit within the next two weeks a 

Fs comprehenzive report of his recommendations fer future program direction 

| and the respective mature of RLG and USAID involvement ~~ this report 
; to be uged in formulating a proposal of public administration assistance L 

for inclusion in the May pregram reviews. Fellowing completion of this 

; task, the writer is te resume his work on the evaluation report of the 
Muong Phieng Village Development Committee Program in order to insure 

. that the report is completed before his scheduled June 5 departure frem 
Laos, ~ 

RDDGAR iGenour:jh : 
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} OFFICE MEMORANDUM 

TO : Mr. John W. MacQueen DATE: April 8, 1970 7 
a Chief, RDD 

FROM: Kkhed € ext 
we Chie£/CDB, RDD 

SUBJECT: Monthly Report - March : 

Personnel 

CDAA positions have again been reviewed. The final result is 
loss of one CDAA position, Savannakhet, two headquarters CDAA 
positions, Training Advisor and Special Projects; in addition, 
the contract CDAA positions in Savannakhet and Pakse (Houei 
Kong) will not be renewed, This leaves Community Development 
Branch with two headquarters and 12 field positions. The 
headquarter position” ie being rewritten to emphasize CRA 

ms staff advisory duties which are essential to building CRA 
programs and advising CRA in National Program Planning. 

CRA 

Two formal meetings were held during the month with the 
Commissioner of Rural Affairs in addition, to informal 
discussions. The first meeting concerned Ban Amone Training 
including a report of field follow up visits to former students 
in Northern Laos by the Director of the Center. His report 
was positive in the most part showing former students employing 
the skills learned at the Center. The OXFAM representative 
explained the position of OXFAM in ending their financial 
assistance to the center and the Commissioner felt that the 

_ Operational expenses which OXFAM was funding would be supported 
“in the RLG budget. The new silk worm production training was 

oatlined. 

The second meeting was a briefing at the request of RDD on CRA's 
organization, planning and accomplishments. The philosophy and ‘ 
approaches to Community Development in Laos as seen by the 
Commissioner of CRA were explained and discussed. This meeting 
will lead to other formal discussions of the RDD/CRA's planning 
and programing methods on the National level. The meeting also 
resulted in formal requests for fet tea ek ae were incorporated 

_» in RDD budget proposals. It was decided social organization. 
and other CD training should be emphasized in new programs.
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Mr. John W. MacQueen; Chief, RDD April 8, 1970 : 
Monthly Report - March Page 2 

; A paper will be prepared for the Director in April suggesting 
program directions. The Commissioner requested a joint trip 

¢ to the southern Areas in April to have discussions with his 
field agents; chief CD Branch will accompany him. 

General : 

The budget submissions were prepared and delivered to PRO. 

Some APs are held up due to shortage of 3/8" rebar. 

Find enclosed statistical data concerning projects. 

RDD/CDB:RCAnderson:nn 
4/8/70
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FY 1970 ; 

Rural Self-Help Construction 
Completion Report 

; February and March, 1970 

~  Lecation AP No, Approval No. Description 

Savannakhet 16 8589 25 Dug bells 
Ban Dong Damdvane 1 ea 
Ban Mo Muong 1 ea 
Ban Xong 1 ea 
Ban Non Savang 1 ea 

Sayaboury 10 0008 Two-room Secondary School 

Sedone 16 9157 Eleven classrooms 

Kengkok 2h 9056 26 Dug Wells 
Ban Sakeuntai 1 ea 

/ Ban Vang Mao 1 ea 
Ban Thoua Neua 1 ea 

(/ientiane. SNN 42 9141 1 Km read Sanakham 

Saravane 1 84,82 Nong Beva Dispensary 
Vang Vieng 43 8L84, Ban Na Thong l-room School 

a oe 43 SLBL Ban Done 2-room School 
* 6 SRDP 70/Ch Ban Khan Mak Flume 
t 12 149 Tha No one Dug hell 

Muong Phieng 26 9085 Dug ells (Twenty two ) 
L Ban Nakhem,2 wells. 
i ; Ban Na Botam 2 wells 
t Ban Natane 1 well 

Ban Phonehin ] well. 
E Ban Nasom Nai 1 well 

Houa Khong 29 O1LsA Ban Khovuane Dispensary 

RECAPITULATION 

Logations, ' Glessrooms Dug Wells Dispensaries Road Flume 

| __ Sayaboury 2 q 
bo Sedone 13 : i 

Vang Vieng 3 a 1 
f Houa Khong i 

Savannakhet. 4 - 
Vientiane SNN 1 Kn 

t Kengkok 3 
Saravane 1 

TOTAL: 16 15 2 1 Km 2 
os



FY 70 

Status of RSH Activity Plans . 
as of March 31, 1970 

’ Logations In Draft Approved Active 

Houa Khong - 8 9 
‘ Luang Prabang - 10 10 

J Sayaboury 1 > 13 
Samthong ~ z Le 

a./ Vang Vieng 2 4 10 
b./ North Nam Ngum 6 7 23 
cof South Nam Ngum 7 15 
a./ Borikhane 5 

Savannakhet 

a./ Khammouane 5 9 
b./ Kengkok 2 1 9 
c./ Lahanam 5 
d./ Savannakhet 1 12) 13 

Pakse 

a./ Sedone 2 13 15 
b./ Wapi 1 7 
c./ Hovei Khong Z 7 
d./ Champassak 2 3 6 
e./ Sithandone 1 3 
£./ Savravane x 2 . 

RECAPITULATION 

No, APs approved July 1, 1969 to March 1, 1970 7m 
No, APs approved March 1, 1970 to March 31, 1970 13 
Total APs approved as of March 31, 1970 Sh 
Ne. APs in process as of March 31, 1970 Xi 
No active APs as of March 31, 1970 162



FY 70 RSH Local Currency 
as of April 3, 1970 . 

Approved APs_ No. of APs 0062-1-C 0062-1-D2 

"Luang Prebang 10 5,665,000 999,000 
Pakse 2 2,224,000 14,640,000 
Savannakhet 17 327 ,COO - 

| (/ientiane 18 ~ 6,919,500 
Samthong 2 600,000 
Sayaboury 9 zs 262,800 
Ban Houei Sai 8 = 4,740, 000 

8h, 8,816,000 27,561,300 

APs in Process : 

Luang Prabang = = i 
Pakse 4 = = 
Savannakhet 2 = = 
Vientiane - 8 = - , 
Sambhong - ~ i 
Sayaboury L = = 
Houskhong - - - 

16 

‘Total AP s ; 100 8,816,000 27,561,000 
Balance 

Project Account Amt. Budgeted Obligations Available 

Construction 0062-1-C 8,816,000 8,816,000 & 
SRDPs 0062-1-D1 "750,000 464,985 285,015 

Training 0062-1-D2 29, 08}, ,000 215 561,300 x 3 522 3700 

Incidental Expenses 0062--1-D3 3,000,000 2,609,743 390,257 
IVS Support 0062-1-D4, 14,500,000 7,790,895 6,709,105 
Equipment. repairs 0062~1-D5 1,600,000 1,452,898 147,102 
‘transportation 2062-1-n6 35300.000 796-96 2,503,054 
Multipurpose Contexs 0062-1-D7 3.,000,000 680,208 319,792
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2 iia a ‘Mr. Charles A. Mann, Director | “oo \ 

: FROM : John W. MacQueen, Chief RWO oa a} 
a ay ¥ 4 y bh ® ; i 

}* SUBJECT: Monthly Report ~ March 19 * vee 
A 1° % i x all ] 

ie» General ’ i > Wee 
, . -é, ; a wi me = 

be / a 
a ‘1. Refagees ae hy 

: _ One of the mest serieus events affecting the program and operation eee 
of the Rural Development Division was the fall ef the Sam Thong operations 
base to the enemy during the month. All USAID personnel were evacuated = % ; 
from Sam Thong by March 17. In conjunction with the military operations 
in and around Sam Thong, buildings, refugee relief supplies, RDD vehicles ergs 
and equipment were damaged and/or destroyed. Personal property of a 
RDD employees was also lest. As the result of enemy action, approximately = 
17, 000 people fled from Sam Thong. The majority of the people walked * . ee 
to LS-37 (Muong Phus) west of Sam Thong while smaller groups moved soa re 
south and southeast towards LS-272 (Ban Xon). Another group of civilian "he 
refugees estimated to be 35,000 people began to flee toward the southeast ane ee 
from Leng .Tieng due te enemy operations. The movement of these _ x4 
thousands of refugees has compounded the problems of support activities. aS ad 

; in order to cope with the siteation, a special task force was organized and ae: a 
| a@ temporary base was established at LS-272 in order to conduct refugee ae 

support operations. Key members of the RDD/Refugee Relief staff were x ; 
assigned to the task ferce. As of the end of March, LS-272 continues to be e 

_.. the main operations base. Long. Tieng was still holding as of the end of. , 
; the month, but very few of the refugees had returned te their homes. te 

hg , / = SF 

Concurrent with the refugee movement izom Sam Thongand = a 
os Leng Tieng was the arrival ef approximately 3,000 Lao and an estimated » i 

1500 Meo refugees im and around Paksane from LS-61 and LS-46 due te ot 
enemy action and occupation of terrain. These refugees are in very poor : 

condition healthwise. Representatives from the Mimistzy of Social Welfare ure, 
supported by the USAID Refugee Relief/Resettlement staff and Public Health ae 
staff, began a program te vender necessary assistance. The lack of 
available land for relocation ie a serious problem in the Paksane area. i 

"In the Vientiane Plaia the number of refugees now being aseisted a 
sand relocated is 22,000. Im February 15, 700 refugees were airlifted from the = 4 

_—s“~Plain of Jars; the additional 6300 people have moved into the AC/Vientiene e 4 
_-—- Area from areas near Sam Thong, Long Tieng and Muong Moc (LS-46) a 
oe tk” Se : 4 Sa | - “4 
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| to escape from the enemy. The March arrivals are being assisted by the : 
' Ministry of Social Welfare and the USAID in the same manner asthe = 

' 15, 700 people from the Plain of Jars, i.e., bemboo and thatch roofing _ 
/ is provided for temporary shelter; medical treatment is given; rice, salt 
/ and protein supplement are provided; mosquite nets, blankets and utensils 

a are provided. 

-? 
s 

, 2. Ban Amons i 

A second wnprecedented event occurred on March 31, 1970. At 
approximately 20:30 hours a wind and rain storm apparently of hurricane 
force struck Ban Amonme which is located seven kilometers northeast of 

Vientiane. Ten (10) of the sixteen (16) structures of the RLG Skills 
Training Center were severely damaged or completely demolished. The 
roofs of three (3) of the structures that were left standing were blewa 
away. The Working Committee for the Ban Amone Center decided to 
‘have emergency repairs made and temporary structures erected in erder 

that the skills training courses can continue. There will be more to 

report on the Ban Amone Center next month. 

The Ban Armone refugee village was destroyed by the storm. 
Thirty (30) of the thirty ene (31) houses were totally destroyed. Three 
of the villagers were killed and many were injured by fallen trees and 
flying debris. The Ministry of Social Welfare ia relecating the people 

; in other centers and will make a decision on the fuimre utilization of the 
land at a later date. 

; Personnel i 

; 1, OPRED 

After a review of the Rural Development Division staffing with 
AD/PE and Personmel, the following positions have been abolished as a 
result of the OPRED exercise: 

: ‘Position No. 914 - Community Development Advisor - Special Prejecte 
(Vientiane) 

Position No. 747 - Community Development Advisor - Training 
(Vientiane) 
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Position No. 956 = Refugee Operations Officer (Xieng Khousng) : : 
Position No. 173 - Community Development Advisor (Savannakhet} 

4 1 Personal Services Contract - Refugee Resettlement (Vientiane) 
1 Personal Services Contract - Community Development (Pakse) 

2. Assignments 

Mr. Paul E, White, Refugee Operations Officer, was transferred 
from Sam Thong to Luang Prabang on March 16, 1970. Ernest C. Kuhn, 
Refugee Operations Officer, was transferred frem Sam Thong to Ban Houct 
Sai. Dr. Y¥. Yamashiro was detailed to Supply Mamagement Branch early 
in March, : 

| The following persennel have been transferred from USAID/ Vietnam 
to USAID/Laos: a 

John W. Greeneugh, Community Development Advisor 
. Arthur E. Schoepfer, Community Develepment Advisor 

Peter S. Flymm, Community Development Advisor 
George T. Cosgrewe, Refugee Operations Officer 

The above personnel will report to post in August 1970 following 
Lao language training. 

3. Other : 

G. J. Flipse cleared post for home leave and return to pest. 
He departed on home leave on April 1, 1970. E. T. McKeithen is ia 

the U.S. having departed on February 14, 1970, due to the death of bie 
father. 

Problems 

Some Community Development Advisers are reporting that . 
critical construction iteme such as cement and 3/8 imch reinforcing bar 
are in short supply and frequently out of stock. The Rural Development 
Division will investigate this problem further in order to have the exact
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- facts such as: the date requests were forwarded, the quantities required, : 

quantities received, etc. Lack of these critical items at the height ef the 
construction season seriously delays project accomplishments. 

RDD:JWMacQueen:jh 
4/9/70 / 
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BAN HOUEISAI VIENTLANE GULLION/RDD/RR 271735 APR.70 

PG/SBRY KUHN, THOMPSON/BHS,, ADFO, RDD 

MONTHLY FIELD REPORT 

SUBJECT: REFUGEE MOVEMENTS 

1. HER DONG AND LY HAI'S REPORT REFERS 10 REFUGEES,5 FAMILIES, 0 PERSONES COMING 

FROM BAN KOUN XONG ON MAR l,, AND 326 PEOPLE FROM BAN NAVEN AND KHOUN POUEI ON 

MARGH 8. ALSO REFUGEES FROM BAN HOUEI HENG AND PAKSOT,REFUGEE RELIEF BRANCH 

NEEDS FURTHER DETAILS FOR BRANCH REPORTS 10 OD. 

2. PLEASE PROVIDE FOLLOWING INFORMATION. 

A. MAP COORDINATES OF VILLAGES THESE PEOPLE LEFT. | 

B. REASON OR CIRCUMSTANCES FOR LEAVING. I.E. , ORDERED TO MOVE BY F.A.R./RLG OR | 

ENEMY ACTIVITY, ETC. 

r _& ORIGIN. 

EN D. BORING VILLAGES WHICH MIGHT MOVE.GHANCES OF THESE PEOPLE RETURNING. 

“Sl ANY OTHER -OBSERUATIONS YOU MIGHT HAVE. 

FROM GUELIGN. > 
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had ae CHANGES IN REFUGEE NUMBERS * 
._ Running, 
pe 1969 Action New Refugees + Total _ 

; Jan.-April . PL/NVN Dry Season Offensive 30,000 )87 ,000 
Overran series of RLG areas wisi 

‘ May RLG captured Xieng Knouangville 11,000. } 98,000 
on PDJ-retaken by PL/NVN in late Geese” 
May 

June PL/NVN, not deterred by rainy ° 8,000 4,06 ,000 
: season, attacked Muong Soui . 

July Continued PL/NVN pressure 19,000 425,000 

Eastern Luang Prabang Province- ' 

Western Sam Neua d 

August , Vang Pao moved into PDJ in C7000 \ 432,000 
» spoiling attack Py i ; 

Y LH > 
September <*) RLG recaptured Xieng Khouang=“-/* 10,000 / Mi2,000 

)/ ville, PDI 7 5 

i Oct.—-Nov. . RLG consolidated gains on Dy 8,000 2 50,000 

rat 
~ December No major movement ~ rice harvest ~15,000 435,000 

2 * allowed 15,000 move off refugee 

rolls % 

1970 
t 

January . Additional harvest allowed -31,000 104 ,000 
31,000 refugees to move off 

rolls 

8,115 refugees moved from South- x . 
western Sam Neua Province to ra 
Vientiane Province (Nam Ngum 
Dam area) ‘ 

February No new refugees - but RLG evacuated 
13,840 refugees from PDJ to Vientiane 
Plain 

April PL/NVN attack on Sam Thong 42,000 346 000 
displaced 120,000 already refugees 2 
and 42,000 who were self-supporting 

=, P June 5909 new in Pakse area from Saravane 164,000 
io and other. neighboring areas, plus small i 
ae groups in Northwest near BHS and LP 

(plus stragelers from the Northeast) y
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. SN? 1970 (cont) Action New Refugees Total 
N ~ { 

oe July-September —° Increase due primarily P2,000.5 276 ,000 
ag to refugees returning 

‘ to roles because of 
a 7 insufficient rice stocks . 

pe Oct. - Nov. Same as July-September 37000 284 000 
x ; 

Jan. - March NVN/PL dry season offensive, “2M 000 308 ,000 
Enemy pressure on villages Es 

: along Rt 9 in Southern Laos; z 

: Long Tieng and its outposts; , 
and Luang Prabang. These 
pressures displaced approx- 
imately 87,000 people,. the 
bulk of whom where located 
in the Southwestern corner 

of Xieng Khouang Province. / 
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_ OFFICE woe. _ UNTEED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Me Mr. Charles A. Mann, : May Jk, 1970 

PROM: John W. MacQueen, Chief/RDD 

SUBJECT: Refugee Relocation and Ressrflement ~ New Priorities 

Because of activation of the new accelerated Vientiane Plein refugee rezettle- 
ment effort, it is believed wortbwhile at this point to summarize the overall 
refugee resettlement picture in order to keep our efforts in this direction in 
proper perspective. 

_ The Refugee Resettlement Program begun in 1966 with the formation of the RLG 
National Resettlement Comnittee and the organization of the Ministry of Social ; 
Welfere Resettlement Director. Until the evacuation of the refugees from the 
Plain de Jara (PDI) and the subsequent fall of Sam Thong, the refugee resettle- 
ment and relocation program was moving along in an effective manner and at pace 
sufficient to keep sbreast of the refugee problem and still not overreach the 
capability of the RIG. The projects have been well planned and coordinated 
within both USAID anf the RLG on 4 low-key basis with cooperation from many 
ministries and USAID divisions, such as Education, Agriculture, Irrigation and 
Forestry Branch, Public Health and Rural Public Works. ‘These events (evacuation 
of the PDJ, etc.) of the past few months have shifted emphasis in refugee 

LJ activities to an increased and accelerated resettlement program. \ 

WS Status of Country-Wide Program 

Pakse / 

Since 1967, 1,500 femilies have been resettled in the Pakse area. These 
include approximately 800 families in the Ban Oudom Souk area; 500 families in 
various relocation ereas around Pakse proper, many served by the irrigation — 
project at Km-8. Additionally 200 femilies are in the mre sophisticated 
resettlement irrigation and development project et Km-2, the Houei Nam Phak 
Resettlement Project. ‘The refugee situation in the Pakse area is better than at 
any time in the past, with only 260. femilies receiving relief support as of 
April 30, 1970. The refugee picture in the Pakse area could change dramatically 
within a short time due to the fell of Attopeu and the poasible evacuation of 
other centers of population in the Pakee area. Already twenty-seven hundred 
people were volunterily evacuated from Saravane on May 1012. Most of the 
people were taken cere of by relatives with small groups steying at the Refugee 
Reception Center in Pekse. Personnel from the Ministry of Sociel Welfare in 
Pakse are alerted to other possible evacuations snd already are planning 
temporary facilities to care for these refugees. 

Savannskhet . > 

In 1969 the Seno Refugee Relocation Project for 500 families was approved. 
_ There are now eight new villages, eleven wells have been drilled. Construche™ Me 

NN t, si 
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~ Mr. Charles A. Mann, Director -2- 

X< , 
\* starting soon om the water reservoit. ‘The project is on schedule end moving 

along with few preblems. This office, in conjunction with the Ministry of 
Social Welfare is presently examining twc additional areas for refugee resettle- 
ment in Savannakhet Province, If approved these land areas will be reserved by 
the Ministry, for further refugee resettlement aites, 

, Ehsmmovane Province 

ee In 1987-68, 23 new refugee resettlement villages were established in 
‘Hhaumouene Province along highway 13. The villages were located alorg a 100 
kilometer stretch of the highway from Km-7 north of Thakaek te Km-110,- The 
largest of the villeszes contained 110 families er 550 people. The average vili- 
age, 70 families, 2m all, 1,580 families were settled, or a total of 7,780 

. people. This group cf people were provided relief assistance, schools, diapen- 
sary, seed, tools, seedlings and some farm animals. Fresentiy there is a program 
to drill additionsl welle in some areas, other than that the auppert to the : 
project a oul. This group heve been off the relief rolis since the har- / 
vest of — f : 

Saysboury Provings 

Three hundred ana ten (310) families, mostly Meo were settled in Ban Nam 
Hia and Ben Nam Pang. ‘These hill tribe refugees were adapted to peddy farming 

\ and integrated ints the Wie Nakek irrigation project where they have since pros=- i 
“Npered and have become an influential group in Bayeboury Province and e showcase 

\ of cultural change. 

Two-hundved and ten (210) families have been settled on the left hank of the 
Nam Tan irrigation, SO cf the families are Men from HEouei Sek that are following 
the example of the Mey fram Nam Mie. ‘This group have already purchased e 
tractor after planting upland rice last year, They will plant pa ddy for the . 

f . first time this coming senson. 

“AG present there are no plans to bring additionnl refugees into Sayeboury 
Province. 4 i 7 

Ban Houei Sai ; 

The Activity Plen for the Ban Don Valley Refugee Resettlement Froject wes 
| approved in June i969, Because of deteriorating security in the valley and the 
I present lack of a reliable water supply in the rainy season the project has been 

sutpended until such time es security improves and 4 decision is made on the 
construction of the Nam Tine Irrigation Project to irrigate 1,500 hectares of 
the project area. A smal) number of the refugees in the valley wiil be able to 
utilize the approximese 100 hectares of land served bythe Gabion Dam on the 
Houel Sei River. 

¥ Ys : : 
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yr Another tract; of land of approximately 800 hectares near Ban Nam Chueng, 

AS north of Ban Houel Sai ls presently wider investigation by Ministry of Social 
Welfare andi if suiteble will be reserved for futwre refugee resetzlement. 

Kuang Prabang 
There are oo refugee rescttlenent or relocation sites in the immediate 

vicinity of Luang Prabang. The Muong Nane-Zieng Ngeun Yalley has been inves- 
tigated by this office in conjunction with Agriculture Irrigation Brench end the 
Ministry of Social Welfare, Rid. The Ministry has reserved a large tract of 
land in the valley anf has mved in e small mmber of femilies inte Muong Nane. 

A Barring an emergency no large-scale refugee resettlement project is planned 
for the area until such time as a decision is mad> to construct the Muong Nane 
road and the development of additional irrigation projects in the erea. 

Vientiane Plain oo 

The number of -—. now on tke Vienticne Plain from the PDJ and Sam / 
Thong erea stand at 4,145 families, 23,686 people. The general outline of the 
sesettlement plan for these refugees is contained in owe memorandum of March 27, 
1970, subject: Progrem for Relocation anil Resettlement of Refugees on the 
Vientiane Piain. The plan and timetable es it wes expressed in the referenced : 
memorandum de still valid. 

WY : 
+ , he multiple nature of the project on the Plain, 17 villages acattered 

LF among six mvongs, as contrasted to isolated compact projects of ons or more 
| villages presents a number of unique problems which mmt be overcome. AD/FO 
f has developed a general pian for “aceslerated refugee resettlement assistance" 
| which outlines requirements for land clearing and other operations. The variouv 
| ections contained in this memorandum conform to the AD/ plan. 

| fo cover the ares, each of the L7 villages is visited at least weekly by the 
CDAA and RLG and USATD workers and 2 helicopter days per weak heave been provided. 
Visits will also continue te be made py road on an irregular basis by both USAID 

; end ELG persomnel. A weekly check list will be maintained by the CDAA covering 
various espects of the problema end progress in ‘the villages. 

The major problem area of the project remains the identification and flagging 
of farm land adjacent to the various village sites sc that priorities can be 

ms established for clearing of farm plots. The RIG Ministry of Social Welfare has 
constituted three survey teams to make field investigation of the land as to 

| suitability and identify the bounlaries of the lend, After ‘his haa been accom~ 
im plished priorities for. clearing cen be established and work can begin. The 
=| soils and topography of several of the village sites hae been checked by | 
a My. Dave Totah, Soils Specialiat from the Bureau of Rcclamstion, and the following 

| areas hsve been approved for clearing: : ‘ 

ai 
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* i ? ua Sei _~ Me. Qharlea A, Mani; Director a 
~ | 

ay Erierity 1. Han Vewn Khens (The eon area}, serieultere school 
VY lame GS tuebry oF Roomy. 

1 Priority 2. Bam Phone Sai, free lend which is available for 
distribution by the Chec Khouens, 

Eriority 3. Ban Hat Deus, settlement reserve wnier control of 
the Ministry of Soctal Welfare. 

Other prierities will be established as developed. It is anticipated however, 
that the selecting of farm lands will begin t= aecelerave to the extemt that we 
ean have seversi len clearing teams in operation et the sexe tims. 

i in addition te support for land clearing ‘that will be provided by USAID 
equipment, the Miuistry of Social Welfare hes aveflable “he use of the Franch 
donated farm equipment. Your small bulldezers; 30 farm sractore and 2 trucks. 

USAID has agreed to provide support for this equipment for en initial. : 
period of six month provided the equipment ig uned in eappert of the POTUEIS « 
At present <here are 39 operators and necrenies im training by Bureau of Polis 
Rosds (BPA). ‘They have completed the basic 4 month eoume end are taking 4 5 
weeks course which they will operate the French Stuipmen: ard learn the use of 
the farm plows. 7 

“~ — A@@4t4onei Personnel Reguirensnts 

mond In order te insure proper utilization of the USIATD ond French donalod 
equipment for land elesrine and preparation of paddry the Refuges Relief Trench 
will require assistance from other divisions of USAID ir forming a tesk force 
for “aeeelerated resettlement: on the Vientiane Plain..” “he estinated persorael. 

| veguirements for the ARTF ars as follows: / 

a. One Task Force Chief, U.S. divect hire or contract with 
agricultural background. (McClymonds an contrect, propos) 
be reteined. } / 

%. ‘Taree teams (more to be added later as zeqired if accel= 
erated refugee resettlement siforts are exterded te othor 
ereas), Each team will consist of: One Rublie Works "CN 
or PSL experienced in land clearing. One (\ON or FSh ayrie 
colturist experieneed in mechanical plowle;; and paddy farming. 
One representative from RLG to coordirate probleme of load 
identification and activities ef villages 

The Chief of the teams can be alternated between Publice Worke osu Agri-= 
culture, deperding on personnel and skills available. 

Py ; 
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- Mr. Charles A. Menn, Director a 

ae Sac 8 Th addition te the ARTF teams one additional W.8. persormel. (lao speaking), - 
from somewhere in the Migeion is urgently neeied to be assigned es an assistant 
te the CDA who is responsible for the project. ‘This individual can moniter pur- 
chase of roofing material, distribution of supplies and commodities, seeds, ete. 
His services will be required wetil new RODD personnel arrive in Laos. 

Borikhgne Province 

Tn 1967-3 refuges Relief resettled 180 families, totaling 923 people ix 
3 villseoe 4u Borikhane Province. ‘These refugess became self-sufficient by the 
barvest of 1958 and support by USAID and Ministry of Social Welfare was phased 
out. 

Idttle if any refugee relief activity teok place in Borikhane Province until 
shortly after the evacuzticn of the MDS refugees. Preparations were made and 
approval was rented Yor construction of several temporary barracks type shelters 
in anticipation for the YO! refugees. Due to plan changes in February 1969 none , 
ofthe PDS refugese were settled in the Paksene ares. 

These facilities were not idle for long. Beginning in last February and 
early Narch, due to the offenrive around Sam Thong and around site 46 large 
numbers of refugece began toe filter down toward Pakzane. 

Sf Refugees continue to filter down to Pakoune via Muong Cao mostly brought 
down ty water in pirogues provided by Ministry of Social Welfare. Fresently there 

a are 330 families or 2,000 people at the GM 17 aite and 515 femilies (2,69 people) 
is at Ban Houei Siat. ” . 

One thowsand, three hunired and thirty-one (1,331) Meo, many from Muong Moc 
and the Sam Soke area end Saladecrkine area have been moved to MR IT. 

the refugee resettlement problem im Borikhane is under evaluation by this 
office and RIG Ministry of Social Welfare, The Borikhane srea my be the most 
difficult to date unless the Chao Khouang is able to provide sufficient land in 
relatively secure areas where the refugees can build their villeges and develep 
their paddy. If this is not possible we will no doubt have to move them again, 
possibly to Eevenvakhet or Khammousne. Additional information on the Faksane 
resettlement problem wiil be reported ae it becomes available. 

E This office haz one contract U.S. employee at Paksane on a visitation basis. 
As the situation is dereloping, particularly ag regards to USAID reletions with 

the RLG in the area, there ia un tosom™ requirement for a fulltime U.S. Refugee 
Operations Officer for Paksene to work with the refugee progrem and reasttlement . 
activities. This slot haa been approved, however we muet weit for reczuitment i 

and languege training. . = 

e unfilled ety itt t5-1h~70 
: Clearances: AD/FO: in draft JL 
~ BR/BDD:PPGuL 130: 

. Dist: OD/DD, AD/M, AD/FIN, AD/PE, AD/F0, AGR, ROD, RRAR-5, EDU, PWD, FSD, BYR, 
| ae SMB, UEP, MIE, IML, AC/Vte., CM, PMB, RO, ASB, IND, SY, C&R-3



TO: Mr. Charles A. Mann, Director May 18, 1970 

FROM: John W. MacQueen, Chief, Rural Development Divison 

SUBJECT: Monthly Report - April 1970 (Exeprts) 

Refugees: 

During the month 180 ethnic Lao refugees arrived in Khinak, Sithandone 
Province, from Cambaodia as the result of communist activity south of the 
Lao-Cambodian border. The RIG Social Welfare Service in Pakse is providing 

the refugees with rice. 

At the end of the month the situation southeast of Ban Houei Sai became 
critical due to enemy pressures on Ban Pak Tha. This activity could 
result in a refugee movement towards Ban Houei Sai and could cause a sus- 
pension of plans to resettle refugees in and around BanDan of Muang Pak 
Ta. With the fall of Attopeu to the NVA on 30 April, a movement or refugees 
on fooé towards the Bolovens Plateau and ultimately to Pakse is anticipated. 

ORA:ps:8-6-71



TO: Mr. John W. MacQueen, Chief/RDD May 18, 1970 

FROM: P,P, Gullion, Chief/RR&R/RDD 

SUBJECT: Monthly Report - April 1970 (Exerpts) 

The end of April portended yet another crisis developing in the Ban Houei 
Sai area. Ban Pak Tha (PC-6724) was being threatened with attack and 
imminent fall. 

ORA:ps :8-6-71



TO: Mr. J.W. MacQueen, Chief RDD June 8, 1970 

FROM: Phillip P. Gullion, Chief RR&R Branch, RDD 

SUBJECT: Monthly Report - May 1970 (Exerpts) : 

In the Paksane area there continues to be a considerable mobile state 
for civilian refugees traversing the Tha Thom Valley northwest and 
southeast including the Muong Kao and Paksane areas. The number of 
refugees on the move in this general area is approximately 11,000. 
of which the 2,000 Meo have alrady been transported to MR.II. Should 
major enemyefforts continue in this area an additional 10,000 refugees 
ean be expectwd. 

Refugees in the north and northwest of Laos are in a state of unrest. 
Several ambucades have taken kywm place south of Luang Prabang and towards 
the junction. In the northwest, people around Ban Houei Sai and Xieng 
Lom areas have undergone a series of attacks by enemy which resulted 
in the fall of Pak Tha and Houei Thong. At the close of the reporting 

period Pak Tha was again in friedly hands. 

ORA:ps:86/71



TO: Mr. James B. Chandler, Acting Director June 10, 1970 

FROM: John W. MacQueen, Chief, Rural Development Division 

SUBJECT: Monthly Report - May 1970 (Exerpts) 

Refugees: 

In the Pakse area the fall of Attopeu on 30 April 1970 resulted in the 
movement of refugees on foot to the Bolovens Plateau and then to 
Pakse. As of the ned of Mlay, 733 people from Attopeu were being 
assisted. A reported enemy threat to Saravane resulted in the airlift 
of dependents or RLG civil servants and police, some students and 

military families to Pakse during 10 to 12 May. The evacuation was done on 
& voluntary badis and involved approximagely 2600 people. The majority 
of the evacuees are living with relatives in Pakse. The RLG Social 
Welfare Ministry is providing shelter for 711 people at the Kilometer 
4 reception centr and 247 people have been located at the Kilometer 6 
refugee village in Sithandone Province, 4) families or 235 people from 
Cambodia are receiving assistnace from the RIG. 

ORA :ps:8-6-71
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' Li eV 
. 

: MR : | 
= z | SS SSS ee 

if “H.Rim Foy 31, 021 31,022 - ea 2 at... a...  ..... = Tu 
‘ .E.Pim J i 2h, 640 2h 640 ~ Tt<30 | P of E.Pim Poy eho ila meni nt | 

" el Pal 272 113,605 143,605 = < p24 

i ; : we / a 

; f em Sis este ee ! og — 
Teme Ww tn et Rea es ee, a ee a " : Note separation between Saravane & Nong Boua refs. 2,54 refs i 

 Pakse 2,300 2,300 = Lao rep. in Pakse ¥M Nong Bova between wime 5-18. hey have either been . 
bi - te alrlifted or have walked to Pakse transiting Kong Sedone.More refs 

‘a Attapeu 733 7 ~ Las expected to straggle in. As of dune 18 all refs in Nong Bova Rep. — 
; | i _had been evacvated. Breakdown of Nong Bova refs @il/fam: bu] people;] 

, I Saravane | 33352 1 ~ 301 Lao -Police/Fem: 357 people; Funcetionsires/Fam::516;peopie ;Civilians: | 
i | 1,236 people. 2 i 

“shh Nong Boua Oke 2S : | | 
4 

if 
F _ MR Vv iz ul q # 

5 ‘ | Decrease in Paksane figs. result of more accurate reporting on j 
‘ VIE Plains 2h ba ah bi o Tao ‘ No. of Meo in M. Cao. The 147 Meo at M. Cao reportedly would Like 

c } Lt-203La0-50 © to go to M. Nhame if the 327 Meo presently at Paksane airport ae 
_ -Palksane ; 7,082 6.763 2 319 Meo=30 awaiting transport to M. Nhame can one a living there. | 

i Lao=70 ; ‘ 

' Vang Vieng ___3,670 3,670 = Meo-30 | 2 

“% > pk ; . AD/M, AC/VEE, RDD, C&R en . = 

3 ae ea ait a : . ; Refuges Relief Branch, Status Report as of JUNE 19, 2970 f 
: ——— eae i * : 
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3 OFFICE MEMORANDUM UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Tos Mr. J. B. Chandler, Acting Director Date: dune 26, 1970 
ee 

From: Phillip P. aug iee RR&R Branch, RDD 

. Subject: Weekly/Monthly Refugee Stetus Report - dune 1970 

Please find attached the sbove subject reports covering the past 4 weeks of 
June. 

Generally speaking the monthly refugee movements reported show from the beginning 
of the month a general slowing-dowm of activity in #11 military areas. ‘The last 
week of the reporting period indicated by the fall of Saravane, shows a steady 

t increase in the number of refugees making their way to Pakse and its environs. 

Weekly Report 

"i The week ending June 26, 1970 indicates a total mean increase of approximately : 
2,500 refugees. This resulted from the fall of Sarevane to the enemy. Undoubtedly 
this refugee figure will continue to rise during the coming weeks. 

Attention is invited to military Region II for this period. There is no noted 
changes in the refugee population for this MR. Next week during the monthly rice 
requirement meeting the actual head count for these areas in MR It will bring an 
actual confirmation of the refugees located in various sites in and around the 
PDS and the Central 272 region. . 

Monthly Recap Report 

The monthly report continues to show a general stabilization move during the 
entire reporting period with the exception of the enemy ection in end around 
Saravane which resulted in the loss of that provincial city on June 9. An earlier 
reported figure indicated some 5,000 persons are in Pakse but that the number of 
refugees fleeing on foot and being brought by air to Fekse are approximately 
12,000 refugees as a total refugee number including the earlier fall of Attapeu 
and the current fall of Saravane. Hopefully this figure can be brought more in . 
line during the course of next month. 

As a new contribution to our reporting your attention is invited to the brief 
regional comments as reported by the respective officers for the areas. This 
month's attachments include Savannakhet and Paksane. It is hoped that future 
comments will include many incidental bits of information that one will find of 
interest. 

Attachments: _ 
1. Refugee Weekly Status Report 
2. Monthly Recap Refugee Report 

3. Regional Comments, Savannakhet and Paksane 
B DIST: OD/DD, AD/PE, AD/FO, AD/M, AC/VTE, RDD, C&R 
_._ BR/RDDe PPGul Lion :bms :6-26-70 Cearance Op amactueen 22'S 

Bs 5 }
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CORREME NOTES Of REFUGES KEBEPELUERT magBOrs Eo 
a ne 

. The resettlement programs in Paksane and Savaanekhet are shoving signs of 
progress. Rice seed distribution has taken place at all refugee sites in Paksane 
eres, and land clearing is presently unierway. he school at GN-17 is 80h 
completed, and the Activity Plan for a 3-room sthool in Howel Siet will be sib- 
mitted next week. ‘Two access roads imto Howei Siat will be completed next week. 

Health confitions of the Meo at Bong Deeng, Moung Cao end the Paksane 
airport has improved with the stationing of a Meo medic in Pakeans. ‘Two new 
medics will be stationed in the near future at G@i-17 as well as a Meo Refugee 
Relief & Resettlement field assistant, The distribution of canned mat to 
Paksane refugees with a protein deficient’ diet, has taken place. 

It has been proposed that the Asian Christies Service seni a doctor to 
Paksane, as well as technicians to establish home economics, bamboo craft, and 
vegetable production programs. 

BR/RDD:6-26-70
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CURRENT BOTES ON REFUGEE RESETTLEMENT PROJECTS 

snmp 

Heavy rains have slowed the construction of villages 5, 6, 7 and 8 at the 

Seno Relocation Project site. However, garden areas are being cleared, and 

highland rice is being planted in small quantities; also, several small water 

storage dams have been constructed. Land tenure problems are being resolved 

as a result of a visit to villages by Stone, Wulff and General Nouphet. Road 

construction has started, as has the cnnstruction of a leroom school. Savannakhet 

is awaiting approval of the road amendment so that water storage reservoirs can 

be done at the same time as the roads, thus reducing cost. 

RR/RDD 36-26-70 :
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t Month Month BGS Gooep 0 sE-Raw-20 = { Upsurge enemy harassment of villagers in No Sayaboury prov. prom Se | | 20,642 | +1,166 | Lue20;12~50 ; | Lo | 8.641 | ref. moves to SYBY area. Recapture of Faktha on 29-30 May cli ater Ls 
Buns. 19,47: 0. Tu-25;hac-20 se , | way for move of inhabitants now at Ban Dane back to Fak‘iha. kara} rw ao oo | - 553 | Meo-2hstt~ iik__| 13,908 | contique to move out of the M.Sing-Nam “he area.itef moves in)» ee oe 15,853 1 15,3 Tu-20;Phai-3h oan | Limited to movement of persons FM Mok Ho toLePyo MY =i , 2,091 e 

; 
og 

- swer Eo | | : . & 8. See ow R It — i ~{ Decrease in refugee numbers in MR Il is duc primarily to a general * : ret 4.021 -2,979 d Y tecotwrrrtercs 4 Stabilization in the area and therefore less efuges woveneti at \( 
“Rim PDS 34,000 Meo-70 aac -" more accurate reporting of ref numbers. Majority casuitie S ie a 
| ; aT w 8 | tt-30 2,186 81 _} military. , , f ; 

im pos | 22,702 | 26,640 | +2,938 | ntn30 
"SG aa i i ee | onrt 

# a3 j * 
‘entre’, 212 153,729 $1) : «... ... ee 2) oe 

i Central | : i | There has beer a negative increase ov refugees in the Mi TI ares 4 
® III 

| : | during the reporting period. t of Gi © ‘ a iy \ Xe a as - 
2 - 
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Thakhe - - ek he i ws = _ 21 i 22,014 t a e = ~ | a teat « 
a eh 
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2 ‘ithe fal) ot Bapcccen oO ne Bas ae ee 

R IW ; f 
j | The fail of Saravane on 9 June, and the resuljans threas to. Nong Ho 

E / / 2.300 | + 2 Leo 7 = | 28,119 | led to the movement between 4 Sune and 2h oe 0 pe 000 per:  Pakse*# 2,123 1 815 | S0ne to Pakse. Since fall of Nong Boua on 22 June air cvacs. bave Attapeu 1-733 2uy | _- 489 | tao 10 25 stopped, but people still filtering into Pakse by foot. - i pi 42,136 Lao - 3,754 T - ‘} f oe: e i f 

; "7 F 4 
: » Roue 2, 54h +2,5u4 | Lao ‘ ees a : i ares 4 / 

Nong Boue |= » 
- 53 y 3 

ad nae ah 438 + 72h | igo :4 k | 11,218 | Paksane situation has stabilized » the bulk of the efuge  BOtesto 

- Vte.Plains | 23,714 3 ot eo sc = situated in Ban Houei Siat (UP5534) and Hovel Nong Daeng (UF5BL4) \ Tl bas Laas lee 4 11,839 | having decided on resettlement. Meo refs. in M, ( ao and at Paksand Paksene a Teco be ue ee airport want to return to the M.Nhame (18-63) 2 Pees fay ; ve 3,537_| 3,670 | + 133 | Meo-30 : : biennial we 3 -: ! 
Sr 

- f oy ; 9 -2,N7L 229,178 aS Be OTALS: 256,110 257,068 908 eer neneeeemneeenneemnet th 229,178 | TOTALS $s ee lt : 
: * 

| 
7 * May figures wd T= i r 

s **Pakse figures include refugees frou Wapi lpia | ; 
Refugee Relief & Resettlement Branch fo , Pe | ; “June 26, 1970 ¢ | om) I~. 
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i Refugees Refugees Total ‘ - 

Previous Current Mean Ethnic ' f 

Met Week Week Shi Percent i a aig a = ai {— 
L¥=-50;Gooey-10 Total of 357 refs PM Nam Tha and QC 3092 areas 72 ring down to t 

B.H.S. 20,012 20,641 + 629 pa Sose kaye 20 Ban Sang.(FC6676 for past sev. weeks. lotel 200 Goo. FM M.Sing arca 
HORE 74 SAE ARR C0197 Guring past few weeks. /2 refs IM POS“ on vacofiov In i 

LP. 15,300 15,300 = Lte3Lj3Meo-2b Thadland (705825) have gone to Ton Phewng. Houei ho. * (4729) vers 
Mu CU SEDEL = 54 presently at Ban Dane beginning te vein to Houei Jools. SB Meo h 

SYBY 3,201 3,283 + 82 «  lit-LL3;Meo-29 moved FM QB5662 to Nam Hia as result of enemy have. +e 20 Meo \ J 
¥M Sam Thong moved +o Nam Hia. ‘ ° oe 

a eee ee ee a ee 
; \ No change in MR II figures registered pending cor: orm ion ov b 

N.Ris. Ws 31,023. 3i,C2L = . MR If refugee numbers on a site-by-site basis at ing to he 
; Meo-'70 ; held on June 29th. Changes will appear in, next wek's report } 

$.E.Rim PDs 2h 640 2h. 646 > L2-30 \ 
, | j 

Central 272 113,605 113,605 | ' 

MR Tit ee Seeman Re tv a 

MWaatrhale ee Steel, ee r i 

Sven 35315 3,315 = ___Lao — r 4 - 
tl 4 

RoW a ere ee es a tiie tai ee 

Pakse 2,300 2,300 = ao Total 1984 persons walked FM Saravane te Pakse bi ween 18 and 2h ; 
J —— °° duns. More refs FM Saravene-Nong Boua still comi) ¢ s*:er fall of 

—s A’tapen 733 2b -__ 489 Lao Nong Bova o% 22 June. ‘ 
Correct figs. on Attspeu refs indicate only 24k) sone im Pakse © 

Saravane 3,051 _ 5035 1,984 Lao ; FM Attapeu. f 

Nong Bous 2,5hh a5hh. “ hao _. 3 
: 

a a eee once aera Tamil Elba. ae 

Vte Plains 2h b15 2h 438 + 23 __beo | 198 persons FM B. Done (VF2271) ARR B.Houei Siat 1734). 162 ; i 
LT-203L80~50; persons ARK GM-1L7 (UF5G37). 290 Meo still ay Paksere alrpoxs ¥ 

Paksane 6,763 7,032 + 269 Meo~303 vaiting trensport to LS-63. More acewrate reportiny 'M M. Cao ef 
M.Kassy / Lao~'70 indieates 54 fewer Meo in M. Cao. , 
Vang Vieng 3,670 3,670 : Meon30 
t . 2 . ‘i J 

( TOTATS ee 237 968 $2, a ee ee eee ee =} 

X RRBR Branct. - Status Refugee Repor: as of Jone 2c ie j 
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Tos Mr. J. B. Chandler, Acting Director Date: duly 3, i970 

From: Phillip P. Gullion, Chief RR&R Branch, meee 

Subject: Weekly Refugee Relief Stetus Report, as o 3, 1970 

Transmitted herewith is the Weekly Refugee Report for the week ending July 3. 
Refugee moves during the reporting period reflect trends established during the 
month of dune, i.e., swail scale enemy harassment in the north-central portion — i 
of Sayaboury Province, an@ large scale enemy action in the Saravane-Nong Bous 
area. 

Your attention is invited to the sifnificant changes registered in the MR IT 
vefuges figures. These changes occurred primexily in the LS-272 area, and 
reflect continval smell. scale movements which often result in inaccurate report- 
ing due to the physical inability to receive refular reports from specific sites. 

Commenin on Refugee Resettlement Projects 

a Paksane: 

The construction of temporary dispensaries is widerway at GM-17, Ban Houei Siat, 
and Houei Nong Daeng. : 

The construction of a temporary school and the positioning of a Meo teacher in 
Nong Daeng is being considered by the Gheo Khoueng. ' 

Savamnakhet: * . 

Road construction in viliages No. 1 and 2 is continuing venidly as a result of 
good weather. z / ot 

. Dist: OD/DD, AD/PE, AD/FO, AD/M, AG/VTE, ROD, C&R 

RR/RDD:FBenson:bms :7-3-70 
Clearance :RDD: WWiMacQueen__/ 
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‘ ee Refugees Refugees Total 
Previous Current Mean Ethnic 

MP Week Week Percent - . 

: 7 Gooey~10; L0-20; ong Ngeun (QB2172) fell on 2 duly. Present status of 1000 M.Ngeun 
¢ B.H.S. 20,641 20,641 = B-Kaw+20; Lf~20 villagers as yet unknown. 

- : ; T2535 i-3i 375 new refs ARR in M. Phieng and Sayaboury areas during dime: 
LP. 15,300 15,300 - Lao-20; Meo~2h 189 LT. FM QB5116 to QB 5565; 49 LT FM QB5566 to QB 6802; 7h Lao FM j 

Fa ea Meo~29; Phai-36 LeP. to QB 6877; 63 LE FM QB 5995 to QB 9258. : 
SYBY 2. 3,283 3,658 + 375 smd; Lao a 

poe a Uschi enna ie Seco acne claeieameeesms s 

N.Rim Pps 31,021 28,825 ~2,,196 Change in MR II refugee figures result of review of refugee totals 
' Meo~75 on a site-by-site basis with RR&R staff members working in MR IZ. 

‘ ‘S.E.Rim PDS 2h 640 20,040 -4,600___L~30 

Central 272 113,605 109,965 73,640 

MR TIX # 

Thakhek # = ~ = ~ 

SvKr 3,315 3,315 - Lao / 

Nd a gS carey ei ee 
. _ T60i refs Fi Saravane to Pakse between 25 June and 1 duly. Break- 

Pakse 29308 2,300 “ Lao - down as follows: 526 military, 135 police, 53 functionaires, 885 
eivilians. 21 functionaires and police ARR Pakse FM Attapeu. They 

Attapeu ebb. ehh ” Lao | will not receive rice support, and therefore are not included in 
refugee totals. 

Seravane 5,035 63636 41,601 Lao 

Nong Boua 2, 5hh 2, 54h - Lao q i 

I nae esis beles ae cnlne- oops oc sceemey crenata —— = ee 
VUE Plains 2h 438 2h, 438 _” Lao - Meo refugees at Muong Cao and Paksane airport negotiating with the 

L203 Lao~503Meo-30 Chao Khoveng about walking to Muong Nhame (18-63) : 
Paksane « 7,032 7,032 = : 
Vang Vieng Lao=70 
Moung Kassy 3,670 3,670 : Meo-30 

r Refugee Relief & Resettlement - Status Report as of 3 July 1970 

}



TO: Mr. James B. Chandler, Acting Director July 8, 1970 

FROM: John W. MacQueen, Chif, Rural Development Division 

SUBJECT: Monthly Report - June 1970 (Exerpts) 

Refugees: 

The refugee population continued to be quite stable in the Xieng Khouang 
area during the month, but enemy activity in northwestern Laos resulted 
in 1192 new refugees in Sayaboury Province and 1166 in the Ban Houei 
Sai area. The most significant increase in refugees occured in the 
Pakse area followingthe capture of Saravane on 9 June 1970 by the north 
Vietnamese Army and the fall of Nong Bova to the enemy a few days 
later. This action resulted in aproximately 6200 new refugees. A 
total of 11,724 people were being assisted as of 3 July, a new peak 
for refugee assistance in the Pakse area. 

ORA : ps 18-671 

PA
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM 4 UNTIED STATES GOVERNMENT j os 

fo Mr. J. B. Chandler, Acting Director Date: duly 10, 1970 : 
; i . 

i from: Hugh aus, AfCnief, RR&R Branch, RDD 
i 

f | Subject: Weekly Refugee Relief Status Report - July 10, 1970 

fF é og? . + ¥ 

i Refugee activity during the reporting period has centered on the Pakse area. A 
f continous stream of refugees from the Saravane-Nong Fova area has entered Pakse since 
a “the fall of Nong Bova on dune 22nd. It is expected that more refugees from the 
L Saravane erea will be filtering into Pakse during the course of the next few weeks. 

- : ce 
| Four attention is invited to the Paksane remarks column indicating the impending move 
oe refugees located at M. Cao and the Paksane airport to 18-61. Elsewhere in the 

* country, there have been no significant changes in refugee numbers. F 

Comments on Refugee and Resettlement 
\ - FP « 

| Paksane 

Construction of temporary dispensaries and schools is contimuing at all three resetile- _ 
4 ment sites - GM-17, Ban Hovei Siat and Ban Houel Nong Daeng. Several problems have | 

:; arisen in the agriculture sector however, dve to; unfamiliarity of refugees about la 
Ligh rice growing technique (most of them have only farmed paddy} and, the appearance 

Jor, rice borers and leaf folder worms. Assistance is required in solving these problems. | 

_— Savannakhet eal 
aa ie sail ~ 

Messrs. Brady, Osborn and the Social Welfare Officer, Manh Tramany, visited Savannakhet 
= during the reporting period and reviewed the resettlement situation there. On Tuesday 

duly Tth they met with General Nouphet, and, on the following day met with the Chao 
| Khoueng, in order to discuss the land allotted for resettlement purposes. It appears 

as though progress is being made in reaching a settlement regarding land problems, and 

bridging the gap between military and government authorities. 
w) i 

_ ‘Pakse 
; ; & J 

The Secretary of State for Social Welfare, the Directer General of Social Welfare, and 
; John W. MacQueen, Chief, RDD, are presently in Pakse studying potential. resettlement 

and/or temporary relocation sites for refugees being generated from the Saravane area. . 

DEST: OD, DD, ADPE, ADFO, ADM, AC/VTE, Pap, AKWA, ROD, Can 

-BR/RDD nition :7-10-70 Clearance :RDD:RAndersou Kettubise 
ue r he 7 

hon Le * 
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i Nw PEYWUER RELIEF AND RESET STEMENT STATUS REPORT ~ AS OF JULY 10, 1970 

”, : Refugees Refugees ‘Total 
d Previous Current Mean Eshnis i * 

ME Ds Week —-_ssWeek harige Fereant : &| REMARKS _ : . ; 
, | #B.HAS. 20,6421 peer ee Seen Gooey-10; LU=20; i 

é. i E E-Kaw-20; 1-20 ‘Approximately 100 refugees from Mok Ho (‘iH 1939} to Houel Kho 
j a ar | LU-24; Lao-20; LY-323 (PH 918) by chopper. 
Pp wR: 15.300 | 15,400 | + 100 Meo-23 

| aes fs | miei tee ) SYBy 658 LE=163 Tao-2 

ma ve bl 
N. Rim EDs 28 825 28,625 PoE No change in MR Ii refagee status reported. 27 refugees reported killed; 

a Meo=70 2h wounded when enemy raided their village at LS-50 on July 8th. 
S.E.nim PD 20,040 20,040. 1 « LE-30 ) 

Central 272 | __109,965 | 109,965 |= | | 
» : j 

- ; 

maine Sell ie eel all ces 
be: ae} 1 

Fakse ! 2,300 2,300 1 - Lao 1,164 new vefs FM Saravane ares ARR Pakse duly 2 - 8. The breakdown 
; is as follows: 491 military dependents; 222 police dependents; 17 

Attaper ahh _ 2bh - Lao ; functioneire dependents, and 534 civilians. 

Savavane Area 10 41,164 tao a 

my a er ee . 
WWE Plaias i 2h438 25,506 43,068 | Lao Change in Vie. Plains total is result of reconciliation of report 

' a TLao-70; Lv-20; MeowlO figures with figures of reporting sources. 454 Meo rers at M. Cao and 
Paksane { 032 7,032 - Paksane airport will be transferred to B. Thasi (UF 7684) by BIAY 
Yang Vieng 1 : ; chopper starting July 11, 1976 
M, Kassy i 3,670 3,670 |» i Lso-703 Meo-30 

VOPALS : 248.608 ___ 250,940 ___£2.332 a _ 
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e OFFICE MEMORANDUM UNETED STATES GOVERNMENT 

s "TOs Me, James B. Chandler, Acting Director Dates duly 17, 1970 

‘ FROM: «= Hugh uM 7 Chet, RR&K Brauch, EDD 
% ‘ : 

\ : SUBMECT: Weekly Refugee Relief ee Report: = duly 17, 1970 . 

a Refugees are continuing to arrive in Pakse from Saravane at the rate of about 1,000 
: persons per week. ‘it is not known how many more refugees will be arriving. The 

Meo refugees at ‘Muong Cao and the Paksane airport are being transferred to Ban Pak 
i Wang (UF 7382). Some are going by foot, others by boat or USAID and BLAF chopper. 

This move should be completed by the end of next week. 

7a “ Comments on Refugee Resettlement 

Paksene 
ee ’ 

Medics have been assigned towork in the three refugee sites on a permanent basis. 
Action is -being taken to solve the rice borer problem through the application of Sevin. 
Seventy pefcent of the Meo at Houei Nong Daeng have cleared and planted enough land 
to enable them to become self-sufficient by harves time. 

' Savannakhet — : . s 

| Road construction is continuing in village #3 and #4. Housing constructioa ia 
villages Nos. 5, 6, 7, and 8 has come to a standstill due to the unavailability of 
thatch. The recent visit on July 15~16, 1970 of the Secretery of State for Social 
Welfare followed wp the visit of Messrs. Brady, Osborn and Menh regarding the land 
allotment problem, and it eppears as though this problem has been resolved. 

Pakse : 
4 

a he visit of the Secretary of State for Social Welfare, the Director General of Socisl 
F Welfare, and John W. MacQueen, ChieY, RDD in Pakse between duly 91h’ resulted in the — 

selection of temporary relocation sites for the Saravane refugees. Proposed areas are 
: the Houei Nam Phak Resettlement site at KM~24, Km-15 on the Fakxong road and Km~-6. 

: (it was also decided that a refugee reception center will be built by the RLG at Khong 
a Sedone. . 

= : 
Attachment: — ; ' 

‘ Weekly Refugee Status Report ' 

a DIST:: OD, DD, AD/PE, AD/M, AD/¥O, AC/VEE, PHD; ARMA, RDD, C&R-3 
* 

; BR /ADD: FOEMEton zon :7-17-7 = 
Clearance :RDD:dWMacQueen__\¥ 

a"



- REFUGES RELIES AND RESEEULEMENT SvATUS REPORT AS OF JULY 17, 1970 ~. 

e. | owt Refugees Refugees Total | 
Pll Previous Current Mean Ethnic | 

VR_T 1 Week __._Week Change Percent \ o REMARES ~.. =< 
Gooey-10; fU-30; E-Kaw-20 eae a Ae | a oe ee 

B.H.S. 20 641 20,710 | + 69 Lr-ho 69 LU refugees arrived Phu San Soum (FC 7233) FM Hat Ty (PC 7223). 
U2; Lao-20; L323 

L.P. 15,400 15,400 “ Meo-23 . 
7 LU-+18; Fhai-35; Meo-253 P 

- SxBY 658 3.658 | - LY-163 Lao~2 i 

MR IL ; —_ gy 

N, Rim PDOs | 28,825 | 28 825 | - | Poor weather has precluded data collection FM MR IL refugee sites. 
1,061 refugees heave moved from LS-50A to IS-50 following two N/VA 

SE Rim PDS 20,040 20 oho ~ Meo~70; Lit-30} attacks. 

Central PDs | 109,965 | 109,965 | = | } 

MROXET ‘ | elie 

Phakhel: | = | < | = | = aa 

k SVKE | 3,315 | 3.315 | = tao , 

! MR_IV | | | rca a eerste ts aceecceeaie ed en a raga 

Pakse | 2,300 | 2,300 | - | Lao 1,122 refugees arrived Pakse FM Saravane; dependexts of military hes 
{ j persons; Police: 49 persons; and 638 civilians 

| Attapen ehh ahd - Lao 
Saravane 

F Area. 10, 3h 11,466 +1,122 Lao 

i MR V | | 
Rice distribution to 4Gé M. Souei refugees at Kok Kieng (fF 3353) 

VIE. Plain 25,506 25,996 + 490 Lao resumed because of depletion of their rice supply. An additional Gh 
{ Lao+70; Li-20 Refs. FM LS-272 area moved to Phone Hong area. 

Paksane 75032 032 - Meo~10 | 220 Meo Refs FM Muong Cao and Paksane airport moved to Pak Mang 
; Vang Vieng (tF 7382) by chopper and by boat. The remaining members of this group 

' M. Kaas: 3,670 670 - - Lao~70; Meo-30 | will move in the near future. 

MORALS : Ce a | 
4 ic 
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r OFFICE MEMORANDUM UNTTED STATES GOVERNMENT 

A TO; Mr. dames B, Chandler, Acting Director Dates duly 24, 1970 

FROM: Fhillip P. Gullion, Chief RR&R Branch, RDD hore 

SUBJECT: Weekly Refugee Status Report - Week Ending\duly 23, 1970 

Transmitted herewith is the Weekly Refugee Status Report for the week ending 
duly 23, 1970. Refugee movement has decreased in the Pakse area, a relatively 

» small group of Saravane refugees having been reported. 

) Approximately 200 persons ~ mostiy Chinese and dependents of civil servents - 
departed Khong Islani on july 18th for Pakse and Vientiane. ‘hese people 
will not be supported. At present, there are no indications that civilians 
will foliow. 

Recent reports of an impending enemy move on Paksong prompted an unknown . 
number of people, mostly merchants, to retreat to Pakse. They have not 
requested support from the Ministry of Social Welfare, 

\ s 
Blsewhere in Laos, refugee activity has continued et a low level. Enemy 
harassment has resulted in refugee mvements into Muong Phieng from the Hong 
Sa area and from an area west cf Muong Phieng near the Thai border. Luang 
Prabang reported a refugee move from an area west of Luang Prabang on the : 
Mekong River. 

* ‘ 

; The treusfer of Meo from Muong Cao to Pak Mang should be completed next week. 
The final destination of these people is as yet umknown. Most of those who 
have gone to Pak Mang have continued on to points north, presumably somewhere 
in the 18-63/IS-46 area. 

“ Refugee Area Comments 

; Peksane: Construction of temporary schools and dispensaries continves. 

Savannakhet: Road and school construction continues, although completion of 
villages Nos. 5, 6, 7, and 8 has been slowed down due to the unavailability 
of thatch. However, shingles will. be.fashioned from bariboo as soon as 
adegtate bamboo sources are found, 

Pakse: A mobile team consisting of a medic, a CRA worker, a Social Welfare ; 
I representative, and a Refugee Relief field assistant is daily visiting 

Mya refugee sites to determine problems and needs and te take action in solving 
a these problems. sli? 

—
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Mr. J. B. Chandler, A/DIR eos 

Which refugees will go to the Houei Nam Phak resettlement area is also 
being determined, and it is hoped thet they can move in the near future. 

DIST: OD, DD, AD/PE, AD/M, AD/¥O, AC/Vie, PHD, ARMA, USIS, RDD, C&® -3 
vy. 4A6/B.H.S., AC/SYBY, AC/L.P., AC/XK, AC/SVKT, AC/Pakse, RLG/PS : 

nr /noD :votehesn :bms 272-70 

U/
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i REFUGEE RELIEF AND RESETTLEMENT a 

oy STATUS REPORT AS OF JULY 23,1970 » } ~ a ae - t , 

j Refugees Refugees ‘Total 
te © Previous Current Mean Ethnic : 
WR I Week _Week _ Change Ss Percent = REMARKS on ms 

: i j | Gooey-10; LU~30; E-Kaw-20; i? i a 
B.H.S. 20,710 20,710 | - LE-4o 350 Lao FM Ban Le (BC 0815) area to Bam Kenekhen (8% 9219) s 

| 1 cae Uf~30; Meo~20; Lao~21 . 
LP. 15,400 15,750 + 0 LU-20 359 Fhai FM B, Nam Zou (QA 4599) and 59 Fhai FMB. Nam Ngim (QB 5169) 

i Phai-39; Meo~25; LU-16 ARR M. Phieng 7-19-70 as result of enemy harassment. 
syny 658 4.076 + 48 f LT-15; Lao-4 / 

ess £23, rathcchaanp mreeins he D 
PF wnmws | 25,05 | 5005]. | Wo Pepdrted change in. Tr betel. 

_ SE Rim PDT 20,00 20,040 i - Meo~703 Li~30 

Central 272 109,% 109,% - 

MR TIT : ¥ 

4 Thakhek = ae = ’ 

SVE 3,315 3,315 1 ~ Leo _* 4 

MR IV _ ; i ee 
308 new refugees FM Saravane area. Balance mean change due to 

Pakse 2,300 2,300 : Lao readjustment of total figure. 
Approximately 200 persons ARR Pakse #M Khong Island, but will not 

P Attapeu ayy ehh |. Lao receive support. 
Saravane Unknown nwnber of people left Paksong due to fear of enemy attack. 

‘ Area | 12,466 | 12,290 + 82h | Lao Have not requested support. 

MR V | : i a a = paceman sitet 

F Vte. Plain | 2 26 18 + 18 Lao 50 Meo Refs FM Muong Cao to Pak Mang by RO chopper (UF 7382). 
, | Total Meo who have moved is 270 persons. Balance of 200 persons 

Paksane | 032 6,762 = 270 tao-753 LT-20; Meo- will move by boat starthg duly 27th. From Pak Mang, most of the Meo 
Vang Vieng J Lao~86; Meo-60; L-5; who have moved have continued on to points unknown, 
M. Kasey 670 670 i - Yao-1 ! ; 

. TOTALS: 252,621 «254,132 4. 51 
& Soe te ee ee a a ee ca NET Pea re Cen era | , 

|,
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT : 

0: Mr. J. B. Chandler, Acting Director Date: duly 31, 1970 

FROM: Phillip P. eid Bub iran, RDD 

¥ SUBJECT: Refugee Relief Weekly Status Report ~ July 31,1970 
Refugee Recap Report for July, 19°70 

/ oe 

Generally speaking refugee activity during July has been relatively slow, the 
exceptions being the Pakse area in MR IV and the Sayaboury area in MR I. 

* . 

th WEEKYY REPORT 

fhe only significant refugee movements reported this week have been the 

evacuation of approximately 600 refugees from the PS-39 (XC 4357) and the 
movement of 367 persons from Ban Nam Xong Neua (QA 5293) to the Muong Fhieng 
area, 

All of the Meo from the LS-6 area have been transferred by chopper or by boat 
to Ban Pak Mang (UP 7382). Most of these people have gone to the Ban Thasi 
(LS-61) area, and it appears as though they will remain there. 

MONTHLY RECAP REPORT 

The military situation has with the exception of sporadic enemy attacks con- 
tinued to remain quiet in those areas of Laos which were militarily quite 
active during the early part of this year, namely, Luang Prabang and Houa Khong_ 
Provinces in MR I, MR II and Borikhane Province in MR V. Indeed, the net moan 
difference betweea last month's rersgee totals and this month's vefugee tolals 

y attests to the increased stabilization in these areas to the extent that refugees 
are beginning to leave crowded refugee sites and return to either their old homs 

or to less corwded and more accommodating areas. Conversely, there has heen an 
increase during the past two months in militery activity areas which experienced 
a period of relative calm during the spring. 

8 The chaos which resulted from the fall of Attopeu and Saravane in terms of 
population displacement is diminishing, the remaining inhabitants of Saravane 
either unwilling to leave enemy occupied areas or unable to leave due to the 
solidification of enemy control over these areas. While small groups of 

refugees continue to risk walking to Pakse from Saravane, a larger number elected 
to go to PS-39 because of the relative security of the NE area of Saravane. it 

: was decided vy the RLG that 600 refugees at PS-39 be airlifted to Pakse, an 
operation executed between duly 26th-29th. It is possible that more refugees 
will trickle inte P5-39 during the coming weeks. Nevertheless, it appears as 

though the exodus from Saravane is coming to an end, allowing for s concentrated 
effort to be made in resettling the some 13,000 refugees who have come to Pakse 

7 during the past two months.
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_ Mie. J. B. Chandler, A/DIR - 22 

| = 
: Eneay pressure is now being placed on Khong Island, and threats directed . 

i against Paksong and Khong Sedonc. It appears, though, that for the immediate 

future there will not be an upsurge in refugee activity in the Pakse area. 

Central and north central Sayaboury Province has been the second focal point of 
\ refugee activity during the past two months, reflecting an increase in enemy 

activity in the area. A large number of refugees have been displaced from areas 
south and southeast of Hong Sa, west of Thadeua, and southvest of M. Phieng 
along the Thai border. Detailed reasons for these moves are as yet unknown, 

. although they generally related to harassment of the villages by the enemy. 

In short, refugee activity during the month of July represent a continuation of 
trends begun during the letter part of May, and, for the present time, it appears 
as though these trends will continue in line with the political objectives of 

; the enemy. 

Comments of Refugee Resettlement 

Paksane. A survey is presently underway in the Paksane refugee sites in order 

to determine refugee problems and needs and to verify the total number of 
refugees on a site by site basis. The construction of a temporary school at 
GM-17 is now completed, but furnishings are still required. Construction of a 
four room school at Ban Houei Siat has begun, Pending approval of the Activity 
Plan, carpentry and furniture making classes are planned. The situation at Houei 
Nong Daeng is satisfactory. Health conditions in all sites are good. Access 
roads to all sites are in poor, but passable condition. The problem of land 
for permanent resettlement of Paksane refugees is presently being discussed with 
the responsible Khoueng officials. 

Savennakhet . Progress continues on road and school construction. The survey 
crew will begin staking out farm plots; procurement of thatch and bamboo for 
roofing still slow. : 

Pakse. 140 families have moved to Hovei Nam Phak for temporary relocation. The 
construction of reception center for refugees at Khong Sedone is completed. 

Vientiane. The clearing of - paddy lend at Ban Veun Kham is contimuing, and . 

clearing of experimental vegetable plots has begun at Thadeua. A survey crew 
will soon be sent to work on the Vientiane Plain, surveying village sites and 
farm land. 

DIST:0D, DD, AD/PE, AD/FO, AD/M, AC/VIE, RDD,PHD, ARMA, USIS, RDD, Ce@R~3 
AC/BHS, AC/SYBY, AC/LP, AC/SVKT, AC/Pakse, AC/XK, RLG/PS, Enb/FOL, EMB/CON 

BR/RDD: FORSA toms 17-31-70 : | 
- 
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REFUGEE RELIEF AND ascend 

STATUS REPORT AS Of JULY 31, 1970 

Refugees § Refugees Total | 
Previous Current Mean Ethnic : ; 

MRL Week Week Chang Percent - REMARKS 
; LT-40; LU-30; E-Kaw-20 | - 166 persons FM Mok Ho (TH 1939) to Hovei Kho (TH 0918). 

B.H.S. 20,710 20,710 | = Gooey=10 Only 25 persons to be transferred remaining at Mok Ho. 
L323 Meo~29; Lao-21; i 367 Phai FM Ban Nam Xong Neua (QA 5293) to Ban Na Khem 

LP. i 15,750 15,916 + 166 1U-20 (QA 6498) as result of enemy harassment. 

ac | eae SYBY 4,076 Ly 7 6' LU-12; Lao-4 

nmin os | 29,605 | anna | - 393 | | _éerenue Sn om TZ figures result of more accurate reporting, 
- SE_Rim Pbg __ 20,040 19,75 - 287 Meo-70; Lf-30 

contrat 272 | 109,965 | 109,50 | - wn | dC 
dee PT 

Pe eee - More accurate reporting from Savannakhet indicates that the 
Thakhek = _ refugee total being carried in this report for Seno was 

| we | ge 1m eee | high. Hence, this week's total has been readjusted accord- 
SVKT 2 2,628 ~ 687 Lao ingly. 

m2 eter senna stare} 
Pakse eso | 2a | | me |p Appratmntety 600 sererainn rotagnes were evacotta to Fokes 
ee ea Attopeu 2h ahh | ‘ 

“ens 
ev | hc neewicinenten anscsineeac 

VEE Plain 26,18 we Le ee The decrease in the VTE Plain figures results from more 

Peace [means | Se Ra Gey ee a Paksane 6,762 6 ,862 + 100 Lao-65; LT-20; Meo-1 reported in Ban Thasi (IS-61). Increase in Paksane figures result 
Vang Vieng | of more accurate reporting. 
M. Kassy 3,670 3,670 - Lao~86; Meo-8; Ll=-5; Yao-l
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os REFUGEE RECAP REEOR TSO JUL, 197 0 

Refugees Refugees Total “ 
Previous Current Meas Ethnic Patients 

MRS Month Month Change Percent Casualties Treated REMARKS 
ea res LE-403 LU-30; ' j | The majority of the L.P. refugees reported this month are from 

B.H.S. 20,6412 | 20,710 + 69 | E-Kaw-20; Gooey-10 27 2,593 Mok Ho (TH 1939) area. 

| 15,300 | aso | + 66 | waocel | be | a5.6i3| soutn @ Se of Hong co, te Tonduia area, and creas along the” L.P. 15,300 15,916 + 616 | Lao-2) 82 15,63 south & SE of Hong Sa, the Thadewa area, and areas along the 
tg eke | ee | ee | Phai-37 ;Meo~33;Lt-1 . A Thai border SW of M. Phieng. 

SYBY. 4 dhs 41,160 | LU-12; Lao-l - 19,61 
rt 

wt pt om 
? Inereased stability in MRIII has permitted refugees to move ne nim wz | 31,00 | 26ta7 | -2se | S| | tmy Prom crowed ites to lena populated areas, This hes 

SE Rim PDs | 24.640. 19 -4.,88 Meo+70; LiT-30 1.56 89,881. 

centre 27e| 113,605 | ro9soh | nam | Sst 
we rt pag Sd = “i 

mance |.  |- | - | dt an | 8.nge | more nave been no refugee movements in MR II during the 
| sats |__2,608 | - 607 | two nos | azag | | SPIO SVKT uk 106 18. 786 } 

et ie | | MR_IV Z ; 

| as0| 230 | - | mo SL) | | tty. tnttcattone eve that the flow of refi. avay tron Serer Pakse 2,300 i duly. Indications are that the flow of refs. away from Saravane 

Pw] aw | te dE fe asta | "Etaonmted to Putse frou S030 rane Pee Attope ahh 2h Lao 12 26,81 evacuated to Pakse from PS-39, 

iV a | | 
| au,uss | 25,030 | sam | too dL» | arzte | into rerugce sites on the VIE Plain. Tere has also been a, VIE Plain 2h. ,438 25,839 41,401 17,782 into refugee sites on the VIE Plain. There has also been a small. 

roe | see |. ae beg LT naee| Bh iat Shree Lea eta Paksane 032 6,862 =~ 170 | Meo-1 69 Plain, making accurate reporting difficult. M. Cao Meo FM the IS- 
Vang Vieng a ie ee Lao-663 Meo-8; Lit=5; ae 46 area moved to Pak Mang (UF 7382).Most of them are presently in 
M. Kassy 3,670 670 Yao-1 P the Ban Thasi area (IS-61). : 

TOTALS : 257,068 _ 253,261 = 3,807 Se 701 228, 2h 

: | 

i|
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

TOs Mr. Charles A, “—— Direapor/—— Angst 7; 1970 

' FROM: Phillip F. ouside? RR&R Branch, RDD 

SUBJECT: Refugee Relief Weekly Status Report = Periond Ending August 6, 1970 

There kas been scattered, small-scale refugee activity during the reporting 
period. Most significant has been the definite slowdown in the exodus of 

refugees from Saravane, no arrivals having been reported by Sociel Welfare, . 

Pakse since July 30, 1970. 

It also appears as though the movement of Phai refugees to the Muong Phieng 
area from areas west of Nam Tun (LS-268) has come to a hait, all of the popu- 
lation (with the exception cf two or three Meo villages) have left their old 
homes in the territory bordering on Thailand which extends the length of the 
M. Phieng Valley. ; : 

Further, the movement of refugees by chopper from Moe Ho (TH 1939) to Howei 
\ Kho (TH 0918) has been completed. The transfer of this group of approximetely 

600 people on a space available basis bas been ongoing for the past several 
months. It is probable, however, that more refugees will be generated from 
the Moe Ho area as the military situation there worsens. 

The Phu Lom (UP 9688 area) Meo who went from Muong Cao*to Pak Mang (UF 7382) 
and Ban Thesi (18-61) wild probably begin walking northward to the Phou Soung 
area (UF 8393) during the coming weeks, At present their intentions are 
unknown. 

Your attention is invited to the changes made in the Ban Houel Sai refugee 
totals. Given the general stability in Howa Khang ——— refugee movee 
ments from reception centers to outlying areas is commonplace. In light of 
this fact, it has been quite diffictlt for the small staff or people working 
with refugees to kegp accurate tallies. However, increesing emphasis on 
statistical data collection has resulted in a more accurate revision of c 
refugee totals. _ / 

* It is likely that semiestable refugees will be uprooted as ea reault of a 
floed which hit valleys in the LS-272 area on duly 6th. At present full , 
details of the effects of the flood are not known. The large concentration 
of refugee population in LS~272 area and the subsequent denudation of 
mountain slopes for highland rice plots have created an environment conducive 
to flooding. 

a
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Mr. Charles A. Mann, Director -20 

Comments on Refugee Resettlemzt 

Paksane 

The temporary dispensary at GM-17 has been completed, and the refugees have 
started constructing a market place and a small Wat. A portion of the land 
cultivated by Ban Houel Sait refugees has flooded. Construction of the 
Houei Nong Daeng Rispensary has been completed. 

Savannakhet 

A source of bamboo has been found in Khammouane Province. Shingles will be 
fashioned from the bamboo so that the houses in villages 4, 5, 6, and 7 may 
be completed. A committee for refugee activities was furmed on August 8th 
with the Chao Khoveng and General Nowphet as Co-Chairman. 

Vientiane 

Seventy school teachers to be placed in Vientiane Plain schools have com- 
pleted their training by the Ministry of Education. School construction at 
Kok Kieng has been completed, and construction of schools at Nam Fot I and 
Veun Khene are nearly completed. 

DIST: OD, DD, AD/PE, AD/FO, AD/M, AC/Vte, PHD, ARMA, USIS, RDD, C&R=3 
AC/BHS, AC/SYBY, AC/LP, AC/SVKT, AC/Pakse, AC/XK, EMB/POL, EMB/CON, 
RLG/PS 

RR/RDD:FEREon :bms :8=7=70 

Clearance :RDD: JWMacQueen, Z 8% 
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vt REFUGEE RELIEF AND RES p — 4 

i ae STATUS REPORT AS OF AUGUST 6 igjo f ¥ e 4 ; ye : 
Refugees Refugees Total | if 

P Previous Current Mean Ethnic | jt \ 
MR Week Week hange Percent. @ vl REMARKS - % 

Lt-40; Lu-30; E-Kaw-20 7 
B.H.S. 20,710 21: +1,01 _Gooey-10 | 102 Lao Theung FM Nam On to Vieng Phu Kha (LS-135) on 
ee ae L¥=323; Meo=29; Lao-21 | July 21st due to enemy pressure. Balance mean change due to 

L.P. 15,916 936 + 20 In-20 & more accurate reporting. Remaining 20 persons at Moc Ho 

Dare PR cl Teles SYBY Why Ab Luel2; Lao-} { 

i ee ee : 
w.Rim. PDs wa ea le a al, ecm ten pen epirben ep IE severe, 6 at 

| sors _| | mows tess | ieee victie oi gy, : SE Rim PDJ 19,75 19,753 ~ Meo-70; Lt-30 refugee victims in the Nam Muay Valiey,. 

Gia oe wos | - / 
/ ‘ 

— Fa est) ee EY esi lh ae 
Hane i se | : 
oes Aa PE fi 

si ee eternal aan lt | 
PAKSE : 2,300 fs ase to | Lao 89 Ssvevate refugees arrived in Pakse on July 29th and 30th. ; 

| ow f | : No new refugees have been received since July 30th. 
ATTOPEU aly 2h, Lao | a! 

sn 10-754 Ht-25 a 
mv a ee | 

VIE Plein | 25 ,839 as + 6h ee nee es at Ban Thasi (iS-61) may go . to Phou Soung 
#] UF 8198). * 

PAKSANE 6,862 6,532 = Lao~653; Lt-20; Meo~15 
_ Vang Vieng 1 

> M. Kass: 670 670 = Lao-86; Meo-8; Lt-5;¥ao41 

TOTALS: 253,261 254 $1,186 \



OFFICE MEMORANDUM UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

TO: Mr. Charles A. ‘itd, nihootor Date: August 14, 1970 
Z a. Wists Set hte IO ra ret 

SUBJECT sRefugee Relief Weekly Status Report - Week Ending August 14, 1970 

‘There has been no significant refugee activity during the reporting period. 
Subsistence to more than 3,000 Saravane refugees was terminated in accordance 
with the 9-day statute of limitations placed om providing support to persons 
living with relatives in Pakse and to dependents of RIG civil servants. 

Your attention is invited to the sizeable increase in the Luang Prabang 

colum. This increase reflects a change in the method wsed in calculating 
the rice quotas for military dependents. Instead of giving 4 set amount of 
32 kllos of rice to each family, regardless of family size, it has been 
decided to distribute rice to dependents on the basis of the total mumber of 
persons per family. This has resulted in a count of the total number of 

- persons per family, and the resultant total indicates a sizeable increase over ~ 
previous estimates based on the totel number of families. This revised method 
of calculation was presented in the figures given to the GAO team during their 
recent visit. 

Gomments on Refugee Resettlement 

Paksane ; 

A meeting was held in Paksane on August 12th between the Cnac Khoueng of 
Horikhane, the Ministry of Social Welfare Director of Resettlement, Mr. Manh 
Tramany, end Hugh W. Brady, Refugee Relief Resettlement Advisor, to consider 
potential resettlement sreas for the Paksane refugees. It was decided that 
a study would be made to determine the feasibility of placing refugees on a 

large plot of unused land midway between Paksane and M. Cao. 

Savannakhet 

With the exception of shingle manufacturing, all other progress at the Seno 

Project has been hampered due to rain. 

Pakse 

Progress is being made in the construction of houses at the Houei Nam Phak 
resettlement, site for the 114 Saravane refugee families presently located in 

the abandoned Public Works Division camp. 

i * 

— - _



/ Mr. C, A. Mann, Director «2 

Vientiane Plain 

It has been reported that the flood has had minimal effect on the Vientiane 
Plain refugee villages. One of the biggest problems which has arisen in this 
connection is that of shipment of rice to areas inaccessible due to flooding. 

In terms of progress being mde in the Vientiane Plain resettlement project, 
initial steps have been taken to organize a system for determining land 
classification; that is, a feasibility study will be conducted to determine 
the agricultural potential of land in each of the 7 designated resettlement 

areas. / 

DIST: OD, Dp, AD/FO, AD/M, AD/PE, PHD, ARMA, RDD, USIS, ag EMB/POL, 
C&=3, AC/BHS, AC/LP, AC/Pakse, AC/SVKT, AC/SYBY, AC/VTE, AC/KK, REG/PS 

BS 
RR/RDD :FCHenson ebms 8-14-70 

Clearance :RDD:JiMectueek Ay-ucec Cover 
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. REFUGEE RELIEF AND RESEPILEMENT 
a eS STATUS REPORT AS OF AUGUST 14, 1970 

Refugees Refugees ‘Total | 
: Previous Current Mean Ethnic 
MR I Week Week hange Percent REMARKS 

O oey= 0 - 

B,H,S. 21 21 = LT-403 Lu-30; E-Kaw-20 Refer to cover letter for explanation of increase in L.P. total. 
| set |: cee | cece LT-32; Meo=-29; Lao-21; 26 Lao Sheung from Ban Na Le (QB 5178) to Ban Honei Sao (QB 78h) 

L.P. 936 36 ,86 Lu-30 j on August 8th as a result of enemy harassment. Balance mean change 
| sae |. tle te ee | Phai-37; Meo-33; Lt-13; result of more accurate figures after large influx of refs into 

SYBY bbb 8 + 432 Luel2; Laowk _ Sayaboury during past two months. 

eu PT 
nmin ws | 28ig7 | aor | - | ) 

| se.753 | soizsa | - |} meowros teeno | SE Rim PDI 19 19 Meo-70; Lt-30 

centres 272 | 109,506 | s0su| - | } 
em Pp TC a 

mee  |- | - | - | 
re ee ee SVKT 2,623 | 

ey a ee 
Rs es eee 230 new refugees from Saravane arrived Pakse, Large decrease 

‘ Pakse Lao in total due to termination of support to 3,419 refugees and 

Attopeu 2h 2h; Lao town. I+ was agreed that these people would receive assistance 

ala taal em eae Saravane 13,044 9,39 =? 2649 Lao-75; Lt-2 | 

“x | 
va rien | 25,903 | 25,607 | - 36 | too =~ 207 Meo wna have gone to either M. Sham (18-63) or Phou Soung 

| ewe | kee | wee | (UF 8198) have been subtracted from Paksane totals as they will 
Paksane 6,862 s La0-80; Lf=15; Meo= be supported by air drop from Vientiane. 

Se ac Le os tts en | as ee Ph nn mt M. Kassy 3 + 1 Lao-85; Meo-8; Lil-6; Yaooi this week's listing. 

TOTAIS:
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TOr Mr. Charles A. Mann, Director August 15, 1970 

FROM: John W. MacQueen, Chief, RDD 

SUBJECT: Monthly Report - July 1970 (Exerpts) 

Refugee Assistance: With the exception of the Pakse Area the trend 
towards stabilization of refugees movernents continued throughout the 
country during the month of July. In the Pakse Area 3404 people moved 
out of the Saravane Province via Khong Sedone to Pakse, included in 
this number are approximately 600 people who were air evacuated 
from site PS-39 to Khong Sedone during the 26 to 29 July. There are 
now 15,499 refugees of all categories receiving assistance in the Pakse 

Area, this is a new peak for refugee assistnace in that region. 

ORA:ps:8-6-71 

|
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM UNTTED STATES GOVERNMENT 

TO; Mr, Charles A. Mann, Di r % 28, 1970 

FROM: Phillip P. Gullion, Chi anch, RDD 

SUBSECT: Refugee Relief Weekly Status Report =- August 28, 1970 
RECAP Report for the Month of August, 1970 

Weekly Report 

! One-hundred and thirty-seven refugees vere displaced in Houa Khong Province 
and 63 new refugees were reported in the Luang Prabang area. Elsewhere in 

the country, no major movements were reported. 

. 
Monthly Recap 

Scattered, small scale refugee wovements reported during August were confined 
almost exclusively to the MR I area. Contimiing stability in MR II has 
resulted in some movement both within the MR II area, and from MR II to Vang 
Vieng as refugees return either to their old homes or to surplus lend areas. 

The refugee situation in the Paksane and Pakse areas has stabilized to the 
degree that this month's activities have been directed almost exclusively 
toward relocating refugees arriving during the past several months. The 
Vientiane and Seno resettlement projects have been hampered somewhat due to 
heavy rains. 

Area, Comments 

Paksane: Three home economics agents are presently working on a food pre- 
paration demonstration in Ban Houei Siat. 

A survey is underway to determine the extent of the damage inflicted by the 
flood on refugee rice fields. 

Savannakhet: Progress in shingle manufacturing has been slowed due to 
flooding of route 13 north of Thakhek making shipments of bamboo impossible. 

Pakse: The Chao Khoveng of Wepiknemthong jiutends to relocate 255 Saravane 
refugees 12 km north of Khong Sedone (WC 8633). RLG and USAZD Education are 

i currently determining refugee education requirements. ; 

DIST: OD, DD, AD/FO, AD/M, AD/PE, PHD, RDD, ARMA, USIS, EMB/CON, EMB/POL, — 
AC/BHS, AC/LP, AC/Pakse, Ac/SVK, AC/SY¥BY, AC/VTE, AC/XK, RLG/PS, C&R-3 
RR&R/RDD:FCBenson:bms 28-28-70 777 _ 
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_ f - : REFUGEE RELIEF AND RESETTLEMEN? 
STATUS REPORT AS OG] AUGUST 28, 1979 

. ‘© ee 

Refugees Refugees Total 
Previous Current Mean Ethnic { 

we. I Week Week Change ____—Percent - B22 REMARKS Re Bae Gooey=10; LT-l0; Lu-30 ; ; 
B.H.S 21.306 - Wi B-Kaw-20 i 137 new refugees from PB 6990 area to PB 6990 as a result of 
a Lt-323 Meo-29; Lao-213 t enemy harassment. 

LP PES 22,866 + 63 Lue30 lu 63 refugees reportedly arrived Houei Kho (TH 0813) from Pha Deng 
aes | Pte td Phai-37; Meo-33; Lt-133 4 (TH 2818). An additional 35 families expected. 

- SYBY 4.875 Lu-12; Lao-k f 

— ne a Be ees ee 
o aentor| oie | ier | eS | . 
we pin ws_| 29cm | aor | = 4 oeseros tao Bas ctenge reparten 

BO ray ore | eee | aie a 
ext ees 

pee Ne De ee te WN | ie penne eatinneie ieceaast comnik Marca ti 
refugee villages Hin Boun 1 end 2 due to high water. Presently 

SVKT are not being supported. 

wa t¥ Eilat Ne ey 
doe eh mae ae Gag 2, a fee a ese teh tees en sivas asidadl ib nasil 

j eget Ue a a moved from WA 9077 to WA 9976 north of Khong Island. Details not 
ATTOPEU abs ah yet available. 

pene A oe |. oak | see Veep ate 

VEER Plain 26,0 Lao 184 refugees from north of Ban Done cut from refugee roles. 
- | Paksane totals include 466 refugees from LS-272 area who have 

PAKSANE 6,890 6 890 Tae-80; Lt-15; Meo- i exrived - - Vang Vieng area during past few months; and 132 Meo 
Yate ViENe f from B. Tha Choak (7G 4030 area). LS-272 Refs reported on duly 30th 
M, KASSY 3,805 3,621 ~ 18h | Gao=853 Meo=8; Lt-6; Yao=l | & Meo refs reported on Auguat 13th - confirmation of support . 

“ received this week. 

TOFALS § ee a se ccs te Aot Lancirlenlicen ttelkemsiamenasentaiiaseneenasaaaainadtaneeaeoll (cr ances aeons en errs terse re nes SAE nina 
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Ne a i REFUGEE RELIEF AND RESETELEMIN 
RECAP RSPORT FOR AUGUSL, 197) 

Refugees Refugees Total = , 
Previous surrent Mean Ethnic Patients ; 

MRI Month Month Change Percent Casualties Treated REMARKS 

eile as B.H.S. 20,710 21,306 + 596 | EeKawe20 4g 9,561 | Activity in MR I limited to several small scale 

Pasa ee | age | ee | eae | L.P. 15,916 | 22,866 46,950 Lus30 I 15,441 

SYBY by dys 4,875. + 432 Lu-12; Lao-4 3,452 

mx ice ec AE yaaa eee th i 
| esua7 | can | - ST Cd Sites seppclling Detaae of unsaecsinnlagy oe N. Rim PDS 28,4 28,43 sites reporting because of inaccessibility due to 

Pisa | aon |= tomes ool | ae | SE Rim PDJ 19,7 19 Meo-70; Lt-30 90,58 IS-h6 retaken August 18th, enabling 5,000 refugees 

| 109,508 | 109, 3 eee Central 27: 109,504 109,504 a3 

we 111 ire ae. 
moe | | it tigen 

th SL Gees Dea” a ee SVKT 21,69 

m_a¥ baz laeds Bieedostan. ts otk ccetc ae ee Be 
res es ae oe PAKSE. lao during August In accordance with 90 day limit. 

oc tae he on ee ee ATTOPEU. 2b auh Lao Q 1l_| evacuated from PS-39 during last week of July. 

sarwvame | 12,955 | oor | -a,38 | tnoo7s; ute25 bef 

VIE Plain Petes + 208 fe Se 13,28 No significant refugee activity during August. 

nine 6,890 taon80; tte15; Moos | a | gen 
Vang Vieng Ya0~1 1 % 

M. Kassy | __3,670_ | 3.622 | = hig La0-85; Meo-8; Lt-6 | __ ii SN curs tcalpet nice sian eteasciaea ica eae ae ean. 
TOTALS: 253,261 258,045 +h, 78 673} 239,955 _ * OB Hospital



STOCK STATUS OF RELIEF COMMDITIES, ON HAND 

UN VIENTIANE, THATKHAO WAREHOBBE AS OD AUGUST 31, 1970 

BEDDING MATERIAL = = = #  —§— * HANDTOOL = — 
Refugee Kit . 2... 363 4s 213 bX, Rep eee oe a ode eT est 

MigeheG. «5 + a lece 3 3» 6 O5TO Ag ABWIUS os Nei Sos 6 «Ss woes 2 wi fee Obs 
Mat, sleeping . ...... . 1575 eas Siem w/o’handle, ».....5.. . 483 ea. 

PMegawite, net . <<, «« + + + 3923 ea. Machetes, Lae .... «+e 0 2 « « 1390 G8, 

| HARDWARE - : ; Ses Hammer,.carpenter.. . 1.2 s se 1 ea. 
Steel bar, flat 2x3/8x30 . : ; 708° ea. Hammer, blacksmith, 2lb....... 4 ea. 

Steel bar, round 20" leng . . 1159 ea. Handle, saw 2sman. ww we ww tw «6840 C8, 
Nail 8 d(50lb/ct). .. 5... 82 ct. atcher U. S. Rca ss eens sets eee ee 
Nail 10 ee: sas 3 es 3 ct. Hee, w/handle, gardening ..... . . 4789 ea. 

. Nail & d(5Ib/pe) ....:. 100 pe. ee, w/e handle, Lao/Thai ..... 587 ea. 
Nail 6 a(31b/pe) ae ac 68) pa. Pick small G.I type <.. .. 5 ss. « SuAT ea, 
Waal Oa 50ib/ct). .. .. . 8 eb. *; Plow, share 2.45 3 6 2 2 tt se SBR OR. 
Meiiebe @\501U/cl)... fs o tect. Rake ee ee bee, 

CLOTH Sawogpandie =... 3 ts 4 5 sw ws 155) Oa 
Cleth; white .... . 5: + «14833 yd. Saw, bow, w/handle . 2 2. 25 33. 5 eae 
Cleth, black . . . 2. . 2 045760 yd. Sau VAM Ge a be 65s 418 epee WOO Ge. 
Cleth, cetten .....-.-.. Ail yd. Shevel round point ......... # Sh ea. 
Cletn, denim, dark ... . .35688 yd. Spad-D-handle .... «2+... « 4000 ea. 
Gleth, red 5. i. . ss 5 421530 ye. Teng, curved Jip. ....5 55 es 96h @8. 
Cleth, blue... 2... . .12080 yd, Peng, flat Jap so s,s 2 3 4 + 6 STIIT Ca. 
Cleth, navy . . 2... 0... 223178 yd. COOKING & EATING UTENSIIS === = 3 © : 

-Cleth; pink. i. 2... . 2 12000 yd. Bowl.@namel .. 6. 0 0 ee sw eo oeOl79 ea, 
Gleth, yellew...... . «10658 yd, Knife, butcher, Thai’... 2 2. 2 5 .217K3 ea. 

CLOTHING ba ee, 349 ce gs BaGin’«: 0, « 00 s-0 6 00 0 0 0 « we DIT) Cas 
Shirt, bey ..3 . + i ss « 6630 ea. Plate, eating .... . <6 «ec +s « 18500 e2, 
Shirt, Man <¢ .< + +s 2 «. « 6535.68. Pet; steamer... 5 ss 6s 2 eI 2622 cay 

Shert, man . 2... 2 se so 1723 Ca. Pet, ceoking 1€cm ........ « 7302 ea. 
Skirt, girl. . 3s. . «ss 5611 ea. Pet, cooling 26cm 2 i. 5.5004. A ea. 
Bleuse, weman . . ~~. «+ « 031065 ea. Spoon, chinese . . . ss. 0 s+ « «16027 ea. 
Pant, bey ........ » 139% ea. .. Sauce pan, chinese ....... - 016900 ea. 
Pant, man... 3 ss se + 6540 Cd. g MIST 1g py nee cane j 
Blouse, girl ....... . 3272 ea... Empty, rice sack .....4.4.. . 2081 ea. 
Shert, bey . 2... +++ + « 3900 ea. Plasmee sheet, 6 i. 056. 0 ee ecw 4O11 2a. 
POO UC Eee MAT pemee =) 25 ose 1s Ne) os) one ws we 78 ea. 

BO eS aw 3 8. 456O Ca. 
Pail, water. . ws 5 . s 4 3558 Oa. 

Needle, hand #8... 2... . 1476 ea. 
Candle -. .% .. . - = « - «18400 ea. 

XeXeX— KAA KK AHA KH KKK KKH AKK 
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; Kudun, BAT 

OFFICE MEMORANOUM UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

10: Mr. Gharles A. Mann, Director 

FROM: Joh W. MacQueen, i tale 

SUBJECT: Weekly Refugee Status Hepdet - September 18, 1970 

A patrol of friendly military into the Attopeu area enabled viliagers from ; 
Ban Hom to transfer to Pakse. Their desire to leave the Attopeu area was a 
result of an increase in military activity in the vicinity of Attopeu. The 
Ban Hom villagers indicated that further Attopou refugees may be expected 
following the rice harvest, at which time the enemy will permit those people 
who desire to leave to move to RLG controled areas. 

It has been reported that approximately 80 families of ethnic Lao Cembodians 
have arrived in the Khong Islend area. RUG officials have not yet indicated 
whether or not these people wilt receive subsistence. 

Approximately 230 Meo refugees have arrived at Rittaville (L8~53). Details 
are as yet unavailable. 

Area Comments 

Savennakhet: 
Sixty-seven families have moved inte Village Ne. 6. 

DIST: OD, DD, AD/FO, AD/M, AD/PS, EDU, HAD, ARMA, USES, EMB/CON, EMB/FOL, 
AC/BHS, AC/LP, AG/Pekse, AC/SVK, AC/SYBY, AC/V¥E, AC/XK, AD/RA, C&R-3 

ap/ea:vclohoon :bns 29-18-70 

Clearance: RAO:PPGullion WZ 
} 

lg hs j



MVORBE RELIVE ANS RESTISLEMRW! ae Q Leva aagterT Tha $O fear 
oo SUATUS BEPORT AS OF B PTEMBER 15. 197¢ - neteaee boocuse D atueacty | 

Refuges Refugess Total hedat Lclicl. 
Previo' Garren’ Moan Bthnic 

MRL Week Week Change Percent: _ / : ae REMARKS Cee ee 7 S 
' { + CTO; LU-303 in 2 a ee 

B. 2h 908 2h. 908 Ls * | -Kaw-20; payed | B.H.S. | 239 E-Kaw-20; GooeynlG mee 
i -_ t [Tit 32: LU=30: Meo~25 1 

GaP. L..22086E 2 OO a arf OEE se ecngemcguecsintinel No ehenge. 
i i _ ; | Phai«373 Mea-235 Lr-i3 ' 

SyBr BoE B98 | eds Daan 

MOE TE rence nee | | eee ecient Mla pce nnn en | ; oes 

MN. Bim pba 28,785 i Tea cen ee . 
t j ¥ ia ; } 13 

SE Rim 2D. 21,09) _ 21.09% ~ YE Meo-70; Gi-30 | | Wo change. 
‘ a 

: ; i : 
oe 135,M28 | 

mo | | pepe eer ae 

BARE | rf Tt | Sao pee —If . i 

SVKE 2,626 | 268 | eo Wo change. 
a 

MR IV _ a | : id a ee Ss i in| 

PAKSE i 2,08C _ 2,080. | » Lao - _ 167 new refxgees arrived Pakse from Ban Hom (XB 6933), Atviopey are 

asorgs__|___ i 2 +367 | tao 

SARAVANE 8,131 {8a = ee - _ 

ON eee Seo ea pr in oa ge i Sen i ens een aera ne er 

Vte Plein | 26,176 | 26,178 | - tee 13 new vefugees arrived Paksane from M. Neame (ZS-63} and M. Neec= 
1 j ; 2h8 Meo refugees from Nong Daeng so M. Moc (LS-h6). 

paxsawe | 8,682 | Bkon | = 62 | Teo-80; e153 Meow 
¥ang Vienr — r | | tao-85; Meo-8 
M. Keesy t__b21e 219 = Lit-6 Yao-1. 

VOTAIS: _ 270,242 270,146 - oh



| A Saas — Arh Sax! 
OPPICH. MEGA Te UNTTED STATES GOVERNMENT 

716 3 $ii ate and CDAAs September 22, L97U 

FROM Urfice of Refugee Affairs 

SUBIC? s Vouelaespigan Staffing Pavtern 

Agtached ig 2 complete List of eli, Mon-Awerican (Loval and 1CW ) pesitieus 

an the Offiea of Refuges Affaire and their inewmbents. Current csi lings fined 

by the Dirseuer end al/M for eath lecation ave ale» given along wila the curren 

position muiber fer cach appreved pasition, ORA is net permitted is fun new 

positions in execss of the projert ceilings showi on this list Wier? the requess 

for such < encitien has been fully justified ia wribing and epproved by the 

AD/RA, PRO, Poreoome] Branch, and AD/H, This dees not, tovever, piectude the 

reassiemmens of exishing pesitions. 

Theva ore ourvavtly.3 ravancies under Refuges Ralief end lis: etblemeat Puriing. 

Flease note tat this Uist nas been clear«d by the Personnel Brac’ and thal 

egllings emi leeations of positions agree with Personnel‘'s records in every 

instancta,. 

Please atta, boo, that project munber te charge ORAlseg]. perssnmel costes 
49 1063-1-8 ior Refugee Relie? and Reset isinant. 

If you believe any of the information om this list requires correction, ‘ 
please advise the Office of Refuyee Affairs Headquartera prompely. 

/} 

OW nud 
Kamat Daen (On ) Apmesved tyre Vi, a Wed Lz 2 

. ie “pear bed 
fin W. MacQueen, Ad/RE 

ae OT ae 

lf Linde Tats ’ 
f ~ ai 

ee eee ee ee
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HbveATR OAT (LOC, AND TCM) BAPLOVRES FOWeD UNDER OF NIUE OF ABYUGHE A PRALRS 

Diveet Hire: Loeed personnal costs should be charged to project 1063-41 

Local Contract: personnel costs shovld be charged to project 1062-42 

Over-al Ceiling: ) TClis and 22 Lecals 
3 Vacancies 

Porition Noe Vienbisne Negdquarters Ggiling: 10 locals, @ T0Ns Enp.Status 

ORR O02 Fhengpnes, Ehanserm Admin, Asst. IT CON 

oR’ 30 Sananikone, Pong Sr. Ops, Asst, © CON 

ona 08 Vilayvenh, Beonthieng Techaiecien I (Supely} cow 

ona Oh Sonviseth, Chanh Prone Clerk/fypiss It DH 

one 06 VAGAVE{Tawsesup preceasing } REL Tochnician TI Tou /con 

OFA 23 Chin Kechphoom Tech. I (Surveyor ) TON/CON 

ORA 3 Tiovangvizey, Hatsady Field Assictant iT con 

One by. Sivanasuem, Pramvan Sup. Tech. Statistic con 

one be Vacant Field Reperter CON 

ara h3 Sengnaniveng, Zhamdeng Field Reperter (Clerk T) cow 

OnA bby Nokhem, Outhen Field Reporter (Clerk i7) con 

ona hs VACANT Field Reporter SON 

Ban Houei Sai Ceiling: I Ons. fsst. 

AG Bamtasuy Sounhovady Se. Pied s Pease rr 

OHS O09 iy Hai Sr, Field Assistent con 

Kieng Shousng Coiling: 3 Ops.Arste, 7 Phos 
i Helper 

OA LL Zeu Keu Mouva Operations Assistant I COW 

OR, 26 Her Tov Cperatious Assistant IT con 

ORA Uy Nae Tu Lo Say chou Oprations Assistent If coy 

Oh 12 Cheu Seng Vang Helper (Ope. Asai) COW 

ORR 03 Haytone Operations issisiant con 

Vang Vieng Ceiling: I Ops, fast. 

ORR 32. Seng Keo Maninoy Field Assistant If CON 

Taskhek Gelling: I Ops, Sas. 
OHA 20 jé@ui Suphealall Operations Aust. GON 

Savannakhet Ceiling: I Ops. fsst. 

ORA 18 Phetxeumphou, Tongsing Operetions Asst, IT CoN 

Fakse Ceiling: 2 THe ¢ Ops-Assts 

ORL 87 Renato Pastorize Inginser Assistart TCH COW 

ORA 26 Rogelio Trillanes Agr. Technician IT POH/COW 

ORL 22 Fhentanh Mounivong Operations Assistant II CON 

Ona 22 Chenla Rajavengs Field Assistant TT CON
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OFFICE MeMORANDUM UNITED STATES GOVERNMERT 

T03 Br, Charles A, Maun, Director Dates September 25, 1970 

FROM¢ John W, Maequeen, Se ii 

SUBJECT; Weekly Refugee Status Report - September 25, 19/0 

There have been no significant changes in the refugee situation during the 

reporting period. 

; Avsa Comments 

Savannakhet 

Almost. all of the bamboo necessary for completion of refucee bousing at the 
Sene Relesation Project naz been procured, The farm land sux~sy and soil 
Glessification test indicates availability of sufficient hectvrage for the 
Seno refugees, : 

DIsTs GU, DD, AD/FO, AD/M, AD/PR-3 EDU, PHD, ARMA, USYS, El2/CON, EMS/POL, 
ACTRES 6 AC/LP, AC/Pakse, AC/SVKT, AC/SYBY, AC/VTE, AC/XK, AD/FA, C&R-3 

an /naerct Se Soa sbms 39-25-70 YW 

Clearance: RAO:PPOullion . 37-7. —-- 

£ ; : 

a



i r : : a ne ee ai ere + nee 

Refugess Refugees Total 
Frerions Gurren’ Mean Bthnic 

a Nae a en tee 
| TPO; Hie 303 EeKaw-20; 

B.H.S 24.908 24,908 | + - Gcoey-10 | New &.F. refugees trom Khon Kham (4H 2020) to Pak Ou. 
. ; T-323 1-303 Meo-29 i 

BeBe 2B B66 2G OF ee 
{ 1 i | beal=375 Meo~33; 0T-13 

S¥BY AB BOB i 2g tow | i neni os —| 

WA TS i i t : Over an I oa a aE | iain eeniniianieaiaiiaiaa| 0 Weiiadisiemensiaanic aman ieecieaaetiaien tai 

® Rim Pos 28.783 | 28,783 = yt ee ee | 
Sm Rim epy 23. 09h 21,098 Fo» | Meo-7og L7'=36 cena Ns. ckange. 

Central 272 | 125,528 | 215,408 | 
. t i : 

MR Uo ‘ a Seaeegiras ge ee eee oS ap an cp ge age 

THAKREK = eh ot | _ tao Previously unaccounted for Leo Theung and"Sorcerers"included in 
. this week's report. 

suk? . 2,628 2.933 +303 | Eso-75; Phu Thais15; Li-10 _ : 

MR_IV i : ; __| pre reer tentang rp 

PAKSE bh 2,080 2,080 ea - = 179 new refugees arrived Fakse from Seravane. Will settle at 
Houei Nam Phak. 

PID oto Ol 297, = FO soa concen 

SARAVANE 8.131 8,310 + 179 Leo=75; Lt-2! 

ay posses teeta — i etna i cian do ata ose 2 iarvae meer af ae nition ceeeiinhss cramming 
: ; ‘ } SELLS SRN CSTD CS IAT tet Ae A RAE EN OTR NP TNS cA PANN Yee 

we cast | 6a98 | ase | oo a Fe 
paccame | so guonssd| Suen | Ck | ino-80; LP=153 Mao~ i stasis, 
Varg Vieng | 

M. Kassy 239 219 | ed leon 85; Meo~B: EPG; ¥a0-3 | ; 

POUATS 2 smn sees dah 8 ase oa Ls 22 a ce ec ec cil



ae ig 7 1 ae. _ - i ad Satie Pa re eer 
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os if : Rs - 

x we: = August 13, 1971 ; 

x 
. The following is a brief digest. of the Staff Report prepared for the use 

K of the subcommittee to Investigate Problems connected with Refugees and 
oe Escapees. (Senator Edward M. Kewndy, chairman), This was prepared Sep- 
; tember 28, 1970, The full text is available in the office of ORA. — 

| A. BAGEERO U.S. POLTGY 
f Pal ve i eae : 7 

‘ Charge: "THAT THE OPERATIONAL BASIS OF U.S, POLICY IN LAOS, INCLUDING 
* THAT IN THE REFUGEE FIELD, HAS BEEN FUNDAMENTALLY MILITARY IN 

CHARACTER IN ORDER TO PRESERVE THE EXISTING GOVERNMENT." 

Pres? (a) The basis of policy: As a base against North Viet Nam. 

! ; (b) Preserve 1962 Geneva Accords tut secretly expand American 
involvement. 

B, ESCALATION OF THE WAR eet 7 

i Charge: The reason why North Viet Nam escalated the var in 1966 was 
_ because of the U. S. Substantially increased bombing sorties ; 

oe 7 over Northern Lats end constructed and operated a radar sta- 
Lis “tion in Northern Laos just 17 miles from North Wetnan's cm 

aa border af Phou Pha Thi. : 

\ Nene : 
Charge: The USAID refugee effort in Laos is inextricably tied to, 

and part of, the U.S. paramilitary effort in northern Lacs. 
P. H De. gives support to CIA paramilitary operations. : 

- ‘ Porgreti #as disguised and explained ag a pore, ¥ inmaniterian : 
program. 

«De STATEGIC MOVEMENT OF HIUROOES, 
= - Charge: ‘USAID/USG moved and controlled eivilion populations for ‘e 

| strategie and military reason, Zxamplest — me Ane 

{a) Plain de Jars 

, (b)- Businessmen from PDJ 

OCT) Mishandling by Veng Pao ; ; 

i B. CURRENT REFUGEE S7TUAT CON . 
| Charge: Serious shortages of food are evident and grossly inadquate 

Public Heath and housing facilities are reported throughout 
E. laos. No formally organized refugee relief progran in terms 
a of adequate 2 location of funds or contingency planning. 

| i> 
eo oof2= 

: ; ; 
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~~ P. MHB TRAGEDY OF THE MEQ 

Charge: Meo population has been used, exploited, etc., for U.S. 
purposes. As result, thousands have died. (Rickenback's 
report.) 

"Dying and ruming, running, and dying, etc. , 4 

Gs 
Charge: Escalation of imericen bombing in Laos has caused increase 

in refugees. 

Tn 1968, the so-called manageable war in Laos dramatically escalated--preci- 
pitating a massive erises in refugees and civilian war casualties, . The ; 
situation among civilians in Leos continues to deteriorate. 

‘gi 1, The muber of officially recognized refugees is approaching 300,000— 
including some 95,000 parmilitary personnel and their dependents. At 
least 60 percent of the refugees—nearly all these in excess of the 

Ps paramilitary group--have been generated since February 1 of this 
r year. In recent weeks there has been a heavy movement of people aa 

in the southern panhandle of Leos. : poe i 

\ ee 2 The vate of refuges movenent has coincided with the level of U. 5. — 
j bombing over Laos, which--except for limitations imposed mainly by ; a 
— conditions--has steadily followed an escalating pattern since 

3o The effects of the bombing, coupled with increased military activity 
. / on the grounds, have resulted in civilian casualty rates camparable 

: to those in Vietnam, The hill tribesmen of northern Laos--especially 
the Meo, who have been used as pawns in U. 5. supported paramilitary 
actions=-have been especially hard hit by the war. An estimated 50 
percent of the 400,000-man population have been lost to the tides 
of wars 

ho ‘The civilian war cagualiy problem is offically described by USAID as 
"serious and getting worse." Available statisties fully confirm that 

‘ assessment . : : 

5. The epacity of existing medical facilities rewains marginal. It is 
not uncemmon for hospitals to be filled up to 200 percent of their 

; capacity. Very severe shortages of medical supplies and personnel ) 
exist throughout Leos. 

6. RIG and USAID haa not had the resources or capability to meet the needs. 
of many refugees. This is mainly because of the low priority our Govern= 
ment has attached. tc these concerns, best illustrated by the lack of 

| Vv * a 
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2 Bunds. While USAID has been prgraming only a few million dellars 
each year forrefugee relief, the military was_spending at pesk periods 
upward of $4,680,000 a day on bombing gorties over Laos. For 
according to the Office of the Secretary oi berense, each bombing . : 
sortie of an F=105 jet from Udorn Air Base in Thailand (the principal | \”' 
source of most aircraft sent over laos) costs $7,400 per sortie-~ 
which only includes marition and maintenace costs, and not personnel 
costs. Six days worth of bombing in Laos, averaging 600 sorties a 
day, costs as much as the entire refugee relief budget for a full year. 

7. USAID's "formal" refugee program, ae well as its village health program, 
have been principal "eovers" for ClA-sponsored paramilitary activities. 
The prime objective of USALD in Laos has been military and strategic, 
not social or economic--in order to preserve the shell, if not the 
substance, of a neutral Lao Government. 

8 Population control—the strategic movement of people--has been used 
; extensively in Laos. 

* 9, The air war over Laos is offically wider the control of RLG in consul— 
/ tation with the U.S. Ambassader in Vientiane. Evidence suggests that, 

; _ although the U.S. Enbassy in Vientiane has both the techinical means 
and necessary information to validate and monitor airstrikes by U.S. 

; aireraft, the sheer volume and constancy of bombing activity since 
| 1968 makes effective control of these strikes almost impossible. 

WY Moreover, the validating and monitoring of air strikes<-with few : 
: exception--is handled by only one junior Foeriga Service officer, who, 

| on a routine, part-time basis, acts on the Awbassader's behalf. Even 
the most conscientious officer would be unable--on a regular basis-- 
to validate each day's sir strikes, and then to compare computer 
printouts of these, strikes with photographic verification. The result 

a. is that, as critics heave long argued, "free fire" zones are not un- 
common in Laos and the military has de facto daily control over Ameri- 

F can bombing--not the American Ambassador, nor, for that matter, the 
t Royal Lao Government. 
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

s Te: Mr. Charles A. Mann, Director October 2, 1970 

FROM: John W. MacQueen, AD/RA pnelidaes 

: SUBJECT: Weekly Refugee Status R ~ October 2, 1970 
" and Monthly Recaps for z, 1970 Fano 

WEEKLY 

A group of 2,500 previously unreported old refugees from Eastern Khammouane 
Province who arrived in the Thakhek area in 1964-65 are presently receiving 
partial support. Located in 19 resettlement villages along Rowte 13, north of 
Thakhek, these people are receiving only 5 kilos of rice per person instead of 
the usual 15 kilos allotted per refugee per month. These refugees will receive 
subsistence only until harvest time. There are also an unspecified number of 
flood victims and poor people being supported by the Ministry of Social Welfare 
in Thakhek. The amount of assistance given to these people will be contingent 
upon the losses inflicted wpon their rice crops by the floods. 

A number of the new refugees in MR II will receive partial support as a result 
; of insufficient stocks of rice harvested last year. The increase in MR If 

total can also be attributed to new military dependents following recruitment 
of troops. 

f MONTHLY 

Other than a relatively small number of new refugees created as a result of 
| military operations in the Nam Ow and Nam Sane areas in Luang Prabang and 

Vientiane Provinces, respectively, the largest single factor eontributing to 
the increase in refugees during September has been exhaustion of rice stocks 
harvested last year by villagers and old refugees. Partial support, that is, 
subsistence issued from the time of depletion of rice supplies until harvest, 
is being given the people fitting into this category. Support to these people 

will be terminated following this year’s rice harvest. 

DIST: OD > ADFO, ADM, ADPE-3, EDU, PHD, ARMA, USIS, EMB/CON, a 
/ S/ AC/LP, AC/Pakse, AC/SVKT, AC/SYBY, AC/VZE, AG/XK, AD/RA, C&R-3 

ds Ona rpelalebaainag 1990 ae ge ow uN i 
Clearance :ORA:JIWilliamso : : 

[ 
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a ae 7. REFUGEE RELIEF AND RESET)LEMENT hs 

oa £ ‘STATUS REPORT AS OF OCROBER 2, 1970 a a we. & ae oe ae 7 

. 2 Refugecs = Refugees = Total. — nl 
% ‘me Previous Current Mean Ethnic | i / r 
a 4 Week Week Chang Percent an | : REMARKS ss - 

i wi ' "BH. } 24,908. 24,908 __E-Kaw-20; Goosy-10_ ) | Sayaboury change reflect revision of total refugee. ie 

> i  F i rea - Gil~323 LU=303 | ; ' ‘ee 
, ¥ : LP. eee | 23,122 * 2 Meo~29: Lao-21 t po 153 new refugees from Ban Khomkhan on Nam Ov River, i 

5; SYBY 4.898 5,070 + 2 LE-13; L123 aol ie. r 

pawn x N. Rim Poo fj 28,78: 30,157 #1, 374 7 | \ Increase due primarily to issuance of partial support to villagers 
- a - ! / and old refugees. : . 

$B Rim Pos 21,09 21.670 6 jj Meo~70; Li=30 a) 
a . | — Geatéral 272 | 135,428 | 116,152 | rw) . | 

i 7 ; a fe ‘ 2,505 old refugees located in resettlement villages north of 5 a 
| ee TREKHEK = 2,512 42,50 tao a Thakhek on Route 13 receiving partial support wotil rice harvest, 

q oe 7 i Quota per person is 5 kg per month instead of the normal refugee 

ee SVK 2,932. 2,931 iaoe75; Fou Thaie15; [bT-10. quota of 15 kg per month. 
ae | j - ay | a | | r : - - aa 

ire, 2a tb  -PAKSE 2,080 Lao | 51 new refigee arrived Pakse from Saravane. ve 
ia ‘ 7 =e - r 

i ; Aero 507 soT_ | - iso - i 

oe ie Sanya | 8,310 8,361 | + 51 | Tao-753 1-25 | 
‘aos. ; ; 

2 ee | ; a a 5 
i 7 = : 4 i 

Pie WHE Plain 25,972 | 25,972 | - | lao | 
7 : | | : | No charger. i 
i pe 8,421 8,4er | - Lao-803 ited; Meo-5 |_| [ 

7 “7 ANG VERNG ' - - - Phd . 

ior ue masse | u.219 | 4,202 | = 18 | Lao-85; Meo-8; En-6; feo- | _ | 

- Somnus: ____27o,se 276,064 35,537 eee cik. 
2” ; a 
x | | ii 

mah |



ra ee , pray. y 7 ‘ om 
‘ ut ~ MONTHLY REL. APS , [ “A 

oe £ FEPUGER RELIEF AND RESE:{LEMEN? 
/ iA STATUS REPORT AS OF Gam@BH. 1970 

7 a Fe . Bro Der } ; 

ei Refugees Refugees ‘Total e ! 
oe oe J Previous _ Current Mean Ethnic \ : & 
ae Month Month Change Percent . REMARKS : 

ba i na i 3 : Lt-=403 LU=30 i | BAS: increase due to issuance to villagers of pertial support 
» B.AoB.. 3 21,306 2h 908 +3602 E-Kaw=20; Gooey-10 _ UL.P.: increase result of military operation in Pak Ou area. 

ae : cian — Die325 L300 ‘ | SYBY: increase consequence of revision of refugee totals. 
i uF. __ 22,866 23,122 + 26 Meo-293 Lao-2i _ ‘ ee | 

4 Phai-373 Meo-33 - 
_ «SXBE 4,875 5,070 * 195 Uf-13; LU-12; Lao-) k 

bs . { 7 

Ue c 7 - ) a 7 7 7 —_ - i 1 - i a - - - - - oo a _ 7 

. N.Rim PD.” 28,437 30,157 *1,720 : __ _-MR ET increase due to increase in military dependents following 
' _  *F recruitment, and scattered groups cf villagers and old refugees 

4 SE Rim PD. 19,753 21,670. 41,97 ) Meo-70; LT-30 pj receiving partial support until harvest. ; $ ea 
Sentral 272 109,504 116,152 46,648 _ eo 

MR ITT i rr i 
—_— | Inclusion of previously unreported old Thakhek refugees receiving . 

Lr ‘THAKHEK. - 2,52 42,512  ——-_—sii@o =e ee partial support due to crop shortage and M. Phine refugees 
a ae a living owtside of Seno Relocation Project area. 

/ SVKT_ _ 2,628 2,931 + 30 Leo~753 Th4i-15; Le-10 e 
nT f 

. 

; - —~ - —s—— ——— - 

: PAKSE 2,300 2,080 = 220 Lao _ (p ‘Overall decrease after termination of rice support to one group 
i.” 7. : - a oe ; i of Saravane refugees. 

er ATQOFEU 2hy 50’ + 263 Lao ae = | Refugees continue to trickle into Pakse area from Saravane and 
a is Attopen. : i 

: SARAVARE 9,574 8,361 ~1,213 dao-753 11-250 iB 

a my ee i en nee A 
; . i - i 

4 VER Mata HOWTO Tm WR V increases result of mre aceurate counting of refosces by 7 
USAID field personnel. No new refugecs vegorted_ scide Prom © 

PAKSANE 6,89¢ 8,421 41,532 Lao~80; Lf-15; Meo=5__ fhe group from behind Nam Ngum Dam Site. , 

M. FASSY 3,623 4201 + 580 Lao-B53 Meo-8; LT-63; fao~a| 

 s0nazg: 258,085 276,064 #28, 019 , | 
ac & 

. 
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM UNTTED STATES GOVERNMENT 

| To: Mr. Charles A. Mann, Director October 9, 1970 

From: John W. racasel))an/m 

Subject: Weekly Refugee Status Report - October 9, 1970 

There has been no significant refugee movements during the reporting 
period. ‘ : 

DIST: OD, DD, ADFO, ADM, ADPE-e, EDU, BID, ARMA, USIS, EMB/CON, EMB/FOL 
AC/LP, AC/PAKSE, AC/SVKT, AG/SYBY, AC/VTE, AC/KK, AD/RA, C&R-3 
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ge REFUGEE RELIEF AND RESHTTLEMENT | 
A STATUS REPORT AS. OF OCTOBER 9, 1970 | 

a ote j Refugees Refugees Total 
La iy Previous Current Mean Ethnic 

MR Week Week Change Percent __ REMARKS | ffi ae Lae eee B.H.S. is? 9 E-Kaw-20; Gooey=10 59 new refugees from Mok Kha to Pak Ou area. 

LP. 23,122 23,182 + 59 Meo=29 a0= Details as yet unavailable. 

SYBY 5,070 5,070 P=13; Wel2; Lach 

wed | | , 7 sc i 
) wasp Bs ss tara. | 

| | ero | ono |. I 0 SE Rim Poy 21,670 21,670 2 Meo=76; LT~ 7 | 

. Central 2 116,152 116,152 | - 

eee a eee | = 
re lao | tugeon trom tiong fam Kent ated Songtone | 

; (YE-6055) . 
SVEN 1 2,931 2,933 | Lao-75; Phu Thai-l5; LT=-10 

ay pT ee es 
PAKSE Lag , No changes reported , 

sumo | sor | sor Wo 
' 

samavae 3,361__| « La0-75; Un-26 
way ee ee ee ee 

VEE Plain 25,972 25,972 = Lao a | 10h? villagers located at Muong Bo (UF=\776) and 
/ \ Pak Mang (UF-7382) will receive partial support 

PAKSANE 8 Wek 7,611 = 810 Lao-80; LT<15; Meo-5 until harvest. Overall decrease in Paksane total 
VANG ViIENG | reflects revised figures - 
M._KASSY 4,201 4si99 f= 2 Lao~85; Meo-8; LT-6; Yao-1 alge ann 

TOTALS: 7G, 06h 275,318 = THO ; - ate
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM 

TOs Mr. Charles A. Mann, Director DATE: October 15, 1970 

FROM: John W. MacQueen, ieee 

SUBJECT: Monthly Report - S Dgk 1970 

GENERAL 

1. Refugee Assistance 

The number of refugees of all categories receiving assistance as of 
September 30, 1970 was 276,064. ‘his is an increase of 18,019 over 
August 28, 1970 and mrks a new pesk in refugee assistance. 

The comparative figures are as follows: . / 

: August 28, 1970 September 30, 1970 

Ban Houei Sai 21,306 2h, 908 
twang Prabang 22,866 23,122 
Sayaboury 4,875 5,070 

Military Region 71 

North Rim of Plain of Jars 28 437 30,157 
Southeast Rim of Plein of Jars 19,753 21,670 
Central (Site 272 area) 109,504 116,152 : 

Military Region Fir : 

Thalhelk 0 2,512 
Savannakhet 2,628 2,931 

/ Military Region IV 

Pakse 2,300 2,080 
Attopeu ahh : 507 . 
Saravane 9, 57% 8,361 

Military Region V / 

Vientiane Plain 26 ,Oh7 25,972 
Paksane 6,890 8,4e1 
Vang Vieng/Muong Kassy 621 4,201 

Tonk obo 26 015-
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Mr. C. A. Mann, Director “2- 

The increase in refugee population is due to the following reasons: 

a. Increase in partial support. Those refugees who had a short 
rice harvest last year are now receiving partial support 
until their current rice crop is harvested. This type of 
support has increased in the Ban Houei Sai area and Military 
Region IT. 

>. Recruitment. 

ce. Reporting of old refugees still receiving partial support. 
In Thakhek 2,505 people have been receiving partial support 
for several months due to a short rice crop but were not being 

reported. 

d. Military activity. New refugees were reported in the Luang 
Prabang area as the result of enemy activity. 

@. Changes in classification following continuous checks by 
USAID field personnel. This has occurred in Sayaboury and 

$ Military Region V. 

f. Migration. 303 new refugees arrived in the Savannakhet area 
from Saravane and 263 new refugees arrived in Pakse from Attopeu. 

A decrease in the number of refugees occurred in the Pakse area as the 
result of removing families of civil servants and police from the rolls. 
These people are from Saravane and Attopeu and are living with relatives in 

/ Pakse town; they received support for 90 days in accordance with the policy 
of the Ministry of Social Welfare. People requiring additional support 
beyond the 90 day period, i.e., widows, infirm end hospitalized refugees, 
etc., will be considered on a case-by-case basis. 

Mr. Christopher H. Russell, Area Coordinator, Pakse, has assigned the . 
responsibility for refugee assistance to Mr. John W. Greenough, CDAA. A 
committee has been organized for the purpose of coordinating activities, 
identifying and resolving problems related to the refugee program in MR-IV 

and developing contingency plans for possible new refugees during the dry 
season. 

Mr. Stelics M. Stelson, Founder of the Stelson Foundation, Columbus, 
Ohio, arrived in Vientiane on August 31, 1970. During his two week visit 
he made a study of the refugee situation in Laos, met with officials of the p 
Ministry of Social Welfare, the Ministry of Education end other RIG officials 
and with technical divisions of USAID/Iacs. Office of Refugee Affairs and 
Education Division suggested that the Stelson Foundation provide assistance 
to refugee families in the form of elementary schoolbooks and supplies, sew- 
ing equipment, teaching aids and hand tools for manual skills training. 
Mr. Stelson premised to advise ORA on possible material assistance as soon 

as he returned to the U.S. from his world tour.
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Mr. C. A. Mann, Director -3- 

; 2. Refugee Relocation and Resettlement 

In the Seno Relocation Project approximately 400 of the 500 families 
which make up the Seno refugee group are now relocated in project villages. 
During September 122 families completed their hovses and moved to the project 
from the temporary camp 2t the Seno military base. Progress continued on 
the completion of villages numbered 7 and 8, the last two currently planned 
villages in the project. School #1 is near completion and the site for 
school #2 has been laid out. Road construction was interrupted because of 
heavy rains during the month. A laterite borrow pit in village #2 was con- 
verted into e water storage reservoir. Ten refugees are attending a three 
month agriculture training course in Savannakhet conducted by the RLG and 
Asian Christian Service. 

In the Pakse area land clearing continued on the Hovei Nam Phak project. 
Fifty houses of the 60 authorized for village #1 by Activity Plan #13 are 
in various stages of construction. ‘The site for village #2 has been surveyed 
and staked out for clearing and access road construction. 

Plans are underway to temporarily relocate up to 64 Lao Theung refugee 
families on the project area. This group will join the 114 lao Theung 
families already on the project and living in temporary quarters. hese . 
people are seperate ani apart from the refugee families who moved to the 
project site last year and who have been selected for permanent resettlement 
in village #1. Refugees have been temporarily relocated at Km-26 on route 13 
north of Pakse and at Km-12 on route 13 south. 

The extended wet season has resulted in a delay in the soil classifica~ 
tion of land reserved for refugee resettlement on the Vientiane Plain. ‘This 

_ priority program did begin however in the Phone Sai (Muong Saithany) and 
Tha Ngone land reserves. ‘The soil survey crews are meeting up with several 
problems, namely, access trails into land reserves are inundated or washed 
out; villagers object to vehicles and personnel crossing their rice paddies 
and necessary observance of regulations pertaining to surface travel permits 
only three to four hours of actual work on site in distant areas. Most of 
these problems can be resolved by the utilization of a helicopter. A study 

of possible helicopter use is underway. 

PERSONNEL 

Mr. Fhillip P. Guillion departed post on October 1, 1970 on direct 
transfer to Vietnam. Mr. Gullion served approximately 8 years as an Advisor 
and Chief of the Refugee Relief Branch. His departure marks the end of 
another era in the history of USAID/taos. ; 

Mr. Jack L. Williamson returned to post from home leave on September 19th, 
he has replaced Mr. Gullion as Refugee Affairs Officer in the Office of 
Refugee Affairs.
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Mr. C. A. Mann, Director -kh- 

Mr. Robert Kidd wes transferred to Vang Vieng as Area Community Develop- 
ment Advisor. Mr. Kidd was formerly Refugee Operations Officer for Paksane, 
his backstop is now AD/FO instead of ORA. 

Mr. William Dean was employed on a personal service contract on 
September llth and wes assigned as a Refugee Operations Officer for the Kieng 

Khovang Area. ; 

COMMODITIES 

Pi, 480 and World Vision commodities are arriving, the following quanti- : 
ties are in Bangkok: 

Bulgar Wheat 95.5 M.T. 
Soybean O11 150 M.T. 
Wheat~Soya Blend TT = M.f. 

Corn Soya Milk Tt MS. 
World Vision 131 «MT. 

Total 230-5 MT. 

Foodstuff and supplies were moved as follows: 

Iuang Prabang 539 MT. 
Thekhek 13 =M.T. 
Sayaboury 100 M.T. 
Pakse 4 MT. 
IS-272 255 M.T. 

PDJ Refugees 367 «MT. 
ATOG - 2,815 4M.T. 

; TOTAL 4,092 MT. / 

Airlift Activity 

Ban Houei Sai 

Air-dropped Rice 102.3 M.T. 
Air-landed Rice 287.9 M.T. 

Vientiane 

Air-dropped to DZ Rice 2,028 M.T. 
/ Corn Meal lk MT. 

Air-landed ; Rice 3h1 MA. , 
Cases, Protein Supplement _ 12,190 Cases
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Se lai Mr. C. A. Mann, Directoz -5<- 

Surface Movements 

Ban Houed, Sai 

Truck Rice 4g MT. 
River Rice he M.S. 

During Septexber a11 quotas for airedrop and air-landed loads were met. 
In addition, it was possible to complete the August quota fer air-drops and 
aivelanded loads. 

8-272 commodities were air-lifted during September because of the = 
condition of route 13 and Houei Pamone roads. 

sai senians-eh
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“ OFFICE MEMORANDUM UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

TO: Mr. Charles A. Mann, Director Date: October 16, 1970 

FROM: dohn W. MacQueen, AD/HA ermal 

SUBJECT: Weekly Refugee Status Report - October 16, 1970 

Aside from an increase in Ban Houei Sai totals there bas been no refugee 

activity during the reporting period. 

AREA COMMENTS 

PAKSANE 

the Secretary of State for Social Welfare Mr. Keo Viphakone, accompanied 
Mr. Charles A. Mamn, Director, USAID/Lace and John W. MacQueen, AD/RA to Faksane 
on October 13, 1970 for the purpose of reviewing the refugee situation. 

Vientiane Plain 

Three tractors from the Ministry of Social Welfare have been deployed to the 
Phone Hong and Naseythong areas to begin land clearing operations. 

Savannakhet. ' 

Movement of 211 remaining refugees located at the Seno military camp to relo- 
. cation sites is scheduled to be completed today. The Public Health Division 

: medic will accompany them. 4 

DIST: OD. ADM, ADFE-3, EDU, PHD, ARMA, USIS, EMB/CON, EMB/POL, 

: erases, AC/Pakse, AC/SVKT, AC/SYBY, AC/VER, AC/XK, AD/RA, C&R-3 

ORA:PCiiason rbms 10-16-70 
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oN fi REFWEE RELIEF AND RESETPLEMANG 

od STATUS REPORT AS OF ONTOPER 16, 1970 

Refugees Refugees Total 
a Previous Current Mean Ethnic 

om FT Week Week __ Chance __ Percent . _BEMARKS 

é B.H.S. 24,908 25,63 + 72t E-Kaw-20; Gocey-10 | New B.H.8, refugees result of scattered small moves, more 
| wee aaa | | Lf-323 LU-30 accurate figures, and more military dependents following 

L.P. 23,181 23,182 « Meo-29; Leo-2) recruitment. 
| aa | | Phai-373 Meo-23 i 

SYBY O 0 - L=-13; LU-12; Lanwk ' - 

we a7 a 
N.Rim EDI 30,157__ | 30,157 | - Jt i mm ol 

SE Rim Pog 21,670 21,670 ~ ) Meo-70; L%=30 i No changes. 

Central 272 | 116,152 ué,ise | - _ st 

UR Te ee eee eee ee ee ee eee | ere Ore ee eee aE 
- | 

Thakhels 2,51! 2 5i 2 Lao omscdh 
i No changes. 

Sve 2,931 | 2,931 _ Ladve753 Phu Theai-15; Di-10 { 

| 
mow eet nd ager pe ee ga rr 

‘ i mor | soo | zo fe ae 
! i i 

ATTOPEV 507} 507 “ | _ua0 { No changes reported. 

SARAVANE 8.361 | 8.361 | ~ | LaO~75: 1-25 | 
j | | 

a a i SS Srl ECS OEE reececeynill cae 
i peated (i a 

umm Plain | 25,972 | 25,902 | - 51 | tao 4 cee ES eee i : 

PAK SANE 7G01 | T6lL | = Lao-803 T1153; Meo-5 Ne changes. ; 
oa — a eBid —_— 

M. assy of 99 goo _|__Ee0-853 Meo~B; B96; Voor fo 

ORALS: 275338 2759S tS
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: 70: Mr. Charles A. Mann, Director - October 23, 1970 

; FROM: John W. MacQueen, AD/RA a 

} SUBJECT: Weekly Refugee Status = October 23, 1970 

| There has been no significant refugee movement during the reporting period. 

Your attention is invited to the Luang Prabang statistics, which indicate 
a sizeable decrease in refugee totals. It is probable that as many as 25% 

| of the total number of refugees presently receiving assistance (including 
| those old refugees or villagers receiving partial support) will no longer 

require subsistence as they complete the harvest of their rice during the 
course of the next two months. In years past, it was not uncommon for a 
refugee to remain self-sufficient after harvesting his first crop. This 
year, however, in light of the relatively emall amount of rice planted due 
to land shortages, it is expected that many of the refugees being cut will 
require subsistence support again after 3 to 6 mnths. 

New ORA Refugee Dpcrations Officers were briefel on backatop operations in 
: Vientiane; this includ«4 introduction to the Ministry of Social Welfare amd 

field trips to other field stations to observe refugee operations. 

AREA COMMENTS 

Vientiane : 3 

Vegetable seeds have been distributed to all refugee sites. The Mittasone 
. group has donated furniture to the school et Veun Kham. 

. Be: 

All refugees are now on location at the Seno Relocation Project. The first 
- four room school is completed and construction of the second is well under- 

way. Road construction at villages Nos.) to 4% has been completed. 

DIST: OD, DD, ADFO, ADM, ADPE-3, EDU, PHD, ARMA, USIS, EMB/CON, ye 
; ie AC/BHS, AC/LP, AC/Pakse, AC/SVKT, AC/SYBY, AC/VTE, AC/XK, AD/RA,C&R-3 

Far Ts res cag eee — . . a aie. 
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‘A 9$,7°. {UGE RELIEF AND RESETYLEMENE 26,476 2068S . 
Br alien TUS REPORT AS OF OCTOBER 23, 1970 ; 733 ww $88 

| nn sr tenet 4 is 
| Refugees Refugees Total 6 9 5 / S ¥ 9 7 

Previous Current Mean Ethnic $) 2 “ 
. WR E Week Week Percent alls 

; | LI-40; L301 
| B.H.S. 25,635 25, h02 = E-Kaw-20; Gooey-10 Decrease in Ban Houei Sai due to eligibility review. Increase 

- LY=323 LU+30 SYBY due to previously unreported dependent support. 
| LP. 23,181. 17,214 =5, 96 Meo~29; Lao-21 5,967 L.P. refugees have harvested rice and no longer require 

Phai-37; Meo~33 food support. They will, however, continue to receive relocation 
SYBY 0 6 #1,29 LT-13; L212; Laoel assistance. 

1 
MR IT | 

N. Rim POU 0,1 0,1 - 

y SE Rim Py | | 21,670 21,670 | * | Meo-703 Li-30 No changes. 

pm Central 272 | 126 152 | 116,152 | . ) | 

XY MR IX 

: CHAKHEK | 2,519 | 2,519 | : | Lao 

SVKE | 2,931 | 2,931 | ~ | Lao~753Phu Thai-15; LT-10 No changes. 

Np MR WV | | | | 

aw Pakse | 2,080 | 2,080 | ” | Lao 9 refugees from Saravane arrived Pakse. Reported increase in 

4 refugees at Khong Xsland, but details at this time not available | 
» Attopeu 0 . Lao 

, Saravane 8,361 | 8,370 | + 9 | Lao-753 LT-25 
| 

MR _V peice amersyrnst TE escent ntti ag Se 
| } 

' VIE Plain. | 25,921. | 25,920 | “ 1 | Lao 

PAKSANE | 7,612 | 7,611 | iz | Lao-80; LT-15; Mao-5 ‘No changes. : 
i Vang Vieng | | 

M. Kass, ad 4,201 + 2 Lao~S5;Meo-3; LT-6; Yao-1 ; j 

. TOTALS : 275,994 272,194 ___~4,800 ' 
. - + 

4 
: | _ «£ i 
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OFPICE MEMORANDUM UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

10: Mr. Charles A. Mann, Director DAY: October 30, 1970 

FROM: John W. MacQueen, i 

SUBJECT: Weekly Refugee Status Report ~ October 30, 1970 

Refugee stability continues in all areas. A substantial number of MR IT 
refugees have become self-sufficient following harvest, and will no 
longer receive subsistence support. ‘hie number will undoubtedly increase 

during November as other refugee groups finish their harvesting. 

A group of new refugees from the Ban Done (LS8-28) area have arrived at 
Ban Pak Mang (UF 7382). USAID will provide them with transportation by 

toat from Pak Mang to Moong Cao. 

DIST: OD, DD, ADFO, ADM, ADPE-3, EDU, PHD, ARMA, USIS, EMB/CON, — 
RC/EEB,AC/LP, AC/Pakee, AC/SVKT, AG/SYBY, AC/VER, AC/XK, AD/RA,C&R~3 

ona :FibeHson:bms :10-30-70 

sma ontene) _



oo ee REFUGEE RELLEY AND RiskTTLEMENy 

/ STATUS REPORT AS OF OCXOBER 30, 1970 

Refugees Refugees Total 
Previous Current Mean Ethnic : 

MR I Week Week Change Percent REMARKS 

: LE-hO; LU=30 
B.H.S. 25,497 25,497 “ E-Kaw-20; Gooey-10 Wo changes. 

L.P. 17,214 17,214 = Meo-29; Lao-~21 5 

SYBY 6,365 6,35 | - L&-13; LU-12; Leo-k 4 j- 

MR OIL ' 

N. Rim PDS 30,157 ~5,972 ; 3 24,182 refugees have harvested rice and no longer require 
4 subsistence support, Rehabilitation support will continue. SE Rim PDI 21,670 1,397 | 7,273 | 4 meo~703 1-30 { = 

Central 272 105,215 
me x01 | | ‘ OO 

‘THAKHEK 2,519 2,519 al ‘Lao | 
; No changes. 

SVK a 2,931 | = Lao~-75;Fhu Thai-15;0-10) | . 

sv a ae it 
Fakse ae | ae | - Lao. 2. 16 refugees arrived Pakse from Saravane. 

wip I eee coe 
i 

Saravane 8 286 8 386 + § Lao-753 LT<-25 = 

MR V _ - = 4 OC 

VE Plain 25,920 25,940 * 20 | leo ee Lf 186 refugees from Ban Done (18-28) have arrived at Pek Mang 
rr (UF 7382). 69 refugees from Pru Fa Noi (LS~-102) arrived M.Kassy. 

PAKSANE 7,611 Ye + 16 Lao-80; Li-15; Mao- Will move to Phou Khong Khao (TG-1114). Rice support pending 
VANG VIENG | investigation of refugee's status. 
M. KASSY _ i, 201 4201 = Lao-85;Me0-8;LT=6; Yaoel 

‘SOTALS : 271,19 247,19 24,000 oe
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—— The following was taken from the Comptroller General Report on Limited 

ce 

| Areas of Interest: 
1, Aid Management of refugee prograr 

c 2. Use of refugee economic assistance funds to assist paramilitary 

| : forces and their dependents. 

| 3. - The share of air transportation costs attributable to the refugee 

: program. 

| 4 AID's contingency plats to handle large numbers of refugees 

| 56 GAO's observations on conditions at refugee villages 

) Eludings: 

as : USAID/Laos does not have written operating procedures, its func-- 

| tional and mission statement is outdated. 

i —e contingency plans have not been developed for movement of refug : 

in the event of dislocations ’ " 

| 3. USAID/Lacs was not fully staffed to manage both the refugee program — 

and its other programs. . i 

During field visites to a limited number of refugee villages GAC did not obs 

serve serious food shortages although it was unudersteod that refugess do not ‘ 

| have cnough protein from animal sources. Refugees were usually poorly clothed. ~ 

In some areas water supplies appeared inadequated, housing was small and crowded ~ 

farmland limited land medical dispensaries limited. 

Other comments: ; : | 

Average yearly cost per person supported ‘dan ubout $69 for FY 68 $91 FY 69 ' 

$92 in FY 70. The reason for the increase in cost per person was not readily 

\/ | Adentifiable. 

sdecseee/= 

o :
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~~ Costs allocsted from other activities: 
Gener]. Technical Support: 

FY 70 $1.7 million for supply management, housing, commmicstions, trans- 

. portation and other admin costs. : 

Development of Rural, Economy: 

Sub-programst 

5 Rural. Self Help 
Rural Public Works 

Well drilling 

About $1.1 million of the total program cost was allocated to refugee ! 

relict. 
a 

Program focusses on increasing domestic production of rice, fish and 

a livestock. About $154,000 of the FY 70 program allocated to the refugee sa 

program. 

In subsequent cables from Washington, the Mission provided information 

en the following: 

Number of refugee receiving support (by category of support) broken 

out to show paramilitary also. 5 

Density of population in refugee areas h 

PL = 480 contribution 

Voluntary Agency contribution 

Information regarding DOD subsistence and related air costs for para= 

military forces and, their dependents. Reply included for FY 69 and 70 costs 

for: Rice, salt, protein supplements, pallets baggifing services, inspection 

\ and transportation and air related costs. 

j GAO also raiged questions concerning lack for control on commodities. 

‘ORA:WCLuken:ch:8-13~71 — 

baile.” — -
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“| Mthe form Refugee Relocation jrogean baged An 1966 with the formation 

: of the Royal Lao Government's National Resettlement Conmittee and the 

organization of the Ministry of Social Welfere Resettlement Directorete. 

The first formal. structured program began in late 1966 and early 1967 with 

8 projects. These projects were located in the following Provinces: 

Sayaboury, Vientiane, Borikhane, Khammovane and Pakse. There were approxi- 

mately 6,000 families settled in these 8 projects. The largest of the 

projects was the 1,600 families in 23 new villeges in Khammouane Province. 

The second largest was the Qudom Souk area of Pakse where 800 families . 

were settled. One of the most successful of these projects is the settle- 

5 ment of 310 families of Meo refugees in Ban Nam Hia and Ban Nam Pong in 

es Sayaboury Province. ‘hese hill tribe refugees were adapted to paddy farming =m 

OUTS" el didegreted Suto Use Bia Balok irrigation erie where they have since 

- prospered and have become an influential group in Ssyaboury Province and a 

showcase of culiural change. ; 

Villages in all. 8 projects became self-sufficient in food production 

by the harvest of 1968 and USAID commodity support’ was phased out. Further 

USAID technical <anteiie as required is being provided through the 

Comminity Development program. 

As support for old projects was phased out new projects were beginning. 

Currently there are 3 active refugee relocation projects ongoing within ‘ 

Laos and there are two relatively small relocation projects in the planning 

phase. ; : 

\ Lo :
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F Refugee Re’ ; Program E = ga a 

AY Current ongoing relocation projects are: ! 

1. Vientiane Plain Relocation Project 

2. Seno Relocation Project, Sevannakhet Frovince , 

. 3.  Hoveit Nam Phek Relocation Project, Sedone Province : 3 

Projects in planning phase: ! 

1. Muong Khay, luang Prabang Province 

2. ‘on Pheung in Hova Khong Province 

: In both of these areas the shortage of arable land suitable for culti- 

vation has made it imperative that ways be sought to diversify the economy io 

to the extent that refugees, where possible need not be dependent solely ; : 
3 

on rice production. Experimentation with silk weaving, and pig and rabbit ; 
. j 

raising ia one of the facets of these proposed projects. » 
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

TO Mr. Charles A. Mann, Director DATE: November 6, 1970 

FROM: John W. MacQueen, AD/RA 71 ih hie 

SUBSECT: Weekly Refugee Status (Regort ~ Noveuber 6, 1970 

Stability continued im all refugee areas. Rice crops continue to be 
harvested and appropriate reductions in food support have been made. A 
smal). movement of people has occurred ia relation to friendly actions in 

eastern Borikhane Province. 

Note that GRA hes added a column indicating refugee grovps that are self- 
sufficient in rice but continue to receive other rehabilitation assistance, 

such as medical care, education, agriculture, etc. 

Dist: OD, DD, ADO, ADM, ADPE-3, EOU, BD, ARMA, USS, EMB/CON, EMB/POL, 
AC/BHS, AC/LP, jAC/Pakse, AC/SVKT, AC/SYBY, AC/VTE, AC/XK, AD/RA, C&R-3 

once omen.
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—— SS ES oS SN es a 

Refugees Refugees Tata Hefe, Hoesivias 
Preavious Gacvent Ween Ethnic ResRee Adshwiaises 

& Week Weel hemes Ber certs - from Detoher 15th _ eC BEMARES 
a j i i: i LPk0;i0-30 °° “4 a “j 32 Refs .(leo Pheung) Arrived fram Ran Houel Beon 
Ae Aas Sido tE RU eT O  BeRa SO suoosy= 10 080, | (QB 9254; as result of enemy harsssment. 

| a t T2932 5h 30 | . | Deerease in BHS total reflects termination o* 
BAB. | 17.214 7 17,214 _| a neh ae EI gon 5,967 + assistance to villagers receiving partial suppart. 

i Phaie37; Heo- : 

avEY - 6,365 __! 6,397 | + 32 | LPe13;LU-12 reo" = j 

zt i. T ! 1 eee ae a et eee rr nm re ee 

‘Rim PDs | 2h 18 | ahi85 ! = ; i | 2h 182 | 
ee 3 t Pt —" = Ne ee eer ey nam tt tee ot te a Ee ene aoe veer reree oe “i 

i I § / i 
-& Rim PD) 14.397 3 14,397 _! = i Mege703 Lt-30 / = . No caanges. 

“eutral 272 OE i a ene 

ee ae ee SONOS SCS SUNS nn 
SS T | ; A stedy is presently undervay in Inakhek to deber- 

ohakhek i 2,519 2551! ~ Lao : on mine which refugees will become self-sufficient. 

i Lao-753 Phu Thai-15 [ 1 
OU poe ye EO cseninctinenne 2 a 

RK iW | | i t | = — . 

- ’ ae ae | -—. | = in Pakse figures reflects Uarmination of 
fakse Lo 3 fd BEG Lao 1,880 subsistence support to Sarayane and Attopeu 

| | | veiugees in accordance with the 30 day Limit. 

RV wi sc 6s ‘ . ' 
[ i T i | 15 refugees from Sop Vieng (UF 2832) arrived 

OMB Plain | o5.9ho ! 25, oh7 a | OO. he ; Feksane, and 13 reve. from B. Yang Nhao,M. Khan 
| f of 0. — | | Keut, arrived Pak Mang (UF 7392). 

aissane __ 1787 wags | «+ 158 | Lao~803 UN-153 Meo-5! - 
vong Vieng t Lac~55; Meo~ a | 

Nie Mme de tS Ol ei 
. 4 . : 

MALS: aby ,2o taka Ohh 53 
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OFFICE MEMBRANDIM UNIZED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Te : See Dis wibuytop Dates November 9, 1970 
Lee Comes fmf a pe 

(Lox lec. ARLE 
: FROM 3 pt H. Staleuy, Chie? SMB/SHS 

SUBJECE: Food Shipments From Bangkok. 

1. It is anticipated that certain faod commodities will be shipped direct 
te some field warchouses, from Bengkok, in the near future, Sinee these 
shipments will by - pass Viewtiane it will be necessary to prepare Laos 
Form 121 (Receiving and Inspection Report) when the commodities arrive. 
These reports should be prepared in the same general mammer as these 
you currently prepare on rice and cemenl: shipments. 

Some of the commodities te be shippsd fron Bangkok: 

/ Cornmeal Belgur Thai Beef Chunks 
Dey Milk CSM Thai Beef Patties 
Salad 012 WSB 

2. Should you foresee any difficulty in the preparation and distribution ; 
of Forw 12's referred to herein, please advise this office ASAP. 

Distribution: Mr. Pedro M. Hernandez, SM Whse Supv., BES 

Mr. Wayant Chaipanya, SM Whse Supv., LP 
Me. Thongkhoune Rovachaniihala, SM Whse Supv., FPRNG 
Mr. Seree Chotinipatha, SM Whee Supy., PRSE : 
Mr. Phoumy Bounpapai, SM Whse Supv., SYKT 
le. Phouth Phrasayang, SM Whse Supy., TKE 

SMB/SWS:HUP:ysf 12/6/70 

ees 8 C8&R-3 

ORA=2 
AC/BES a . 
¥S0/LP 
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ars : _ UNITED STATES AID MISSION TO LAOS 

9 Orrice MEMORANDUM November 10, 1970 

: TO : Mr, John MacQueen, AD/RA 

Be So Mite Rite 1 yemeee SEA/Nationar #?* fe FROM =: Hunter Fitzgerald, CEA/ National 

SUBJECT: Briefing Materials on Refugee School Program F 
Bal > aireh rar 7 mea int _— 

Hs 4% é a Tate - - 

sss Whe following report summarizes the refugee school program, This 
; 3 / ‘paper is organized to give: (i) a general background statement; (2) 
— re the Ministry of Education program; (3) Community Education Branch 
- erganization; (4) actual activities undertaken; (5) proposed future 
= ; Retivities; and (6) general statistical data designed to give an over- i 
e  « | wlew of the refugee school situation, 

sa, General Background aie - oa = ; 

i _ Gurzently there are about 243,000 people in Leos classified 
q nee. ei : as sefugees, Of this arcount approximately 50,000 are school | 
= see ss ge childzen who need to have educational opportunities rm : 
me. provided, 
ae a aan ‘1 

A ees he Ministey of Education 

ob | of. 
Fhe Lao Ministry of Education haa ope rated ae cana 

ss policy of treating refugee school children the same as any other a = group of children, Any new construction, teachers, or students rd 
_  -—————secome part of the on-going educational program and are 
. Z ae Neca Aaa administratively part of a Royal Lac Government activity. ey 

_ -—s—s«sHlowever, the large influx of new students has definitely been bat 
Ra ca _ difficult both from monetary end staffing viewpoints on an 

oe . ra 4 organiza tion that even without this problemis minimally : 
funded because of limited national resources, 

He ommngaiey Bavcation Branch Oxzanizetion 
par ‘The Comm unity Education Branch last year wae staffed with a 
Pt. ae _ Chief, a Curriculum Specialist, and two field advisors for the | 

be Raa Nn ee. e pe 
— a - : ae r
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Mg, John MacQueen, AD/RA -2- 

a. s : i ’ : 
= northern and southern regions, The major vole of the project 

r was to give technical advice and assistunce to the Department 
/ of Primary and Adult Education, With the advent of large 
a scale refugee movements and top priority given to refugee 

educational needs, a one-year contract Community Education 
r Advisor/Refugses position was approved by the Mission, The 

a addition of this yosition and the combined efforts of the existing 
a ' staff have made it possible for the Division to work toward a : 

2 gatisfectory solution of an extremely large and complex — 
 . problem, / 
a age 

' = Ao Actual Activities Undezway ; 

Brief descriptions of seperate activities underway or completed _ 
re P @re outiined below: 

4 ‘a a ae 8, 198,000 elementary grade reading books were printed 

a oa locally with USAID assistance and turned over to the ; 
; _  RLG for distribution to refugee children, . 

. sb, 250, 000 copybooks were psinted locally with USAID 
a assistance and turned over to the RLG fer distribution 

ay ee to refogee schaol. children, 

ieeepaicememamatrrog be Mistetry of Rancation bas allecsted 100 extra ast 
. Pa e teacher positions for refugee achools, 

a a, ‘The Department of Pyiraazy Education with USAID 2 
BS i ed La assistance completed 61 temporary classreoms with 

a sss furniture for Plain de Jar refugee children, 

ce J ‘ e The Department of Primary Education is curzently 
in the process of building an additional 57 temporary 

Bi: 7 classrooms for additional PD refugee children, 

P  £,- Last March over 200 Sam Thong sixth grade children | 
e were airlifted to Vientiane by USAID to finish the aixth 
% grade, A dormitory was built and maintenance wae 
ees an ; provided, 

ae oe 
ae “ “ee ; a r 

oe ie Py r a ee . = coe J le a / 
; ae - A ay hee: A oe 7 

ee ee —
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F Mr, John MacMueen, AD/RA «3< 

g. A one-month in-service training course at four training 
; centera for 161 refugee teachers was conducted last 

: summer, 

" h, The Education Division is giving technical assistance to 
z Area Coordinators in the construction of over 350 refugee 

— eaeereorns, ; anim 
_ 7 d = 

; i, The Community Education Branch with Public Works 
er _ Division support is assisting in the repaiz and making of 
i - furniture for the Leng Tieng Nua Groupe Scolaire. 

br : : ss js ‘Fhe Sam Vhong ENL wes moved to the Dong Dok campus 
~.* ; and 80 more students are enrolled, 

r , - 7 ; a / - / 

2 --ksEm the field of Secondary Education, the Sam Thong College 
in bs ' wae relocated at Fa NgumI, Vientiane, and 130 students 
a are enrolled, Sarevane end Attopeu Colleges were moved =e 

a + ree to the city of Pakee and 377 pupils ave enrolled in two 
ae facilities, 

* e ’ _ A= 7 , 

a Se Proposed Future Activities ; . 

E Brief outlines of proposed future activities are listed below: ae 

A _@ ‘The Community Education Branch is reviewing the “dry 
oe atl steed season" refugee classroom construction program with ae 
_ ven Coordinators, 
eect p : ; 
_ ~—“i«*“‘ , AMctiwity Plans ave in the approval process for an additional 
EAs 3 oh a 207,500 notebooks, and 133,400 mathematics and geography 
a ae ; a textbooks for refegec school children, * te : 

ae 1 . Pte 

an <p ©, An Activity Plan is drafted and awaiting a funding eource / 
2 7 to train 144 refugee teachore next summer. 

- d, An Activity Plan is drafted to construct 42 classrooms and 
- two offices in Long Tieng at three separate lecations, 

—_ alg, ; - 7 ; 
7 e. to by e+ 

a ee . 
= wre a : mr i 

me; pat ean ager elem, oe er 

Pek ae a ie a 77 
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Mr. Fohn MacQueen, AD/RA ~4. 

{ 

6, Generel Stetisticad Data 

f See Chart next page. 

: Glearance for distribution: 

b Chief, Education Division 

Deal ess 
(/ AD/RA / 

; EDU/CE:HAFitzgerald:ei 

Distsibution 

AC/LP AC/BHS 
AC/Pakse AC/Eyb : 

c AC{Sykt AC/#E 

( CEA/LP AG Vientiane 
: CEA/Pekse 

GEA /Svikt 

: 

a ial Papp tet a 2 
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f ee - T Sea 
Pa REFUGEE EDUCATION STATISTICS iy 

; Primary | SEP ETEENEETS 7. oe 

4 oo, CLASSROOMS 4% 
: a ce cr RE 

ACL RT LR 
i a 2 - 4 ae poles 

hy iH : STUDENTS TEACHERS |Com- in ee 

: ‘  Brovince Pel = 2 P3 Ped P56 P.6 TOTAL GREC RLG TOTAUpleted process} 

cu, — a : ; a 

fe Vientiane 
ie | 

ay in Existing School ; 373 19 52 WW i j ik ‘ | 

H In Temporary School 2,924 178 508 193 45 56 4,809 106 80 9 te AT 
- ' "fe I | 

Sam Neua 1,502 442 382 213 1290135 2, 800 37 P 197 49 40 [ \ 

Xteng Khouang 5,235° 2,913 1,702 369 498 397 11,614 Z4h 87 308 | 197 iat [Pi 

Sayaboury 459 353 188 105 45 34 1, 184 | 4 29 330! Ct is @ f 

. Luang Prabang 1, 142 501 307 176 107 94 2:327 | 9 53 62 , 22 $5 Te - | 
\ | i i | 

Savannalchet 233 65 27 325 | 4 a| 4 - 4 ar! 

#1, ; a 
Borikbane 356 93 Aq 496 B 8] 8B 1s Fi 

E Pakee ~ 2,186 808 525 262 133-125 4,039 28 28 “vie ee 

Ban Youei Sai 1,550 _ 430 243104 57 25 384 "48 __ 2 69 59 e 19). 7 2. 

\ Se ae | ay a A ae 
Total 15,507 6,383 3,928 1,927 1,014 839 | 2 as 

/ 30, 056 806 | 447 312 i. 

- 
} . een 2d P | 

Other Schools | a as a a 

; ; ; i a f 4 
bs Sam Thong “Nl {Teacher Training Gollego} 3d | 20 10 1 | , i 

. Sam Thong College (Juniox High Schoo!) rao | 4 4 } ee 

Sarayane College {Junior High School} 198 6 6 | P i 

* : Attopeu College (Jenior High School} oe : dt 9 | 4 7 1 : { A: , 

N } Total 594 27 «27 to ms 

a A | ' f | 
my on ; 
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM UBETED STATES GOVERNMENT 

TO: Mr. Charles A. Menn, Director s November 13, 1970 
= wie 5 

‘FROM: John W. MacQueen, AD/RA >“ 

“SUBJECT: Weekly Refugee Status - Novmeber 13, 1970 

With the exception of snl refugee movements in Howa Khong Province, 
which have been reported, and on the Bolovens Plateau region, the situa- 
tion has been unusually quiet in the refugee areas during the week. 

The refugee movement reported on the Bolovens Plateau is being investi- 
geted; no firm informtion has been received to date. 

DIST: OD, DD, ADFO,ADN, ADFE-e, EDU, PHD, ARMA, USIS, EMB/CON, EMB/POL, 
a AC/LP, AC/Pakse, AC/SVKT, AC/SYBY, AC/VTE, AC/XK, AD/RA 

ORA sfSikon:bns 211=13-70 :



| 
> REFUGE RELIEF AND RESERTLEMENT 

STATUS REPORT AS OF ROVER: 13, i970 

Refugees Refugees Total. Refs Receiving 
Previous Current Mean Etonic Re/Hab. Assistance 

MR OT Week Week Change Percent Fron Getober 15th REMARKS 
| | THLO; LO+30 | @ | / 

B.H.S. 2 23,, 0h) * 1 B-Kaw-20;Gooayel0 2,470 67 vefugees at QC 5373 have returned to enemy aren 
: TT-32; LU-30; Meo-29 ] 5 Leo Thevng arrived from QC 5879. 

L.P. 17,214 17.214 ~ Taow2h 5,96 75 Yao arrived 18-135 from Ban Boung, Muong Sai 
Pnai~373 Meo-33 LA-13;) t (QD 6250) 

SYBY 6,397 6,397 = LU-12; Laon} - 

‘MR IX f | 
i t 

N, Rim Pps 218 : 

SE Rim PDs 14,397 | sor | Meo~703_LT=30 24,182 No changes. 
J 

Central 27 105,21) 105,21 > , 

THEKHEK 2,519 2,519 ” Lao ~ 

ee ee SVET 2,931 2.9 = if-LO 

mR IV I ps 
| Two groups of new refugees arrived Ban Nam Lieng 

Pakse | | My | + 00 Leo 1,880 (xB Hors) and Ban Nem Ho (XB 9655) on the Bolovens 
Plateau. About 200 refugees in sach group. Detail) 

\ unavailable. 
MV / r 

\ 

_ VER Plein | 25 | 25,9 | =~ 2 | Lao =) 
| Ta0-003 ikel5 | 7 Ne changes. 

Paksene 5 1915 1 Meo~ = 

Vang Vieng | Lao~853 Meo~' 
M._Kassy 4,201 4201, m | _LT-63 Yaowl, = 

MTEAEI acct 2 eke esa Ie acne A eb enti 
t 

b 

|
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P OFFICE MEMORANDUM UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

10: Mr. Charles A. Mann, Director | DATE: November 14, 1970 
5 ~ I FROM: — Jobn W. MacQueen, mip etm 

SUBJECT: Monthly Report - Octoher” 1970 
ee 4 

f= ; 

ae & ; =~. «1. Refugee Assistance 
; The peak number of refugees receiving support for calendar year 1970 

_ continued from the end of September until early October. A decline in the 
number of people being supported began during the latter part of October as 
refugees started to harvest their rice crop; this decline will continue as the 
current year's rice crop is harvested from their uplend fields. 

Refugee movements during the month have been minimal; the largest single 

factor contributing to increases in total refugee population has been the 
addition of old refugee groups requiring partial support prior to harvest. 
The number of people requiring partial support turned out to be surprisingly 
low considering the large refugee movements during the last dry season. The 
present estimates of this year's refugees who will become self-sufficient is 

encouraging. This reflects the Mission's efforts to assist refugees in 
achieving self-sufficiency. ‘Timely delivery of rice seed and tools for land 

preparation plus inputs from technical divisions have contributed greatly to 
z self-sufficiency on the part of the refugees. A recap of refugee population 

by Military Regions as of October 31, 1970 is attached. . 

‘The Mission Director; His Excellency Keo Viphakone, Secretary of State 
for Social Welfare and Labor; Mr. Houmpheng Prathoumvan, Director General 
of Social Welfare and Mr. Manh Tramany, Director of Relocation and Resettlement 
visited all relocation villages on ee Vientiane Plain and at Paksane. 
Villages were inspected to determine progress during the past few months and to 
review problems related to relocation. 

Office of Refugee Affairs persovnel visited the Vang Vieng/Muong Kassy 
area to develop with local Royal Lao Government officials a policy for refugee 
assistance with the ultimate goal of self-sufficiency by allocating adequate 
land to the old and more recent oS. groups. / 

In the Iuang Prabang area two refugee movements from the vicinity of 
Pak Ou occurred; 77 femilies totalling 358 people were involved. During the 

4) month, however, 5,967 people became self-sufficient. 
= 
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Mc. Charles A, Mann, Director — -2- 
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ace In the Pakse area the situation became generally stabilized. ‘he 
exception is in Sithandone Province where relief operations were begun to 
assist refugees from Cambodia by providing rice to care for their immediate 
needs. Control procedures are extremely difficult due to inaccessibility, 
hence, the mumber of refugees requiring emergency relief is not known as of 
the end of the month. 

Mr. Sanford J. Stone, Area Coordinator, Savannakhet, has , following dis-~- 
cussions with ORA, assigned the responsibility for refugee assistance to 
Mr. Robert N. Wulff, CDAA. Mr. Wulff will be responsible for the supervision 
of RIG Social Welfare commodities in collaboration with the Provincial 
Ministry of Social Welfare's representative, in accordance with approved pro- 
cedures, in addition to his responsibility for supervising the Seno Relocation 
Project. 

2. Refugee Relocation 

; In the Seno Relocation Project the 100 refugee families who were still 
housed at the Seno military camp on September 30th were moved to the project 
during the middle of October 1970. Classes are now in session in the first 
school,. 237 refugee pupils between the ages of 5 to 1) years of age are now 
attending school. There are 2 Rigg teachers and 2 village teachers conducting 
Classes. The second school is under construction. To date 300 hectares of 

agricultural land have been surveyed and staked out. The morale of the Seno 
refugees is reported to be good. The American Ambassador and Director Mann 
visited the project on October 21st. 

: Currently land classification has the highest priority in the Vientiane 
Plain relocation program. During October bese maps for 4 relocation areas 

‘were being worked on. ‘Two field trips were made by personnel of the Agricul- 
ture Division for the purpose of making soil analysis; access, to the reloca= 
tion areas by road and helicopter continued to be difficult because the rice 
crop was not ready for harvest. Progress during November is expected to be 3 
on schedule. 7 

The construction of irrigation canals in the Hovei Nam Fhak project in 
the Pakse area has been postponed until FY 1972. because of higher priorities 
for equipment and funds during the current dry season program. It is reported 
that 170 new refugee families are temporarily housed in the vicinity of the 
Public Works Division camp. Refugees who have been relocated in the Houei Nam 
Phak project area are making vegetable gardens. ‘They will also clear land 
for an upland rice crop. 

: 3. Other = : 

Messrs. John W. Greenough, CDAA, Pakse in charge of refugee operations, 
Wayne Johnson, Operations Officer Ban Hovei Sei and Gerald J. Butler, IDt/ f 
Vientiane were given an orientation on ORA and Ministry of Social Welfare 
operations and functions. : 
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: The Project Appraisal Report for refugee operations was submitted during 
the month. i 

Mr. Roger G. Sprowls, Food for Pesce Officer, arrived at post on 

Mr. Barnett Chessin, Operations Officer, MR TI, returned to post from 
home leave on October 3, 1970. 

Mr. Ellsworth M. Amundson, Jr., Operations Officer, Vientiane Plain, 
arrived at post on October 15, 1970 on a mid-tour transfer from Viet Nam. 

Mr. Wayne Johnson was employed on a personal service contract on 
October 5, 1970 and was assigned as an Operations Officer at Ban Houei Sei. 

Mr. Wesicott Burlingame It was employed on a personal service contract 
on October 22, 1970 and was assigned as Assistant Logistics Officer, ORA, in 

Vientiane. 
- ; : 
‘Mr. Hugh W. Brady, Relocation Officer departed on emergency leave in the 

U.S. on October 13, 1970. 

COMMODITIES ! 

PL 480 and World Vision commodities continued to arrive; the following 

quantities are in Bangkok: 

Bulgar Wheat 10 M2. 
Soybean Oil 28h MT. ; 
Wheat-Soya Blend 78 M.T. 
Corn-Soya-Milk / 79 MT. 
World Vision Commodities ——22 M.T. 

Total 5u6 MT. 

: PL 480 commodities stored in Vientiane are as follows: 

Bulgar Wheat 86 MT, 
Wheat Flour 122 M.T.- . 
Dry Milk 6 M.T. 

Total 27h M.T. 

fein a ©
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Foodstuff and supplies were moved to the following locations: 

Tmang Prabang 290.0 M.T. 
Ben Houel Sai 1.5 M.T. 

' Sayaboury 95.0 M.T. 
Pakse 4.0 MT. 
18-272 ‘ (248.9 MT. 
Paksane 2.6 MT. 
Vientiane Area 456.9 M.2. 
Vang Vieng ‘67.0 MT. 
ATOG 2,553.5 M.T. 

Total 3,719.4 MT. 

Air and surface deliveries were made from: 

Ban Houei Sai. 

Air-dropped Rice 121,84 M.2. 
Air=-landed Rice 257.76 M.T. 

_ ‘Truck Rice kh .ho MT. 
River Rice 46.00 M.T. 
Combined deliveries Selt 17.80 M.T. 
Conbined deliveries, Protein 
Supplement 11.@ M.T. 

; Total 498.82 M.T. 

Air-dropped to DZ Rice 1,493.8 M.T : : 
Air-dropped to DA , Rice and 

protein Supplement (meat) 729.6 M.T. 
Air-landed Rice 324.2 M.T 
Air-landed, Protein Supplement 

(meat ) 2,336 Cases 

All October quotas for air-dropped and air-landed shipments were com- 
pleted. Due to the fact that approximately 24,000 people are harvesting their 
rice crop it will be possible to reduce the November rice air-drops by 10 
metric tons. These refugees will be picked up again on the air-drop schedule 
within the next four months because their rice crop will not carry them for 
more than four months. All commodities for Ban Xon (13-272) were delivered 
‘by surface shipment in October. : 

ATTACHMENT : 
Monthly Hecap of Kevugee Relief and Resettlement 

Status Report tor Cciwber, 1970 

cet 21-1
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REFUGES RELIEF AND RESETTLEMMN? : A 

SEATUS REPORT AS OF OGYOBER 32, 1970 e fh 
‘ ; i 7 

Refugees Refugeesq Total Refs. Receiving ; yR } 
Last Current Mean Ethnic Re/Hab Assistance / 

MR Month __Month Chan, Percent : Trom October 15th 5 RUMARKS oy Die ual 
_ TP=hO; GU=30 | ~ % 

B.H.S. 1 2h,908 } 25,497 + 589 E-Kaw-20;Gooey-10 2,470 BHS - Increase due to small, seattered refugee 
1 Lf-32; LU~30; Meo-29 moves and persons requiring partial suppor 

G2 | 23,128 | 17,21" | -5,908 Lao~21. 5,96 L.P.= 212 uew refugees during Oct from Nam Ou area 
| 1 P Phai~#373 Meo-33;LT+13 Decrease result; of post-harvest refugee self-sut" 

SyBy 3,070 | 6,365 | 42,295 LU~12; Lao~h ~ ; ciency. SYBY.- Increase due to unreported dependen 
| support and eligibility review. 

wR Iz lL as decascsanarafleenaoeylllcstth a4 
| i { ; i i r 

N.Rim Poy | 30,157} ath. .85 «5,972 wel nf © Decrease in total due to attainment of self- “4 
! } sufficiency following rice harvest. 

SE Rim PDI | 21,670. | 1,307 | -7,273 Meo~703 LP~30 24.182 
: : 

Sentral 272 116,152 | 105,21 10,9 | é : 

| | fe | cme 
MR XZE Ses 

‘THAKHER Ce | 2,519 = No significant refugee activity. , 
Lao-75; Pha Thai-15 

SVET 2,931 2,931 LT+10 - ~ , j 

a | | | -—— ¢ : PARSE | 2,080 | 2,080 Lao 1,880 A small number of refugees arrived in Pakse from 
] : | | Saravane and in Sithandone Province. i 

ATPOPEY § / DVL. = Lao = : 

SARAVANE, | 8,361, | 8,386 + 25 Bao~753_ LT-2 | / ; 

~ | | | fp a 
bay : VIE Plain 25.9 = = Aside trom movements noted in the weekly ve [ait | sel ae oe ee aaa F Paksane 8422 7 = 664 Meo=5 - neay Paksane requiring partial support, there was 

: Vang Vieng iao-35; Meo-0 | [ no refugee activity during October, 1970. 
t M. Kassy 4201 4,201 = Lf-6; Yeo-1 / “ ; : 

x TOTALS 276,064 2h? 1 -28,870 34,L99 
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ae 5 FROM: John W. MaeQueen, AD/RAM AeA ia ie ae: e 7 map M 

—————=CBUBIBEH:Weskly Refugee Statos eybrt ~ Novenber 20, 1970 
net? tr 

a 7 . ; 
- Whe focal point of refugee activity during the week has been the Hong 8a aay 

: area, where refugees arrived from an erea NE of Hong Sa, sowth of the a 
Mekong. It is possible thet in the near fixture mre refugees will come 4 
fvom this area which is unfler PL/MVA control. It is also probable that 7: 
additional refugees will. come out ef the Banu Done (18-28) area. ‘The first 

M group to do so arrived in Pakcane after transiting Pak Mang (UF 7382). he a 

; DIST: OD, DD, ADYO, ADM, ADPE, EDU, PHD, ARMA, USES, MMB/cON, EMB/POL, = 
- AC/LP, AC/Pakse, AC/SVKT, AC/ViE, AC/EK, AD/RA, AC/SYBE, sree 
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TEIUKES 

RuPFUGED RELIEF AND RESEETLEMTE 

STATIS RBPORE AS OF NOVEMETR 20, 1970 
Refugees Refugees Total pots, Recsiving 
Previous Current Mean Tthnic Fe/Hab Assistance 

Wai Meck eek Ghonge Percent rom Getober 15th REMARS 
} i LT-40; LU-30 | { } 6 Lao refugees ARR Hong Sa from Pakbens; 30 Fhai : 

B.H.S. | 23,0 | 23,095 hacanclee | R-Kay-20; Gooey-i0_ 2,U76 | refugees ARR Hong Sa from Ban Houel His (QB-9192) 
. “ [3 TP-32; 0-30 { i on Nov ilth. 9 Phat Refs from same village ARR 
L.P. | 27,20 | 17,214 | - Meo-29; leo-21 125.567 on Nov i2th, 

| ! Phai-37; Meo-33 | ¥ ' 

BEB a FD s § Ss 
i { 

en __{| | _ j + corres SS aise ne rome e-cen ene eer remenemenanasn 

gmimmos | ayan5 | ohaps | 
} i 

86 Rim Pos Lb 397 ie | ~ jt Meo~'70;_UT-30 St 24,182 No changes, 
. ' } 

Central 272 | 105,215 103 ap js fp 
\ i | ! 

woe cree raaeieikee 
i | _ 1,575 reiugees have become self-sufficient and 

ume | e.s19 4 OF 1576} tro ; 1ST wt @9 not seonize further subsistence sunnort 
i feo-753 Fim Thai-15 | | 

om | a |e Lt ag? Fr pease ec 
: | it [ 

em penne ee tener a eta 
j i j ( . | 6 Reza from Don Reu {XC 5131}, Sevavane, arrived 

Pakae 9, h93 . FE a eae he . } 2380 t Pakse; ‘71 Refs arrived Khong Island from Ban Kei 
| j j § and Tak Bet. wy ft 4 ee | ae ee ee 

\ i i | : i , 
VER Plain {225,005 ij 25,045 | - i tao | i 129 o* the Ban Done (LS-28) refugees reported 

| —_ “y fao-GO; LT-15 ; “| arriving Pak Mang on October 30th hare arrived at 
Palsane | TOS 7.05 4 - at Meo~5 coe | a ot Paksane and have heen relocated temporarily at 
Yang Vieng | { i | 290-853 Meo~G ? \ Ban Houei Siat. 
My Kasay ot BOR Ot } 2-6; Yeow! ae sete _ = ee 

mOmATS NSN OBS *Note: These refugees are no longer receiving rice, 
SF Ree a ne ee ea a a however, they are xeceiving other rehabilitation 

support .



Mr. Gordon B. Ramsey, AD/PE Novenber 27, 1970 ) 

John W. MacQueen, AD/RA 

| | 
Briefing Documentation covering period prior to and efter the | 
evacuation of the Plain of Jars (PDJ) 

Liberation of the Plain of Jars and Summary of Events Leading to ! 
the Evacuation of the Plain of Jars‘ Refugees 

After the evacuation of Muong Soul by the Neutralists in late June of 199, | 

Major General Vang Pao launched operation "Off Balance", an offensive operation ‘ 

with the primary objective being the recapture of Muong Soui. By duly 7, 1969 

operation "Off Balance" hed come to a virtual halt in the face of increasing 

enemy resistance. On July 14, 1969 Maj Gan Vang Pao discontinued the operation 

due to a strong enemy counter-attack against government positions south and south- 

i 

west of Muong Soul. | 

i 
At this point, with the morale of Vang Pao's forces at a low ebb and with enemy | 

! 
troops occupying Muong Soul and threatening the highway 7 and 13 junction, the 

i 
| 

situation was bleak indeed. The only feasible course of action left was to inter- 

dict the enemy lines of commmication by conducting ground spoiling operations in 
| 

the enemy's rear, as had been done so suceessfully in March of 1%9. Remembering 

the enemy reaction to the March 199 operation in which he drew off forces to | 

|



Mr. Gerdon B. Rameay, AD/PE -2- | 

protect the rear sreas, Gen Vang Pao conceived a plan to cut Route 7 with ground | 

forees while making maxis use of air to ssaist in the operation. The inter- | 

diction, named operation “About Face” was successful and ‘he eneny began te pull | 

back some forces to eliminate the bleck. In conjunction with the interdiction | 

and to add eredibility to the operation Gen Vang Pao simultaneously pushed forward | 

ground elewents located at the southeastern perimeter of the Plain of Jara (PDJ) 

to place additions] pressure against the enemy. This operation proved successful 

beyond all -expections, and these RLG elements surged forward against only light | 

| 

or sporadic enemy resistance and began to seize large areas of real estate while | 

the enemy hastily withdrew. Assisted by the weather, which created mires out of | 

the enemy line of cosmmication and effective air support against enemy supplies : 

and ground elements, only minimal supplies vere able to trickle forward to the 

enemy front line elementa at Muong Soul. As @ consequence, with food short, and 

threatened with an envelopment from the southeast, the enemy forces at Muong Soul 

withdrew through the hills north and west of the PDJ and this key installation . 

fell by default.



Mr. Gordon B. Ramsey, AD/PR -3- | . 

Ry August 29, 1969, all initial objectives of "About Face” in the southern PDJ | 

were taken. Maj Gen Vang Pao somewhat aurprised at the lack of resistance, | 

decided to push deeper inte the PDJ. Patrole from Paou Nok Kok (UG 3969) had | 

pushed out to the edge of Ban Ben Town. By September 13, 1969 Vang Pao had seized | 

@ll of the PDJ, Xieng Khouangville, and had captured large quantities of wer 

materials, including Pf-76 tanks and S5em guns. By September 19, 1969, after the 

rapid advance through the PDJ against light enemy resistance, enemy opposition 

stiffened along the hill fringe area to the north and northeast of the PDJ. It 

wes anticipated (correctly) that enemy forces would strongly defend these areas. 

By the end of September 1969, operation “About Face" had, for all intents and 

purpose, reached the farthest limits of advance; however, all forward momentum 

aid not step until December 1969. 

During the month of September at the height of the offensive, refugees liberated 

by the advancing RIG troops vere assembled in the vicinity of lat Sen (Site 276) 

and then because of the uncertain security conditions on the PDd at thet time, 

| 

were ferried, mostly by helicopter to Site 72 (Tan Tam Bleung). Living conditions | 

for these refugees at Site 72 were difficult at best and overorowded with over
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6,000 refugees. The supply of drinking water became a problem which wad not | 

solved until 2,000 meters of plastic pipe was flown in te pipe water from a source 

more than 2 kilometers away. The location offered one thing hovever, 4 safe heven 

from the dangers of military action and threath of reprisals by the PL/RV. | 

The refugees coming under the control ef the RIG during the POU offensive were | 

| 

all ethnic Lao and although the forces under Gen Vang Paco's Command were a com- | 

posite of Meo, SGU battalions and F.A.R. battalions, the General wisely used the ! 

FAR. vattaltons in the van of the attacking foree which gave the effect of Lao 

Liberating Lao. 

During late Septesber and early October refugees continued to enter the areas | 
| 

under contrel of Government forces. They came in small groups and sometimes | 

entire villages. On oceasions only one person, usually a girl, the daughter of 

& Nai Kong or village official would appear at a Government forward outpost or 

intercept a patrel on the trail. This initial contact with friendly forces would | 

inevitably lead to a large group of refugees awaiting word that it was safe for | 

them to move into areas under control of the RIG. In all, more than 8,000 refugees | 

eame under Government contrel during this period adding to the 6,000 refugees | 

already moved to Site 72. | 

|
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Refugee relief operations on the Plain of Jars continued but it was net until 

after October 15th that Gen Vang Pao felt that security conditions in the area 

were such that Lao civil authorities and refugee workers could begin an or ganized 

settlement program for the refugees on the Plain of Jars. Four relocation sites 

were selected: 

1. tat Khai (Site 280) 

2. Lat Sene (Site 276) 

3. 84 Siong Mai (Site 277) 
fobey dep 

i.  Maomg Phomh (Bite 106) 

Most of the refugees on the Plain of Jars at thet time were settled in these four 

major areas. It is estimated that there were approximately 15,000 refugees in 211. 

During late October 1969 and throughout the months of November and December Lao 

eivil authorities, Sociel Welfare workers and USAID refugee relief officers 

worked constantly to insure that the refugees on the Plain had sufficient food, 

clothing, shelter and the basic necessities of life. Chao Saykham Saignavong, 

Chao Khoueng (Governor) of Xieng Ehouang Province took personal charge of the 

refugee assistance program the U.8. Geverument support was coordinated by 

Edgar M. “Pop” Buell. |
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Much progress was made. Schools and dispensaries were completed in the relocation 

sites; vegetable gardens planted; a rice distribution system established. As 

Hovenber and Decesber are harvest months for rice, transportetion was provided to 

_ Fefugees where it was possible for them to return te their rice fields to harvest 

their rice. It is estimated that more than 200 tons of paddy rice was harvested 

in this manner. 

Late Octeber and early November signified the beginning of the dry season, with 

improved lines of overland communication. A buildup of heavy convoy traffic was 

noted on Route 7 east of Ban Ban Town. Significant troop movements by foot were 

also observed leading inte the Xieng Khousngville Valley from the east in the | 

vicinity of Ban Bouse (UG 5932). 

The buildup of enemy forces was becoming ominous and the possibility of a major 

enemy attack imminent. 

Following a series probing attacks a major enemy effort was staged against 

Phu Bok Kok (U3 3969), code named "Black Lion". This was a key terrain feature, 

overlooking Route 7 and guarding the eastern approaches to the POJ. "Black 

Lion” fell on Jamary 12, 1970 following a series of allout attacks. ‘The
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enemy paid the price for Phu Nok Kok (BL) in exceptionally heavy casualties and 

it was apparent to Gen Vang Pao and other key officers of the RLG Army that the 

available Government forces would be unable to successfully defend the PDJ. After 

the loss of Phu Nok Kok (BL) came Nong Pet (UG 3163) the key junction of Route 7 

and 71, the doorway to Moung Kassy. 

Tt was at this point that serious talks began among senior Lao officials regarding 

the possibility of evacuating the refugees from the PDJ. Discussions then began 

between RIG and U.S. Government officials regarding this possibility. USAID 

Director Charles A. Mann, Deputy Chief of Mission Monteagle Stearns and other 

USAID officials visited the PDJ on January 23rd and 2hth, meeting with Gen Vang 

Peso and Chao Saykham Saignavong end were briefed on the situation and heard | 

recommendations by these two key Lao officials. 

On Jamuary 27, 1970 Ambassador Gedley and USAID Director Mann met with appro- 

priate RLG official in Vientiane and informed them that the decision to evacuate 

the POS refugees was one only the Lao Government could make but offered U.3. 

assistance if the decision was made to move the refugees. At the same time the 

Ambassador and the USAID Director made it clear that the U.3. Government
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considered it incumbent on RIG to leave choice to move off PDJ up to refugees 

(see VTE 0613, January 27, 1970). | 

If the decision was made to move the refugees willing to relocate, U.S. assistance 

would be in the form of airlift and continued subsistence support. 

More detailed planning followed between USAID Refugee Relief Officers, RIG 

Ministry of Secial Welfare officials, Chac Khoueng of Vientiane Province, senior 

police and Lao military officers. Air strips were reconnoitered in view of 

pesaible use of C-130 aireraft and relecation sites selected at ths point how- 

ever, no formal requests for U.S. ageiatance had been mde. 

Prime Minister Souwvamna Phouma informed Awbagsador Godley on the night of 

Jammry 28, 1970 that the RLG had decided to move those refugees who choose to go 

from the PDJ to Vientiane Province and that an official request for U.S. assistance 

would follow. 

The formal request for U.S. aszistance wes in the form of a letter from the RIG 

Secretary of State for Social Welfare, Mr. Keo Viphakone to USAID Director / 

Charles A. Mann. (See attached letter and reply from Director Mann.)
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” Following this, detailed planning wea completed. (See attached Memoranda of 

Conversations ami planning documenta.) RIG pergonnel] to handle the evacuation 

ween ios saves: tote glawe wy Palnemeye a, 1970 ak awe axsizen we teehee ve 

| 

February 4, 1970. 

RLG planning and coordination for the move was exceptionally well executed. 

U.S. participation in the mve was limited to that necessary to coordinste the 

arrival ani departure of aircraft. | 

Chao Saykham and an exceptionally well qualified staff of five Chao Moungs | 

(District Chiefs) ani other Provinciel officials underteck the task of briefing | 

the refugees on the proposed evacuation and informing them that leaving their 

home area was on a strictly voluntary basis. 

Almost without exception the refugee volunteered to be evacuated to the Vientiane | 

Plain. In retrospect they had made this decision several months previous when | 

they had refused an offer to remain under the control of PL/NVA and had streamed 

into areas liberated by friendly RIG forces. | 

| 

| 
| 

J
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The evacuation began on February 4, 1970 ami was completed on February 10, 1970. ! 

| 
refugees were moved. It was highly successful and was considered an | 

| 

outstanding example of cooperation and coordination of all agencies of the RIG | 

and private Lao relief organizations. It was truly the Lao taking care of the 

. | 

| 

| 
OBA sHWBrady :bms 11-27-70 | 
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| 

| 

| 

| 
| 
| 
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a OFFICE MEMORANDUM UNITED S‘ATES GOVERNMENT 

- TOs Mr. Charles A. Mann, Director DATE: November 27, 1970 

PROM: John W. MacQueen, AD/RA rw aban 

‘ SUBJECT: Weekly Refugee Status Report = November 27, 19/0 

Refugees from the Ban Done (18-28) area who went to Pak Mang have, for the 
most part, moved to Paksane. A group of 150 villegers located at Sop Thoo 
(UF 0765) and Korn Tao (VF 0962) will move to Paksane on a space available 
basis via #.A.R. helicopters. As these people are moved and begin to receive 

“ rice they will be included in the Paksane totals. 

_ Attopeu refugess arrived in Pakse following the enemy capture of PS=38 on 
the eastern edge of the Bolovens Plateau. 

GOTAL REFUGEES: 279,583 

Percent of Total 
| Total Refugees Receiving ; 

Rice Support 22,565 &.7% 

Total Refugees Receiving 
rehabilitation support 37,018 13.3% 

Total Refugees in Relocation we / 

ae Project Areas 37,852 13.5% / 

DIST: OD, DD, ADFO, ADM, ADPE,EDU, FAD, ARMA, USIS, EMB/CON, EMB/POL, 
Gefeas ac, AC/Pekse, AC/SVKT, AC/VTE, AC/XK, AD,"RA, AC/SYBY 

<3; lao Desk Officer, AID (3) 

GRA urdhengon sbins 11-27-70 

Clearance: cna: tmses AZ fo 

@ 
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PP a REFUGEE RELIEF AND BESETTLEMENE 
iF an SUATUS REPORT AS OF NOVEMBER 27, 1970 

Refs Receiving Refs Receiving Total **Refs Receiving 
: Rice Previous Rice Current Mean Ethnic Re/Hab Assistance / 

MRE Week Week Change Percent From October 15th REMARKS 
| Se Nos snypiney-1) Changes in L.P. and SYBY following eligibility 

B-HS.. 23,09 23,09 - E-Kaw~20 2,470 review. 68 Meo refugees ARR Nam Hia (QB 6408) 
LT-33;La0-2551L0-~22; | | from Khoun Xong {QA 9853). 

LP 17.214 _18,587 +1373 Meo -20 d 6 
- Meo -4,3 ;Phai=373. ° 

SYBY ' 6,397 6,476 |+ 79 | SU-10; Other- = 

TT oe || __ - 
i \ , 4 ) ia 

N.Rim £u 210) j_ 24.505 ie ) i ) { - 
a No change. 

SE Rim Pps 14h 12,389 = Meo-70; LT-30_) 2 2,182 
} 7 

Central 272 105,21 106 845 “ } “ 

emt ee | 
"7 ‘fhe balance of the Thekhek Refs have become self- 

HAKHEK 943 ~ OK | Tao - i 2,51 . sufficient, & no longer require subsistence 
[ | | Zao~753 Phu Thai-15 | support. 

*SVKE 2,931 | 2,931 le EE-10 " = 

aR _ EV | | | ae 
: Refs from Saravane, & 31 from Attopeu ARR Pakse. 

*PAKSE 5.928 8,978 #50 | Lao ___ 21,880 The No. of Refs receiving rice at Khong Island has 
; 3 peen fixed at She, 

KHONG gle |___ 6he |. i. [ - 

AV | \ { oe | i i a 
| j | 4 126 Ref's reported in the Nov 26th Weekly Report 

*VGE Plain 25 hy 25,943 is 2 Lao . = - as having arrived inPak Mang from the 1S~-28 area 
fao-503 LT15 have arrived at Ban Houei Siat, Paksane, 

Pakeane t esd nous le | eon g | te fener ene 
Vang Vieng } | ' tao-853Meo~S l ~ | 

M. assy 0} 200 PON Gs Tao 

TOEALS ¢ ee 008 2he 505 © 557 re 37,018 * Relocation Project Areas 
LL ns These refugees are no longer receiving rice: 

Total Oct L5th: 275,994 ? however, they are receiving other rehabilitation 
fotel Aug 3ist: 258,0h5 4 suppor’. 

/ }
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

10: Mr. J. L. Williamson, Acting AD/RA DASE: December 7, 1970 
asp te 

FROM: Roger @ fSbratita, Food for Peace Officer, ORA 

SUBJECT: November Monthly Report 

I. Pu 80 Title It Commodity Movement 

During the reporting period partial shipments of the first and second 
orders of corn soya milk (CSM), wheat soya blend (WSB), vegetable oil and bulgur 

i have reached Vientiane. The two major items of fransfer Authorization (TA) 0606 
(Refugee Feeding) wheat flour and cornmeal are scheduled to arrive at the port 
of Bangkok during December. In kilos we have thus far received 121,036 of CSM, 
77,769 of WSB, 283,894 of Vegetable oil and 95,637 of Bulgur. With the recent 
acquisition of the 555 warehouse at Km-14 ovr immediate storage problem was 
solved. : 

Office of Refugee Affeirs, Food for Peace (ORA/FFP) in cooperation with the 
Ministry of Social Welfare is in process of determining the desirability of 

increasing the delivery period of some food items. ‘This would be especially true 
of the 4,000 metric tons (MI) of wheat flour scheduled for FY 71 delivery. ‘The 
time required to establish a noodle processing operation and to process the flour 
into noodles may be greater than the shelf life of the flour even under most 
favorable storage conditions. Stepped up bread production would not appreciably 
alter the sitvation. 

‘Tt. PL 48o Title IT Sales or Exchanges 

There has been some concern over the disclosure that the Titie II refugee 
program does not contain a provision for sale or exchange, including payment in 
kind, of any PL 480 commodity. Shortly after my arrival at post a message was 
sent to AIDM requesting clarification and authorization to use Pl 480 wheat 
flour as payment in kind for fabrication of flour into noodles. AID/W replied 

by citing the applicable M.0.'s that preclude this type of exchange. 

IIL. Noodle Production : 

; During this reporting period temporary funding in a limited amount has been 
obtained which will permit some exploratory processing of flour, WSB and CSM 
into noodles and bread. Some action will be required to establish a source of / 

funds which will permit the large scale production of noodles. We estimate that 

production must reach a minimum of 10 tons of dry noodles per day.
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. Mr, J. L. Williamson, A/AD/RA -~2- 

Preliminary tests adding WSB to the basic noodle mix has encourated us to 
believe that this added so an protein can be introduced into the refugee diet 
in the form of dried noodles.\\ Various quantities of WSB ranging from zero to 
50% have been added to ali se flour. These noodles have been tested on a 
Limited scale and indications are that the 20 to 30 percent WSB noodle mix is 
quite acceptable. Noodles with WSB concentrations above 30 percent tend to become 
sticky when cooked and are noticeably less palatable than the lower level WEB 

noodles. During the next reporting period substantial quantities of WSB noodles 
will be produced and distributed to refugees to obtain a more accurate idea of 
the feasibility of WSB as an additive to flour noodles. 

IV. PL 480 Title IT Livestock Project 

AID/M has responded to the original PROP submitted in September and haa 
neither accepted nor rejected the proposal. They have requested additional 
information which is being supplied in a message being drafted jointly by AGR/ORA. 

V =‘ Refugee Clothing Project 

Action has been taken to reestablish clothing manufacture using PL 480 
cloth in Ban Houei Sai and to establish a new program with the Southern Weavers 
Association in Pakse. We expect that these two programs will provide clothing 
to meet the requirements of their respective areas and that a larger project in 
Vientiane will supply the refugee clothing needs for all other areas. 

DIST: 
GRA Monthly Report 
FFP 

O° MEE. 
onasrres lg me 2127-70 /
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Py OFFICE /MORANDUM UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT ‘ , 

TO: Mr. Charles A. Mann, Director DATE: December 7, 1970 ees, 

FROM: Jack L. waradepbo, Acting AD/RA i 

Fe SUBJECT: Weekly Refugee Status Report - December 4, 1970 

. 
\ 

?side from an increased flow of refugees into Paksane from eastern Borilchane \ 
erovince, there have been no significant increases in the total number of 

€ refugees . 

5 orl As yet there have been no indications from Luang Prabang that refugees have 1 
: been generated as a result of recent enemy initiatives north of Pak Ou. \ 

TORAL REFUGEES: 280,211 [ 
‘ ent of Total 

Total Refugees Receiving i 

Support 2h3,196 86.7 

eT Total Refugees Receiving 
Rehabilitation Support 37,026 13.3 

Total Refugees in Relocation 
. Project Areas 37,852 13.5 

DIST: OD,DD, AD/FO, AD/M, AD/PE, PRO, EDU, PHD, ARMA, USIS, EMB/CON, EMB/FOL 
chatty 0/2, AC/PAKSE, Ac(omke, AG/SYBY, AC/VEE, AC/XK, AD/RA, C&R-3 
lao Desk Officer, AID/W, (3) 

/ ‘gh ; ORA :FoBehngon :bms :12-7-70 

; 

¥ ae a 

‘ * : 
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s REFUGEE RELIEF AND RESEPTLEMENT 
al STATUS REPORT AS O¥ DECEMBER b 1970 
ae 2 
P Refs Receiving Refs Receiving Total Refs Receiving 

Rice Previous Rice Current Mean Ethnic RE/HAB Assistance 
MRE Week Week Change Percent _ ___From October 15th REMARKS - 

LT-4O; LU-30;Gooey-10 | 
B.H.S. 23,09 23,09 ~ E-Kaw-20 _ 2,470 

LP. ; 18 58 __ 118 58 +1_37 Meo~22 _ % No changes. 

SYBY 6,476 6,476 + 9 LU-10; Other~9 

a PC 
—— aja 

se mines _| 12.389 [ras | | weowtoz uwezo_} | ahyase vs 
contra 272 | 106,805 hos.sas pod) nent 

om Tet ee be eee 
Loe elle dene | | Seater anne oes THAKHEK + 36 2,519 team will be dispatched in near future to evaluate 

| em fem |. fami —_ ee ee SvET db 2 931 2,931 LT-10 

x | CTC : 
: | we | 8 people escaped from Saravane area, 

KHONG he oho 

we pian | 25.903 | 25 5 |. 2 | tao | | arr rerugses from Soptho ant Korn Teo (UF 0765) 
. | asco + sor | mons ee ee PAKSANE. h 7.915. | 8 502 _ + 587 Meo-5 ; 310 refugees arrived Houei Siat from Pak Mang. 

Vang Vieng / Lao-853; Meo-& 
M_ Kass: 4, 201 4 201 - Lf-6; Yao-1 i_- 

TOTALS: — 22 565 243 196 + 631 37,018 *Relocation Project Areas. 
am i ile i ** These refugees are no longer receiving rice; 

Total Oct 15th: 275 .99h however. they are receiving other rehabilitation 
fotal Aug 3ist: 258 Ok5 support.
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‘ OFFICE MEMORANDOM UWECEED STATES a 

80: Mr. Charles A, Mann, Director DATE: December 8,1970 

FROM: Jack [. wbalys Acting AD/RA 

‘ 

SUBJECT: Office of Refugee Affairs Monthly Report - November, 1970 

GENERAL 

1. Briefing materials were prepared for Mr. Roderic L. O'Connor Assistant 
Administrator, AXD/East Asia. Arrangements were made for key Royal Lao 
Government (RLG) officisls to accompany Mr. O'Connor on his inspection of 
refugee areas. 

2. Concurrent with Mr. O'Connor's trip, Mr. Robert Thompson, AID/Lao Desk 
Officer was given an orientation of the refugee program and visited refugee 

areas to gain insights on the actual situation. 

3. Refugee Movements 

The steble trend of October continued. Small groups of people were 
able to escape from communist controlled areas either on their own or during 
the confusion of militery activity. 

Note that some 50,000 refugees have become self-sufficient and are no 
longer receiving rice support. Surveys of rice harvests are yet to be com- 

pleted for Vientiane Pleins, Vang Vieng and Sayaboury. 

RESETTLEMENT, 

1. Vientiene Plain 

With the advent of the dry season and the availability of the Bell 2-man 
helicopter the land classification and soil survey being conducted by 

Mr. Stanley E. Snyder of the Agriculture Division is proceeding in good order. 
Land classification field work and laboratory test completed and final reports 
written on three refugee resettlement areas in the Vientiane Plain. These are: ‘ 

Nong Sa 1,377 hectares / 
Tha Ngon 5,970 ™ 
Phone Sai 2,4h0 * 

The Ministry of Social Welfare is now planning new village layouts 
utilizing the land classification maps in these three areas. Additionally a 
new list of areas in order of priority has been forwarded to AGR for Mr. Snyder 
to continue his work. These new priorities are:
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Mr. Charles A. Mann, Director = Om 

a. The Dong Kalume Resettlement Reserve (Area 5) and the 
areas of the Dong Kalume Plain Development project area 

(proposed) . 

b. The Ban Keun Resettlement Reserve (Area 3). 

¢e. The Ban Veun Kham Resettlement Reserve (Area 3) which was 
formerly the area reserved for the French Agriculture School 
north of Tha Ngon. 

ad. The Ban Hat Deva Resettlement Reserve located near Ban Talat. ; 

Additionally, in coordination with the Director of Resettlement, 
Ministry of Social Welfare priorities have been established with the Public 

i Works Division for road construction and land clearing by the two complements 
F. of Public Works Division heavy equipment. 

Summary of work in progreas as follows: 

Area No. 1, Hat Deus Resettlement Reserve. Irrigation has completed 
topography maps of parts of this reserve. Social Welfare's bulldozer is 
clearing village sites and tractors are developing gerden plots. Access is 
utilizing Japanese constructed road. 

Area No. 2, Ban Keun Resettlement Reserve. Survey work and soil 
classification is scheduled for December. Tractors are working on vegetable 
garden plots. Bulldozer is scheduled to clear village sites. 

Area No. 3, Tha Ngon Resettlement Reserve. Complement No. 2 under 
_ George W. McClatchey, FWD will construct a 9.5 km road in the Tha Ngon area; 

clear 6 meters for new villages; construct dikes and improve drains within 
the area. A promising land reclamation project may open up approximately 
1,000 hectares of lend. Surveys will need to be completed. 

Area No. 4, Phone Sai Resettlement Reserve. Equipment complement No. 1 
under Paul M. Rosal will construct a SZOL strip at Ban Phone Sai and a 7 
kilometer road in the area, plus a 4 kilometer road from Ban Vang Pho to Dong 
Kalume. One village site cleared. Three more to be surveyed. 

Area No. 5, Dong Kalume Resettlement Reserve. Work to be tied into 
Agriculture Division's Dong Kalume Development Project. : 

Area No. 6, Ban Na Tham Resettlement Reserve. Access road from previous . 
project utilized. Survey work scheduled for first of year. 

Area No. 7, Nong Sa Resettlement Reserve. Land classification has been 
completed. Office of Refugee Affairs survey crews are surveying village 
sites. A tractor is assisting in clearing of villege sites. /
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Mr. Charles A. Mann, Director ~ -3- —° 

2. Seno Relocation 

The Seno project is proceeding on schedule. All village streets and 
roads are complete. Reservoir dam No.1 is — Reservoir No. 3 will 
be complete in early December. Approximately 400 hectares of farm lota have 
been surveyed and staked. Distribution to villagers will be made in late 
December or early January in coordinetion with RLG Khoveng and Ministry of 
Social Welfare officials. : 

Clearing of village aite No. 2 is underway. ‘The survey team is involved 
in laying out a series of fish ponds in the project area and aurvey farm lots 
in the already cleared area. As soon as village site No. 2 is cleared they 
will lay out the home lots. Water pumps have been provided to refugees in 
the camp site areas to provide water for vegetables during the dry season. 

Approval for a modest livestock program in Xieng Khouang Province was 
approved. This is a start on a base for building up Livestock in these 

refugee areas. 

ESRSONNEL, 

Laurence J. Berger,(Personal Service Contract) entered on duty on 
November 6, 1970 and is assigned to the Xieng Khouang Province as Operations 

Officer. 

| Hugh W. Brady, Resettlement Officer returned from special ennual leave 
in the U.S. on November 7, 1970. 

Royal Lao Government Ministry of Social Welfare Province Chiefs were 
conducted on a tour of the air facilities at Wattay Airport and the USAID 
Supply Management Branch on November 18, 1970. ‘his orientation was a part 
of a short training program to broaden the province field workers’ understanding 
of complex efforts involved in support of refugee programs. Office of Refugee 
Affairs extends thanks to the staff of Air America and Supply Management Branch 
for their cooperation and efforts in conducting the tour. 

LOGISTICS AND SUPPLY . . 

Foodstuffs and supplies were moved to the following locations: 

18-272 914.0 MP (includes roofing eheets) 
Iuang Prabang 105.5 °: 
Sayaboury 100.1 ” 
‘Paksene 100.0 " 
Vientiane Area 401.2 ° 
AT0G 1,819.8 " 

Total 3,440.6 Me
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Mr. Charles A, Mann, Director ~ ae 

Air and surface deliveries were ade from: 

Ben Houei Sai 

_Air-dropped — Rice 102.0 MT 
Air-landed Rice 288.5 Mr 
Truck Rice / 44.0 ME 

: River Rice 46.0 Mr 
Combined transpor-. 
tation Salt 20.8 ME 
Combined Transpor- 
tation Protein : 25.7 Mr 

Total 327.0 ME 

Vientiane 

Air-dropped Rice 1,272.9 ME 
: Air-dropped / PFrotein-Rice 418.6 MT 

Air-landed Rice 268.7 Me 
Air-landed Protein 27.68 Mr 
Air-landed Salt ___13.2 Mt 

: Total 2,001.2 ME 

The rice contract with ADO at Paksane was cancelled in November due to 
: the contractor's inability to deliver. The rice requirement is presently 

being sent from Vientiane: : 

: Attached is our recap for the month of November, 1970. During : 
November 1,550 refugees have left enemy controlled areas in aos. This | 
brings the total number of refugees who have received food support at one 
time or another during 1970 to 282,526. Of thia number, 230,096 are 
currently receiving full subsistence support, the balance (52,430) have 
become self-sufficient during the past two months following rice harvest, 
but continve to receive assistance other than rice. 

Total Refugess: __282, 526 
Oo - / Poreent of Total : 

Total Refugees Receiving oe : ; 
food support 230,096 81.3 

Total Refugees Receiving a / 
rehabilitation support _ 52,430 18.7 

Total, Refugees in Relocetion : 
Project Areas 37,852 13.4 

Attachment: 

‘ORA: JIWL. a aubso m3 bms :12-8-70 
ce: AID/Wuao Desk (3) “
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= REFUGEE RELIEF AND RESETTLEMENT < 

ol SYATUS REPORT FOR NOVEMBER 1970 e 

P =a Refs Receiving Refs Receiving Total Refs Receiving 
‘ _ Rice Previous Rice Current Mean Ethnic Re/iisb Assistance 

|. ez Month Month Change Percent ; From October 15th REMARKS . : 

% 53» Fic5 . 25,497 18,082. -7,416 E-Kaw-20 886 : villagers receiving partial support have become self- 
lum | ET-333 Lao-25;10-9 | sufficient. L.P.: Increase following eligibility review. 

Be: 17,214 18,587 +1, 373 Meo-22 5,967 SYBY: 100 new refs ARR Sayaboury during November. 
—— Meo-43; Phai-37 

nT 6 6,476 + JIL LU-10; Other-9 - 

“te may | 1 ; Figures indicate by area the distribution of refugees 
= 24,18 22,8 ~1,352 ) 1,997 and the total number that have become self-sufficient, 

é R 1 ) but continue to receive rehabilitation support. 
en EDS | 1h 397 9.950 ~k 4h7_) | Meo-703; L-30 4211 

. = ) ponte 272 }o5,21 2,281 200 
‘ae 

; ium | Thakhek: 36 new refugees ARR Thakhek. 
1 E 2,519 6 -2,48 Lao 2,519 2,519 refugees have become self-sufficient. 

jeer Leon |. [eye = 93 9 LT- oO ~~ 

SE oo self-sufficient. Néh Refs AMR Pekses ARS 10,402 986 -1,416 Lao 1,830 self-sufficient. 64 Refs ARR Pakse: ee om | ae | [ a pone. 1 6s + n_|- 7 

== we 25,983 7.3 Leo = Paksane: 745 refugees arrived Paksane area from 
f =icsane ee | ; Leo~80; LT<15 northern Khammovane Province. 
a 8,502 * 745 | Meo-5 . = “ 

4201 ' 4,201 -. Lt-6 Yao-1 ; co : a L 
TALS » [7,0 : . R re) ae 2k7 4h = 230,05 ~17, 52,430 *Relocation Project Areas. 

hls a is - * These refugees are no longer receiviirg rice; 
ou : 275,994 High CY 70 however, they are receiving other rehabilitation 

eruly 1 248,608 Low cr Jo support. 
\ Sept 208,515 High CY 69 

vt " rs 181,526 Low cY 69 
és L. - ts an cient : 

oon _ a ee iet. ti :
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT / 

TO: Mr. Charles A. Mann, Director DATS: December 11, 1970 

FROM: Jack L. oe Acting AD/RA 

SUBJECT: Weekly Refugee Status Report - December 11, 1970 

Recent enemy offensive activity north of Pak Ou in Luang Prabeng Province 

has precipitated considerable confusion in refugee and non-refugee 
villages in that area. No population movements have taken place as yet, 
however, as RIG officials are working to restore order. 

‘Pakse reports a sizeable influx of refugees escaping from enemy controlled 
areas near Seravane and Lao Ngam. Groups of Muong Moc (IS-46) refugees 
are reportedly moving in the area of Ban Thesi (18-61). Details are 
umavailable. 

: TOTAL REFUGEES: 282.587 

Percentage of 
Total 

Totel Refugees receiving 

food support 230,257 81.3 

Total Refugees receiving ; 
rehabilitation support 52,430 18.7 / 

Total Refugees in Relocation 

Project Areas 38,019 13.4 

DIST: OD, DD, AD/FO, AD/M, AD/PE, AD/RA, EDU, PRO, PHD, ARMA, USIS, 
EMR/CON, EMB/POL, Lao Desk Officer (3), C&R-3_ 

(AC /BHS, AC/L.P., AC/Pakse, AC/SVKT, AC/SYBY, AC/VTE, AC/xK 

ORA : Génson :bms 212<11~70 al



REFUGEE RELIEF AND ARSE! FEMENY 

ize * ee STATUS REPORT AS OF DECEMBER 11, 1976 
Refs Receiving Refs Receiving Total ainete Receiving 
Rice Previous Rice Current Mean Ethnic Re/ticb Assistance 

x Week === Week Change Percent From October 15th _ REMARKS 

‘B.H.S. 18,081 | 18,082. ; _E-Kaw-20 .. 8&6. 

LP. j__ 18,587 18,58 Meo-22 i 298 No changes. 
. Meo-h3; Phai-37 

swe |__ 6,476 6.476 | - i | 

gee } - N, Rim Pog 22,83: | 22,833, a coe Z od 
} 

SE Rim Pos |e | 9,950 i= | Meon703 LE~30 ) tT gut No changes. 
} 

Gentral 272 | see tae 328 “ 2 

ge ee | : , Two refugees arrived Thakhek from Muong Hin Boun 
THAKRET 36 + 2 Lao | P51! and Muong Kham Keut. 

“SVK 9 LY-10 _- i 

wo | it a 
®PAKSE + 158 lm —~*«| 1,880. 158 Refugees arrived Pakse and Khong Sedone from 

i Tec) | “ENE KHONG ____ 642 642° - “ 

er | eae, ee a3 — | | . - : : 7 VIE Plein 25,943 } 25 + 2 | tao a ~ 15 refugee families reported by Paksane to be 
eae [ao-50; ur=15 | located at VF-126i.. Will not be included in 

PAKSANE 8,502 _{ 8,502 = Meo~5. a5 { totals until further details available. 

M, KASSY 1,201. 4 201 - 1_LT-6; Yeoul L ee -_ 
; - a *Relocation Project Areas 

TOTALS: 2 30,0% 230,257. + 36. meee 2 #30. oe ** These refugees are no longer receiving rice; 
oe : - ; : ; however, they are receiving other rehabllita- 

tal Oct 15th: 275,994 tion support. : 
pal Aug 31st: 258,045 ‘4 Re Monthly Recap for November 1970. 

1
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

TO: Mr. Charles A. Mann, Director DATE: December 16, 1970 

FROM: John W. MacQueen, AD/RA ee. 

SUBJECT: Weekly Refugee Status Report~ December 18, 1970 

Aside from continued movement of refugees into Paksane (from western 

Kham Keut) and Pakse (frorn Saravane) there has been little refugee 
activity. To date there have been no reports of refugees entering Paksane 

P from the Muong Moe (LS-46) area. There has been ane report, however, 

of a group of approximately 1,200 Lao Theung refugees moving from Houel 
Sai (XB 4593 area) on the Bolovens Plateau to Paksong (XB 3378) following 
a military operation in the area. It is expected that these people will 
relocate in an area, as yet undetermined, west of Paksong. 

| TOTAL REFUGEES: 282, 846 

/ Percentage of 
Total 

Total refugees receiving 
food support 229, 468 81.1 

Total refugees receiving 
rehabilitation support 52, 430 18.5 

i Total refugees in designated : 

relocation project areas 38, 019 13.4 

k DIST: OD, DD, AD/FO, AD/M, AD/PE, AD/RA, EDU, PHD, PRO, ARMA 
PA, USIS, EMB/CON, EMB/POL, Lao Desk Officer, AID/W (3), C&R-3 
t AC/BHS, AC/L. P., AC/Pakse, AC/SVKT, AC/SYBY, AC/VTE, AC/XK 

\ ORA:F CBekson:bms:12-18-70 
\ ; Clearance: ORA:JLWilliamson:, 

‘ . 

Lane ; 
* 4 

, ‘ %, — , 
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. / REFUGEE RELIEF AND Se **These refugees are no longer receiving rice; 

f wt AS STATUS REPORT AS CF DECEMBER 18, 1970 however, they are receiving other rehabili- 
= te’ : OS : tation support. 

7 J Refs, Receiving Refs Recelving Total **Refs Receiving 
. ty Rice previous Rice Current Mean Ethnic Re/Hab Assistance 
MRA Week Week Change Percent From Oct, 15th REMARKS - 

3B. H.S. 18, O81 18, 081 E-Kaw-20 7,956 

L.P, 18, 587 18, 587 | Meo-22 5.967 No changes. 
|| Meo-43; Phai- 37 

SYBY i 6,476 - | 6,476 LU-10; Cther-9 

nn | | - 
; N. Rim PDI 22,833 22,833 Pr. fy 1.997 Refugee movements in the Muong Moc (LS-46) 

SE | 5050 | area have not affected the total number of refu- 
i. SE Rim PDJ 9,950 Meo-70; LT=-30) 4. 2h : gees being supported. 
E aed — 

Lao-75; Phu Thai-i5 ¥ No changes. 

«SVKT 2, 93k | 2,931 : LT-10 ~ 

MER IV iv oe meee aeetes ates pe eees} —— te a oes ee -. ree eet nee wes a -. A ee mec 

* PAKSE | 9.144 | 9,200 _ l, 56 | Lao 3,880 56 refugees arrived Pakse from Saravane, 

Sitbandone | 642 | 642 « = re - 

MR YV 1 ir 
| : 128 zefs from VE 1261 & 7 refs from Vang Vieng 

*VTE Plein 1 _ 25, 944 25, 944 = Lao » Nhao, Kham Keut arrived Paksane. 32 Meo refs 

| Lao-80; LT.15 at Nong Daeng have moved to Sanakham, Vte. Prow 

Paksane 8, 5&2. | 8,605 | + 103 | Meo-5 | : Refs at B, Koksane & B. Namone, V.V. have 
Vang Vieng | - ; : aw-85; Meo-8 94g become self-sufficient. 
Muong Kassy 4, 201 ~ 3,253 » 948 LT-6; Yao-i { i / - 

| * E aie fect ae 

TOTALS: 230, 257 229,543 -~ 789 1.750 - Relocation Project Areas 

Total Oct 15th 275, 994 sare terete recente ethene : | 

Total Aug 3ist 258, 045
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a, W Pr TO: Mx, Charles A. Mann, Director DATE: Dec. 26, (A 

: FROM: John W. MacQueen, AD/RA Oued 

. SUBJECT: Weekly Refugee Status Rep ~ December 26, 1970 

Pa" 
ae Refugees are contirming to enter Pakeane from the Ban Done (LS-28) 

area. It has been reported that an additional 600 or more Ban Done area 
refugees may be expected during the next few days. At this point it is 
not known whether or not this growp will go to Paksane. The Thateng/ 

Houei Sai (Pakse area} reiugecs which were reported in the cover letter 
of last week's refugee report have arrived at Paksong, where they will 

be relocated. Security continues to deteriorate in the Muong Moc (LS-46) - 

Muong Nham (LS-63) area, which contains an estimated 4-5 thousand 
civilians. All of the Vang Vieng - Muong Kasey refugees who were re- 
ceiving food support have become self-sufficient following their harvest. 

E it is probabe , however. that many of them will require food support 
again during the coming months in light ef poor rice harvest this year. 

| TOTAL REFUGEES 284, 361 

Total Refugees Receiving 

food support 224, 144 
‘ 

Total Refugees Receiving 
rehabilitation support 58, 589 

Total Refugees in Designated 
relocation project arcas 28, 216 

| DIST: CD, DD, ADFO, AD, ADPE, EDU, PHD, ARMA, USIS, EMB/CON, 
EMB/POL,AC/BHS! AC/LP, AC/Pakse, AC/SVKT, AC/VTE, AC/XK, 

AD/RA, AC/SYBY. C&R-3, Lao Desk Officer, AID/W (3) 

ORA:FCBenson:mem:i2-26-70 

Clearance: ORA:JLWilliamson Ay... . 
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- F REFUGEE RELIEF AND Sear **These refugees are no longer receiving rice; 

4 f # STATUS REPORT AS OF DECEMI EE R_26, 1970 however, they are receiving other rehabilitation 

f ff : . 7 a support. 

a Refs. Recetving Refs, Receiving Total be inh Ansimeace é a J , natin Rice Current Mean Ethnic z ‘ ee 

/ ff at Rice pre’ Week Change, Percent ___From Oct. 15th CU REMARKS Z . week ar ag + 148 | LT-40;LU-30;Gooey-10 | | | 3 Leu from B. Na, Tasseng M. Sing (@D2246) 

“pis 18, 081 . E-Kaw-20 | 7,956 to M, Morn (PC1858) 
a : _ j —TTLT-33;La0-25;LU-22 |. 104 Lao Theung from Nam Sing (CC3192) to Bai 

- 8. 587 - Meo-22 5,967 ; _ Seua Pai (QC2487), 41 Lao Theung from B.  . 

Pp 18, 587. 18.5% Meo-43;Phai-37 i Kontalong (QC3494) to Ban Fang Eng (QC2798) 
= 6,476 6,476 “ _|_LU-10;Cther-9 — 

SYBY : / 
\ - cena 
Lb . = | rn re _ 1,997 _ Muong Moc (LS-46) area refugees are still in 

— Rim PDI... 22,833 22,835 { | process of moving in search of safe havens. 
a _ — 9,950 | = Meo-70;LT-30 42 

BE Rij _26, 272 
= eral 272 102,928 | 102, 928 7 ~ — 

a? ee ee ee | 
MRI \ P | 2,519 12 Refs from 3. Khok Pathone, M. Khammoua 

ee SHAKER 38 50 . to B. Thadeua (VE9148) . 
—— 2,931 zon) aesgpeee mais | 

MR IV _ B67 i: ~2533 Lao I §,466 | 60 Refs from Saravane to Pakse - 
/ Ask 9,209 | 10 Refs from Aitopeu to Pakse. 983 Refs from 

Pa 642 - 642 |. | : - - Laongam-Thateng area to Houeiset, 7 Km NE 
‘Sithandone - 7 of Paksong (Re:Dec 18 status report). 3, 586 

‘ \ Saravane Reis have become self sufficient 

v j J via | 2. 141 new refugees from V.V. to Vte Plain-their a. 25, 944 26,085 + 14) = ee : status presently being investigated. 161 Refs 

=e 6 es = —_ from Khamkeut to Paksane. V. V. and Muong 
ane 8,605 8, 76 a —— Lao-85:Meo-8 Kassy Refs have become selp suff, but conti- 

Paks i258 [8 LT-6;¥ao-l m4, 201 nue to receive rehab. aseistance. 

v.v. M. Kass — a <r ee eee *Relocation Froject Areas 
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= “6, Evaluate the distribution of foodstuffs. Bae 
> : ' What are the controls? ot a” 
4 Are all the refugees receivin food? P+ - Ree 

; Is there enough food? Auta hee oa eee, a 
c : Are all of the villages that aré supposed to, receive foo 

Fe receiving food? 4s ee ho te 5 
’ Ahan Ad wee : 

4 " ies DOD, as of fiscal year 1969, is supposed to be funding the cost of “ie 
i fi the commodities being distributed to the paramilitary forces and 

their dependents on an advance of funds basis. Are there controls 
a to determine the cost of the commodities being distirbuted to these 

people adequate? What happens if the actual cost of the food 
provided exceeds the amount of the funds that were advanced? 

i 23 
ee 8. Is the prot supplement being supplied under this project to the = 

, refugees? /Is the cost of the protein supplement being provided to a 
; the paramilitary forces and their dependents being funded by DOD? 

: _ If the answer to the first question is "no", find out which proj 3 

b is applicable as to the second question, pce 

a2 ufHy Bak, he fee LG * 

rs ee ais, — < Status of the Refugee Villages ae rts 2 
4 chy GED 9 ee Bae 

1. What facilities should each village have? iz ue y Dee SR w 

as 
: 25 How are the conditions at the refugee villages? ie 

; - Is there adequate food, wells, uncontaminated water, sanitation 

‘ ll \ facilities, schools, housing, etc. 

i Ss Is there any criteria for the above such as numbers of facilities ; & 
A for certain numbers of people? Who determines this? What are the 

$ standards used? 33 
A x j (- 

. 4. Are the villages overcrowded? (There are some indications of this vn 

Y in the workpapers. ) Ne\ 

: 5. Is AID able to reach all of the villages with food? q 

6: Is the Mission aware of conditions in the field? ime , 

v Ie 
i Assistance to Paramilitary Forces &/ ) y 

; and their dependents 
; € 

4 i When did AID begin to support these people? Why did AID begin to 

support them? How many of the five (5) military regions did this : 
5 support cover? ,a0 2 
1 : 53° u za 

4 2. For the regions not covered by AID who has provided this support? 

: 3. Who provides this support to all five military regions now? When did | 
& ® these arrangements take effect?



$ For fiscal years 1968 and 1967 we have amounts listed in our eee 
- representing AID assistance to these people. If possible, verify 

fl \ these figures. Does the air support include evacuations and movement 
5 of the paramilitary forces and dependents? 

5. Besides the Refugee Project and the Air Technical Support Project, 
~ which other projects are or have been used to support the para- 

military forces and their dependents? Pdf; Lealr 

6. Can we determine the cost of all the support provided to the para- 
, military forces and their dependents by AID for fiscal years 1967, ; 

Paoli 1968, 1969 and 1970? How much is projected for fiscal year 1971? 
(Include P.L. 480 commodities. ) : 

ee Determine what support AID is still providing to the paramilitary and 
their dependents. “A Met Le 

8. What has DOD provided to the paramilitary and their dependents? How 
much has DOD expended for this support during the last four (4) fiscal 

f 2 years? What has DOD programmed for F/Y 1971? (Possibly the amount 
@, advanced by DOD would indicate their programmed expenditures for this by g 

: fiscal year.) 

9. Analyze support previously provided by AID with similar support F } 
o ‘subsequently provided by DOD. Attempt to determine if AID has 

previously been burying the actual cost of providing support to the 3 

m Le paramilitary forces and their dependents and if DOD has picked up all 
oe of the costs that have been agreed to. 

10. Ascertain the number of paramilitary forces and dependents to which 
: AID, DOD and the CIA have been providing assistance. Analyze any } 

significant increases, decreases, or unproportional increases of } 

i dependents to forces. ’ i 

ll. There are indications that DOD has increased the rations provided = 

to these people. Why? Was the food provided to these people by AID ! 
~ sufficient? Are the paramilitary dependents now receiving more food ‘ 

than the genuine refugees? If so, how do the P.L. 480's enter into j 
the problem? 

§ . Py Current refugee numbers - 

| a. breakdown by category and location j 

23 Summary of refugee movements for past year. Attempt to verify the 
_ 50% figure reported by AID to the Subcommittee concerning the status 

of the refugees. | 
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me 3.6. Determine the reason for the large increase in the number of para- fs, 

military forces and dependents in F/Y 1970. Fe 

4. 4.  Ascertain the reason for the increase in F/Y 1968 of paramilitary forces a 
t 4 and paramilitary dependents at a 1 to 19 ratio. Determine if AID is ba 

yf aware of this and what checks they have made. a 

e 5. Are the refugee counts accurate? re 

y ee 
677 6. How long are the refugees carried on the relief rolls? ’ 

; ft Program Costs MK. ' 

hb 1. Verify total refugee assistance costs for fiscal years 1969 and 1970. 

’ al * Determine fiscal year 1968 total refugee assistance costs for the 
| refugee program. i 

re Be Find the estimated total refugee assistance cost for fiscal year 1971. i 

Refugee Staff at Mission of : ' 

: 7 i. Determine current authorized staff of the Mission's Refugee Branch? i 
Rr How many are currently on board? 

= Attempt to determine the adequacy of this staff. (See AID Audit 

Report 70-4.) i 

3y¥ Ascertain how many people from other elements of the Mission assist 

if J the refugee staff or perform duties related to refugee assistance. 

WY a. Does this number vary? sa 

b. What is the effect on the other projects or programs when 
staffs are shifted to work on refugee problems? (See part 
of draft report on critical staffing problem. ) 

b How much is programmed under this project for fiscal year 1971? How 

much of this is budgeted for refugee relief? 

2. Determine the adequacy of the procedures used for determining the - @ 
amounts to be reimbursed by other agencies. ~ 

36 Determine the amount of air support paid by the CIA when AID and the 
CIA were sharing the air costs relating to refugees on a 50/50 basis. 

= Did this 50/50 split cover only the delivery of rice to refugees or did 
it cover evacuations also? 

. ® Eye
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4 REFUGEE RELOCATION AND RESETTLEMENT 

Included in this book are documents pertinent to USAID/Laos 

program for Relocation and Resettlement of Refugees. 

In addition to copies of briefing documents recently prepared 

covering the present major resettlement areas, the Vientiane Plain, 

Seno, and Houie Nam Phak, other documents provide cover background 

material of resettlement programs completed, and where support has 

been phased out. 

The document, subject: Refugee Relocation and Resettlement 

-- New Priorities, should be most useful since it provides an historical 

: resume of the resettlement program, area by area. It should be noted, 

however, that two areas, Attopeu and Saravane, were not mentioned in 

the report. In both of these provinces refugee relocation projects were 

entah ene in 1967, two villages in Attopeu and one village in Saravane. 

Both of these projects were aborted in late 1968 because of enemy 

pressure and the subsequent loss of both of these provincial capitals. 

Refugees from both of these provinces are settled around Pakse in the 

many relocation sites along the Saigon and Paksong Roads, south of 

Pakse city. Additionally, some of these refugees are also included in 

the more structured project of Houie Nam Phak.
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The briefing documents in this book provide adequate description 

of facilities and conditions in the various major project areas. It 

should be noted, however, that the more advanced and sophisticated 

resettlement projects have not been attempted in the Ban fon, Site-272 

area for two reasons: 

1. constantly changing military situation, 

_ 2. most refugees are hill tribes and move frequently 

even under peace time conditions. 

Refugees in these areas are provided relocation assistance where 

necessary to include temporary school, medical facilities, rice and 

vegetable seeds, small animals and technical advice on farming as 

required. Additionally, they are also provided assistance in obtaining 

drinking water with such items as pastic pipe, etc.
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